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The National Longitudinal Study of the High school Class of
1972, a survey initiated by and conducted for the Natioral Center for
Education Statistics, began in the spring of 1972 with over 1,000
in-school group administrations of survey forms to a sample of ap-
proximately 18,000 seniors. In the follow-up surveys, the sample was
augmented by almost 5,000 additional students from sample schools
that were unable to participate in the base-year survey.

The data collected from the in-school and two follow- ip surveys
have been merged and processed. Over the past few yea..-s, a large
number of independent studies using the NLS data have been com-
pleted or are in progress. These studies are annotated, reviewed, and
summarized in this report.

Continuing follow-up requests for data from these individu* are
planned through 1-979 and perhzps beyond. This series of repeated
observations will permit the examination of the relationships between
schooling, work, and other experiences to subsequent career choices as
well as educational and labor force participation of each of the select-
ed individuals. Such information and the resultant analyses are impor-
tant to those engaged in formulating legislative proposals and educa-
tional policy.

Elmer F. Coll? -q, Director
Division of Multi-Level Education_ Statistics
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Purpose

The National Longitudinal Study (NLS) is
a continuing project monitored and primarily
funded by the National Center for Education
Statistics (NOES). This project represents a
number of agencies and offices within the
Department of Health, Education, and Wel-
fare (DREW) with interests in the long-range
effects of educational policy. The focus of the
NLS is- on the educational, vocational, and
personal development of high school gradu-
ates, and the personal, familial, social, institu-
tional, and cultural factors that contribute
directly or indirectly to that development.
The general purpose is to establish a factual
basis for verifying and refining federal policy
concerned with maximizing individual .ccess
to educational and vocational opportu
with improvement of_the general educational
system as it impinges upon young people, and
with positF impact toward aiding young
people to assume a productive, satisfying, and
wholesome adult role in American society. A
secondary purpose is to extend the general
scientific knowledge of human development
in the important years covering the transition
from high school to adult careers.

The full-scale study began in the spring of
1972. -A national probability sample of
19,136 seniors from 1,070 public, private,
and church-affiliated high schools participated
in the base-year survey. Each student was
asked to complete- a Student Questionnaire

--and_th take a 69-minute test battery. Survey
administrators wire-ssked- to- fill out a record
information form for each student, as well as
the School Questionnaire which provided
information about the school's programs,
resources, and grading system. In addition,
school counselors were asked to complete a
special questionnaire designed to provide data
about their training and experience.

The first follow-up survey began in Octo-
ber 1973 and ended in April 1974. Added to
the base-year sample were more than 4,315
students of the class a 1972 from 248 addi-
tional schools that had lleen unable to partici-
pate earlier, bringing the total first follow-up
simple to more than 23,000 potential re-
spondents. Some 21,350 young people com-
pleted a First Follow-Up Questionnaire, 69

1

1

percent by mail and 31 percent by personal
interview. Of the 16,683 seniors who com-
pleted a Student Questionnaire, 15,635 took
part in the first follow-up surveya sample
retention rate of 93.7 percent.

The second follow-up survey began in
October 1974, when forms were sent to
22,364 potential respondents, and ended in
April 1975. Some 20,872 young people com-
pleted a Second Follow-Up Questionnaire, 72
percent by- mail and 28 percent by personal
interview. Of the 21,350 persons who com-
pleted a First Follow-Up Questionnaire,
20,194 (94.6 percent) also participated in the
second follow-up survey.

The third follow-up survey began in Octo-
ber 1976 and will end in April 1977. A similar
high participation rate, based upon current
respons, patterns, is expected. The data will
be processed in the summer of 1977 and will
be available for public use early in 1978.

The data files for the base-year and the
first and second follow-up surveys have been
merged for general public use. Researchers in
various government branches-anti -othir insti-
tutions have used the data in the investigation
of diverse educational, vocational., and other
social issues. While a considerable amount of
useful infIrmation has been accumulated, the
studies have often not beeen effectively dis-
seminated to the research community and the
general public. Many written reports or docu-
ments involving the NLS data, except for
those published in journals or presented at
professional meetings, are generally accessible

-to only a small group of people. Since four
waves of data catIebtion have been conducted,
it seems reasonable at this point to ask: What
has been done with the NLS data, by whom,
and most important of all, what has been
learned? Should more analyses be encour-
aged? If so, what areas of research are most
needed?

It is, herefore, the primary purpose of
this revie o establish an inventory of studies
that have ed the NLS data base, and to sum-
maize their major findings. The inventory
may facilitate the exchange of ideas among
users and the identification of areas not being
adequately investigated.



B. Procedure

The Research "Liangle Institute (RTI)
conducted a formal survey of the NLS data
users, identified on the basis of lists supplied
by the Natiohal Center for Education Statis-
tics (NCES) and of lists developed during the
NLS operations. Additional information
about user's of the NLS data came from infor-
mal contacts with a variety of people. This
survey resulted in a list of over 120 individ-
uals who were interviewed either in person or
by telephone. During the interview, a number
of questions relating data file construction
and suggestions for the future NLS surveys
were/asked. The individuals were also asked to

--forward any written materials available for
thepurpose of review and annotation. A
search for study reports was also conducted
on recent -major journals for identifying
studied involving the NLS data. However, it
should be noted. that, despite the extensive
effort to obtain a complete list of the NLS
study reports, it is possible that a few may

have been missed. As of March 15, 1977, over
150 written documents had been collected.
These documents are annotated, reviewed,
and briefly synthesized in this report.

C. Overview of the Remaining Sections

The rest of this report is divided into
three chapters. Chapter II describes the NLF,
data base, including the sample size, data cov-
erage in terms of content areas, ant.. time
frame in which variables were treasured, and
accessibility of the data files. For those re-
searchers who are not ramiliar with the NLS,
this chapter should be helpful. Chapter III
summarizes the use of the NLS data to March
1977, including frequency counts of studies
by various categories, a summary of A major
findings from studies completed, and some
suggestions for future research. Chapter IV
presents an annotated bibliography, subject
index, author index, and sponsor index. A list
of data file users is included in the appendix.
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II. THE NLS DATA 'SASE

- The NLS began with a stratified, two-
stage probability sample representing the
graduating high school clb.ss of 1972, with fol-
low-ups to date in 1973, 1974, 1976, and a
fourth follow-up planned for 1979 Detailed,
descriptions of sampling scheme, data collec-
tion prQce\dures, data processing, and instru-
mentation can be found in the Data File Users
Manual ,iLevinsohn, Lewis, Riccobono &
Moore, 1 76). To assist researchers in gaining
an overview of the NLS data, this chapter
munmarizes the basic information that would
generally !A required in designing an analy-

Xissample size and content coverage.

A. Sample Size

Data contained in the data file currently
available were collected from students repre-
senting 1,070 participating schools in the
base-year survey, 1,300 schools in the first
follow -up survey, and 1,318 scools in the
second follow-up survey. The number of
students in erch school is 18 or less.

The number of respondents available for
various subpipulations and for various com-
binations of instruments contained in the cur-
rent_dataliles are tabulated in Table 1-3___* This
tabulation provides a summary of the
amounts of data available for the several in-
struments over the survey periods. A diagram
of the relationship of the various subpopula-
tions in the data base is shown in Figure 1.*

Both Figure 1 and Table 1 show the pat.
terns of data availability in the data base.
Table 1 also presents the amounts of data
available for each instrument independent of
the others (columns 1 to 5) and for various
combinations (of the instruments (columns 6
to 12). The pattern of response for various
classifier variables is also presented. For exam-
ple, examination of the table reveals that data
are available for all three basic instruments
(base-year, first, and second follow-ups) for
14,900 respondents. There are 5,294 respond-
ents who compieted r ./ first and second
follow-up forms, and there are five other sub.
sets of respondents (ranging from 735 to 134

Tlie 1 and Figure) are adapted from the Data File Users
Manual (Levinsohn. Lewis, Riccobono & Moore, 1976).

S

people) with either two or only one student
instrument. Figure 1 illustrates the relation-
ships of these various subsets of respondents
for the three basic forms.

it should be noted that missing data for
individual questionnaire items are not docu-
mented in this report. Although the missing
data problem may not be serious enough for
most of the variables to hamper analyses, it
may still impose some constraints when sev-
eral variables are required simultaneously in
an analysis. Users are ad Lad to examine this
potential constraint first. ine information for
missing data in each variable can be obtained
in the Data File Users Manual (Levinsohn,
Lewis Riccobono & Moore, 1976) and Tabu-
lar SuMmary of Questionnaire Data. Both
publications are available from the National
Center for Education Statistics.

B. Coverage of the NLS Data

The NLS data are comprehensive. There
are over 1,900 variables contained in the data
files. Some of them were _measured at one
point in time, while many others wen- repeat-
edly measured. To be fully aware of the cov-
erage of the data content, one should examine
the survey questionnaires.* Table 2 on the
following pages presents a list of content vari-
ables identifiable in each survey. The table
also shows the longitudinal nature of the data
and temporal sequence of certain variables,
which is particularly important in causal
modeling analyses.

C. Accessibility of the Data Base

The base-year, first, and second follow-up
survey data have been merged together, and
the data files are available for public use. The
third follow-up data collection and processing
will be completed by the end of 1977. Infor-
mation regardir.g data tape purchasing can be
obtained by writing to the Data Systems

t There is a Tabular Summary of Questionnaire Data from
each survey (see Chapter IV, Nrbers 4019, 4022, and
4024)

*Questionnaires are included in the Data File Users Manual.



TABLE 1. DATA AVAILABILITY FOR SUBPOPULATIONS BY INSTRUMENT COMPLETION

(N 22,532)

INSTRUMENT

SUIP0fUlATION TB SRIF BSYR FFU SFU

BSYR
FFU

BSYR
SFU

FFU BSYR
SFU FFU,SFU

BSYR
only

FFy
only

SFU
only

Sex:
We 7,898 10,719 8,279 10,484 10,237 422 344 2,581 7,243 370 238 69

Female 7,956 10,889 8,397 10,858 10,619 311 200 2,713 7,657 229 177 49

Unclassifiable 6 17 7 8 16 2 0 0 0 5 6 16

Race:
White , 12,301 16,511 12,847 16,376 16,095 501 394 4,000 11,632 420 243 69

Black 1,952 2,951 2,127 2,913 2,860 128 :3 894 1,833 73 58 40

Other 1,549 2,010 1,648 1,940 1,887 77 57 399 1,433 81 31 8

Undessifiable 58 153 61 121 20 29 0 1 2 30 89 17

M.S. Proem:
Academic 6,537 8,626 6,812 8,520 8,434 206 191 1,936 6,263 152 115 44

General 5,370 7,753 5,673 7,640 7,422 309 228 2,215 4,932 206 184 49

Yoe Tech 3,952 5,229 4,197 5,151 4,994 219 :27 1,133 3,705 146 94 29

`Unclassifiable 1 17 1 39 22 1 0 10 0 0 28 12

Region:
.-

-----:...----

North 3,521 4,485 3,618 4,483 4,322 188 93 977 3,232 105 86 20

Central 4,122 5,668 4,568 5,541 5,445 178 148 1,151 4,114 128 98 32

south 5,382 7,703 5,513 7,691 7,541 228 178 2,345 4,958 149 160 60

West 2,835 3,789 2,964 3,635 3,564 141 125 821 2,596 122 77 22

Ability:
Low 4,798 4,783 4388 4,392 4,256 327 191 10 4,055 215 0 0

- Medium 7,008 6,997 7,000 6,600 6,534 27C 204 8 6,322 204 0 0

High 4,054 4,053 4,052 3,890 3,896 96 101 1 3,793 62 0 1 1

Unclassifiable 0 5,792 843 6,468 6,186 -2 48 5,275 730 23 421 133

SMS:
Low 4,331 6,172 4,827 6,117 5,962 245 181 1,533 4,248 153 91 0

Medium 7,562 10,226 7,927 10,157 9,910 330 258 2,552 7,100 239 175 0

High 3,707 4,924 3,863 4,911 4,794 147 96 1,158 3,540 80 66 0

Unclassifiable 60 303 66 165 206 13 9 51 12 32 89 134

TOTAL ,15,860 21.625 16,683 21,350 20,872 735 544 5,294 ..,14,900 504 421 134

Note: The abbreviations for the inst' are as follows:

TB Test Book
SRIF a Student Record Information Form

BSYR Base-Year Student Questionnaire

FFU e First Follow-Up Questionnaire

SFU Second Follow-Up Questionnaire

t. 4
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FFU
21,350

BS YR 16,683

no SFU
735/ //
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20,872

Figaro 1. Subpopulations of nstrument Responso in Three Years of Data Collection
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TABLE 2. CONTENT AREAS IN EACH SURVEY

Ca *art
Wag 1972

lass-Year Swim
Fat-Witter 1173-74 ---__

1st FellowUp Survey
------ FeN-Yruitei 1974-76

--2nd Follow-Up Survey
-------_____

Sex, birth data

Fall-Winter 11176-77
Al Fellow-Up Sum"

Sex, bi i datettenstitollionil =

bawl ,
Sex, birth date, physical handicap Sex, birth data

Aliity SAT, ACT, and test scores
iliocabld" reading, math, letter
stoups, mosaic comparison, pitture-
sumbei ,

--

Soeliecersomic
Mates

Parental Income, education,
occupation-,

I - ion, occupation
4'

Herne
background

6

Number if parsons dependent on
parents, number of siblings in college,
objects in home, language at hems,
parental expectation

Parental encouragement Birth order, number of siblings .

Cesmiunity
envirooment

Type of community, distance of
home from postsecondary schools

type of community where
indivilual lives

Type Of\community wham individual
lives, motility and reasons

\

Type of community when
individual lives, mobility and
reasons f--

Ethnicity' Rate, religion Race

Significant
of ors

Relative importance of family, peers,
school personnel to rr.ondary
program, postsecon,.toy plans, quality
of counseling minim

.., -

Activity status Activity plans for Fall of 1973 Activity status in Oct. 1972, Oct. 1973
..

Activity status in Oct. 1974
5

Activity status in Oct. 1975,
Oct. 19/6

Educational
attainment

Educational plans (entry, financial
support urangemant), factors inter-
feted attainment, school choice

r-lucational status (dogma; 4ittlficatit
received), factors interfered attainment

Educational status (degree, certificate
received), factors interfered attainment

Educational status, graduate school
application and entry, factors
interfered attainment

School
characteristics

Secondary school size, student-
counselor ratio, ability grouping or
tracking, racial composition, college-
going ratio, school SES, teacher ...,

qualifications, school facilities,
counseling services

Postsecondary school contra l and

type

Postsecondary school control and

type

Postsecondary school control
and type

(continued)
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TABLE 2. CONTENT AREAS IN EACH SURVEY lam/

Cesteerf

estglaY
Spdag 1972

Bass-Year Survey
Fall-Winter 1873-74
1st Follow-Up Survey

FaR- Winter 1974-75
2nd Fellow-Up Survey

Fall-W ter 1976-77
3rd Fe. a-Up Survey

School
aperient,

____

Time spent on homework, program
of study, participation in remedial
and special services programs, school
quality, courses taken, instructional
strategies

Program type, major study area,
full-time, financial aid programs,
program duration

Program type, major study area,
full-time, financial aid programs,
program duration

Program type, major study are.,
full -time, financial aid programs,
program duration

School
pyrformancs

Grade average, extra curricular
activities

Grade average, dropout, transfer,
satisfaction with sciwolirg, total
credits earned

Grads average, dropout, transfer,
satisfaction witfi schooling, total
credits earned

Grads swine, dropout, transfer,
satisfaction frith schooling, total
credits earned

Work status Type of work, hours of work,
work plans for years after graduation

Resources used for job bunting,
work type, hours/week, reasons for
not working

Resources used for job hunting,
work type, hours/week, reasons for
not working

Resources used for job hunting,
work type, hours/week, reasons
for not working

Work perform-
anti and
satisfaction

Factors in career :elution Income, pay, and work conditions,
satisfaction

Immune, pay, and work conditions,
satisfaction, application of job
training

Income, pal, and work conditions,
atisfectioi , supervision, applies-
ton of job training

Noncognidve
traits

Self-concept, locus of control Self-concept, locus of control Self-concept, locus of control,
maturity scale

.

Self-concept, locus of control

Goal orient.-
tions

Work and educational aspirations,
expectations, and plans; life goals

Work and educational aspirations,
expectations, end plans; life goals

Work and educational aspirations,
expectations, and plans; life goals

Work and educational aspirations,
expectations, and plans; life goals

Marriage and
family

Plans to be a full -time homemaker,
number of dependents

Marital status, number of dependents,
income, number of children had and
expect to have

Marital status, number of dependents,
spouse's education end occupation,
income, number of children, items
owned at home

Marital status, number of depend-
ents, spousa's education and
occupation, income, number of
children had and expect to have,
items owned at home

Opinions Factors interfered with education,
ratings of high school

Usefulness of specialized training
in high school

Participation in political, activities,
consumerism, quality of life

Political activities, sex-role orients-
tion, sex and race biases, rating
of high uhcul

Military Plans for military service Type, training, duration, satisfaction;
plans

Type, training, duration, plans Type, training, duration, plans

14 15
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III. REVIEW AND SUMMARY OF STUDY REPORTS

A. Extent of Use

A great deal of work on the NLS data has
been completed since the study began in the
spring of 1972. About 90 persons, in addition
to professional staff at NCES RTI, have
used, or planned to use, the NLS data. As of
March 1977, 180 report entries have been
identified, 151 of them in formal written
forms and 29 of them in progress (see Table
3).

TABLES. TYPES OF REPORTS INV3LVING
THE NLS DATA TO MARCH 15,1977

Type of Publication Frequency

Journal publications

Papers presented in meetings 32

Unpublished dissertations nr papers 16
Government publications 24

Grant or contract reports 72

Studies in progress 29

Total 180

Them are four dissertrYons, three dissertation
proposals, ano nine other unpublished papers.

The ,majority of Study reports, as ex-
pected, at this early stage, are products of
grant/or contract research. There are 72 re-
ports of, this sort. Presentations at profession-
al meetings, particularly those of the Ameri-
can Educational Research Association and the
American Psychological Association, are
another important outlet for research prod-
ucts. Since 1973, there have been several pre-
sentations each year, totaling 32 reports. The
extensive support and involvement of the
NCEt also led tio 24 publications through the
Government Printing Office. In addition,
timely information drawn from the NLS has

`_____appearecLsemeraltimes in the NCES an OPBE
annual reports to the Congress.

Researchers in academic settings have
begun using the NLS data. As of March 1977,
16 unpublished dissertations or papers were
found which used the NLS as the primary

9

data source. (There are four dissertations,
three dissertation proposals, and nine other
unpublished pi.pers.) It is anticipated that
more university facility members and gradu-
ate students will use the data as more follow-
up data become available and _asthe iheady
availability of this data source becomes/ are
widely known.

Important media for info on diesemi-
nation are professional jo als. The NLS
results are just beginning_tp appear in such
media. Seven articles so far *ire found in pro-
fessional journals. The number of journal pub="
lications will certainly increase with time and
as more analytic work is completed, since
there is usually a long time lag for journal
publication.

The use of the NLS: data is in a continu-
ous upward growth. Table 4 shows that by
the end of 1973, only /1 reports were \ com-
pleted, while by the end of 1976, 11Pladdi-
tional reports were completed. In 1976 alone,
there were 58 reports, about six tithes as
many as in 1973. It seems likely that more
people are becoming aware of the data base,
and thui more studies using the data are being
initiated, particularly in university Settings

TABLE 4. NUMBER OF REPORTS ISSUED _

IN EACH YEAR

Year Frequency

1973 11

1974 17

14975 38

1976 58

1977 (by Marc! 5) 27

Total

Note: These counts do not include studiei in progress./

What areas of research have drawn the
most; attention, and what areas have not been
adequately investigated? To answer these
questions, the study reports were classified by
subject areas as shown in Table 5. Clearly,

17



TABU 5. NUMBER OF STUDIES BY SUBJE-CTAREA--- svc:n as cotmted. Furthermore, the lack of
study in an area may not necessarily reflect a
lack_ at. research interest. The early survey
datilosif nor Wad-equate for studies-of such----SA loft Am' N

Genre deuripticn (summary data)

Secondary education

Student diaractsrlstics
School affects

Postmcondary education

Amps
Parimmaria

Biel aid
Vocational ethicaton

_Labor torts oatticiPation
Psychological development

Noma envirenmant

Methodology

SintPle
Data collection

Instrumentation
Maasremwt
Weight calculation

Ionmsoonss bias
Amity:Jai-Mom
File construct

Military service

Other thibtory, purpdoi, model,

atiority, lc) 17

15

14

12

37

15

19

11

10

3

17

9

a
$

4
4
A

12

4

The classification of subject area was based upon studies
through March 15. 1977. Other study areas are possible as
shown in Chapter

Note: A ippon could be en, *roc, in more than one subject
ores. thus there are 225 entries for 151 studies.

there are a greater au rnber of studies deal' ng
\ with survey mkhodclogy and with post-
' ondary education, particularly regarding

e question of access. than any other areas.
Of the total 225 study entries, 57 are method-
ological and 52 re?ate to postsecondary eduta-
tion\. A smaller ranzber of studies concerned
seceTdary education, vocational/technical
education (particularly the impact of such
training), labor-force participation, and
psyc*ological development. Other possible
content areas, such as marriage and family
and the impapt of counseling, have not yet
appeared in research reports.

The number of studies alone may not be
an adequate indicator of the extensiveness of
research in an area because reports vary in
length, in thwoughness, and in quality; thus,
the studies should be read and evaluated as

topics as college ilerformance and vocational
attainment. This limitation wil1.1:le reduced
when later follow-up data become availat)le.

focus so far ha been on the co -going
It is quite clear that the Matiecorresearch'

9e°

----,

members. Those who did not go try college
but instead vent to work or entered some
kind of vocational/technical training have not
been carefully investigated. No systematic
modeling of vocational attainment has been
done. In addition, although_a few studies have
examined high school characteristics such as
curriculum and school quality in relation to
student development, and a few studies have
reported on psychological development,
research in these areas was far from being
comprehensive. What is more, no study has
been directed to examine marriage and family
for--= ation and some community and society
f" J rs in relation to human development.
Perhaps future studies will place some empha-
sis on these areas as more to become avail-
able. It therefore seems Wistifiable at this
point to state that the potentials of the NLS
.:ata base in many substantive areas and the
longitudinal nature of the data have not yet
been fully exploited. A thorough exploration
r' a comprehensive data base like the NLS
will prObably require more time, additional
funding resources, and a wider participation
by federal agencies and the community of
social scientists.

The National Center for Lducation Statis-
tics s(NCES) has been.tho primary sponsor and
technical monitor of the study. As shown in
Table 6, there are 79 reports which were
produced under contracts to NCES. Since the
fallow-un data is becoming more concerned
with educational outcomes, such as vocational
attainment and quality of life, it seems likely
that other government agencies will begin-us-
ing the data more extensively. The Office of
Planning, Budgeting, and Evaluation, National
Institute of Education, Department of De-
fense, and other organizations have
already begun to do . It is possible that
more studies will be initiated by other agen-
Cies as more longitudinal data become avril-
able, particularly those regarding career devel-
opment and family formation.
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TAIL': IL NUMBER OF STUDIES BY SPONSORING

AGENCY

Sponsor

National Center hit. Education Sf35StiCS

Office of Henning, Budgeting, and Evaluation

National Institute of Education

Office of Education
Assistant Seamy for Planning and Evaluation

Department of Labor

EPRC for Higher Education and Society

Department of Defense

Foundations

79

8

3

3

1

1

1

3

1

-mar 100

This tabulation includes' only goveriMarit publications and
contract 'and grant reports known to have beer in existence
by March 15,1977.

B.. Major Findings

As mentioned previously, the NLS has
provided a unique data base for educational
and other social behavioral research. The re-
peated surveys on the same group of individ-
uals not only provide timely cross-sectional
information but also allow longitudinal anal-
yses for certain issues. Over the past few
years, as presented in the preceding section, a
large number of independent analyses of the
NLS date have been completed, and a con-
siderable amount of information hat: been
accumulated, For example, it was learned
that, although women have better academic
credentials than men, women still have a
somewhat lower college attendance rate than
men; the difference, however, has decreased
over the put decade. It was also found that,
although whites, in the aggregate, are more
likely to attend college than blacks, this dif-
ference is wholly a function of class back*
ground_ and academic preparation. In addi-
tion, whites, on the average, are more likely
than blacks to enter colleges of higher quality
as indicated by higher selectivity level. The
data show that, while students in academic
high school programs are better prepared for
college education even after class background,
ability, and aspiration are considered, finan-
cial aid programs do not seem to have a sub-
stantial impact on college persistence. The

data also show that proximity to a two-year
college has an important impact on college -
attendance, primarily for middle class stu-
dente. IVEuet of this type ofinformation has
policy implications and has value in enhancing
our understanding of human development.

This section summarizes the major find-
ings from a number of the reports listed in the
next chapter. The focus is placed upon the
following areas: (1) student characteristics
and high school experience, (2) access to post-
Secondary education, (3) performance in col-
lege, (4) labor -force, participation and voca-
tional training, (5) psychological develop-
ment, and (6) methodological studies. Find-
ings from other areas are not-summarized here-
either because their_related analyses have- not
been completed or are considered inadequate.
Some additional information, however, can be
obtained in the next chapter.

1. Student Characteristics and High
School Experience;

The NLS sample represents about three
million high school seniors in 1972. About 82
percent of the seniors are white, 9.5 percent
are black, and 8.5 percent are members of
other minority groups. The sexes are equally
represented for whites, but black males com-
prise only 45 percent of all blacks in the
sample, suggesting higher than average attri-
tion rates for black males in kindergarten
through twelfth grade. Although those high
school seniors in 1972 received varying types
of instruction in school and had different
experiences, they, as a group, are generally
satisfied with their high school education(

Of the class of 1972, about halt of the
white students and a quarter of the black stu-
dents were enrolled in academic programs in
high school while about half of the black stu-
dents and 29 percent of white students were
enrolled in general programs. The rest of the
students were enrolled in vocational/technical
programs. Echternacht (1002)* examined the
characteristics of these students and found
that both vocational and general students
scored IcAver than academic students on the.
academic ability tests. Compared with general

The four-digit number following the author's name is the
catalog number used in Chapter IV.
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students, vocational students achieved higher
grades, were less alienated toward school, and
focused more in their postsecondary aspira-
tions on the work iisifid.

Several investigations related students'
_ background characteristics to academic ability

and grade performance (e.g., Creech, Echtei-
nacht; Freeberg & Rock, 1001; Fetters, 4002,
4003, 4006). In general, the findings are con-
sistent with previous studies: women slightly
outperformed men in reading, out men slight-
ly outperformed women in mathematics;
blacks scored about one standard deviation
below whites in academic ability tests, and

is of higher ec background
(SES) scores than students

lowSES._ The median class standing of
women was about 17 percentage points higher
than 'that of men. It seemed that women had
better academic credentials than men; how-
ever, women had lower college-going rates and
lower educational and vocational aspirations
than men.
- ___An important question is: Do differences
in schi-) To PrograiM and other academic cre-
dentials matter in terms o1 the sub-
sequent life chances? Several -Studies have
implicitly examined this question, lind the--
results indicated that differential school ex-
perience-does have an impact on both work
and colkge. For example, Peng (1004) found
that receiving job training in high school
correlated positively with occupational attain-
ment and income after graduation. Partici-
pants in the program were more likely to be
employed and had a higher median income
than nonparticipants. Bower, Pierce, Blitch &

----Carr -(5005) and Peng & Fetters (2025) also
showed that high school prograths are related
to college entry and college performance after
other variables such as socioeconomic back-
ground, ability, and aspiration are controlled.
They e,rgued that high scnoot programs pro-
vide students with different academic prepara-
tion which, in turn, has an impact on college
entry and performance.

pact of quantity of schooling,
counseling services, and school resources on
student attainment currently, are being exam-
ined by several other investigators. The find-
ings, when available, should enhance our
understanding of the educational process.

2. Access to Postsecondary Education

The general question of who goes to col-
-lege and-where has-attracted the attention-of-
more investigators than any other topic. The
findings can be grouped into five areas: (1)
basic enrollment patterns, including compari-
sons with past studies, (2) sex and race differ-
ences in the college attendance process, (3)
delayed entry, (4) the question of where stu-
dents go to college, and` 5) the impact of
financial aid and proximity n college attend-
ance.

In the studies to be summarized in this
section, postsecondary edumtion generally
refers to enrollment in an academic program
at a two- or four-year institution. Thus, unless
otherwise noted, attendance at non-degree-
granting vocational and technical schools is
excluded from consideration. There also are
other variations in the manner in which differ-
ent investigators defined college attendance.
For example, some included students who
delayed entry by a year or more, while others
restricted their analyses to first -time enroll-
ments in october 1972 (i.e., the fall immedi-
ately after graduation from high school). Such
differetrcea generally will-be ignored here, un-

less they appear to produce appreciably dif-
ferent conclusions about the college attend-
ance process.

a. Basic Patterns in College Attendance

Over the past decade, the rates of en-
rollment for high school students who con-
tinue their education after graduation has
declined slightly at four-year institutions and
declined markedly at vocational/technical
schools, while nearly doubling at two-year
junior and community colleges. Although, in
balance; the trend was downward when con-
sidering all forms of postsecondary education,
it was slightly upward, as a whole, when con-
sidering only degree-granting institutions.
Approximately 43 percent the NLS high
school graduates entered degree - granting insti-
tutions in fall 1972 compared to about 41
percent a decade ago (Peng, 1003).

Not surprisingly, college attendance rates
sontinue to vary by sex and social class. How-
ever, there ittve been a number of interesting
changes over the past decade. For example,
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although men are still somewhat more likely
than women to_ attend- either a two- or four-
,year college after high schr ol, the sex differ-

ence' in attendance rates-dropped from 9.4 to
3.7 percentage points between 1961 and
1972. Social class differences in college entry
also have been reduced somewhat over this
same period, yet the four-year college attend-
ance rate for students in the top SES quartile
is still about double that for students in the
bottom SES quartile.

Onstother noteworthy observation is that
the proportion of highly able students going
on to four-year colleges has declined. For in-
stance, 70 percent of the men in the top abil-
ity quarter of their high school classes in 1961,,
went on to attend four-year colleges. In 1972,
the figure had clropped to 54 percent (Peng,
1003).

b. Race and Sex Differences in College
Attendance

In assessing the question of who goes to
college, it is fruitful to distinguish between
attendance patterns deriving from academic
credentials students acquire in high school
and those arising entirely independently of
3116 credentials. For example, to what extent
do poor grades in high school as opposed to
limited family resources decrease the likeli-
hood that a black or lower-class youth will
attend college? Several studies a the NLS
respondents have examined questions of this
kind. In, general, the teak is one of assessing
the relative importance of different back-
ground and-school variables and how they are
-rekted to one another in the educational at
tainment process as students move from high
sc college. Most of the investigations in
this area, hus far, have tended to focus on
race and differences either by introducing
these respo dent characteristics as dummy
variables into a ultiple regression may
by conducting separate but parallel ana _es

of different groups of respondents classified
toy race and'sex (Thomas, 3014; Thornton,
3016; Jackson, 3006). In the first approach,
the investigator is interested in estimating the
relatiVe effects of being, a woman (or man)
and of being black (or white) at different
points in the educational Process. In the
second approach, interest is focused on differ-

ences and similarities in the underlying causal
mechanisms that may help explain diffzrances
in outcomes between subgroups.

The main results show that although
whites, in the aggregate, are more likely to
attend college than blacks, this difference can
be largely attributed to class background and
academic credentials. Controlling for social
class and scholastic aptitude, blacks of both
sexes are more likely than whites to attend
college. The positive, net effect of being black
is partly due to the positive advantage that
accrues to blacks by being more likely than
whites with comparable academic ability to
be placed in a college pr:paratory curriculum
and to receive better grades in high school;
but it also reflects a net positive advantage of
being black on college attendance independ-
ent of the student's social background or
academic credentials.

In regard to sex differences, men, as noted
earlier, are still more likely to attend college
than women, although these findings cannot
be generalized to blacks. Sex has no net effect
on the college attendance patterns of blacks.
Unlike whites, black women actually are more
likely to attend college than black men; how-
ever, this is linked to the fact that black
women get much better grades in high school.

These studies also found that social class
is far more important than either sex or race
in the college attendance process. This is in
part because class background is correlated)
with 'scholastic aptitude and also with piaci-
dient in.rtellege preparatory curriculum in
high school, indepenaent of aptitude and
grades. Thus, one reason why students from
lower SES backgrounds do not go to college is
because they do not possess the kinds of cre-
dentials that typfcally are import_mtin the
college admissions process. ThOse same studies
also found, howeyer, tha't over half of the in-
fluence of social class 'on d011ege attendance is
direct, meaning that it is independent of a
student's academic credentials,- sex, or racial
origins. In other words, even if a lower SES
student had good grades, high aptitude, and
was enrolled in an academic curriculum, hii
chances of going to college were still substan-
tially less than an upper-middle class student
with the same credentials. This was true for
both races and both sexes.
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C. Delayed Entry to Higher Education

About 5 percent of the NLS seniors who
graduated in 1972 delayed entry to a two- or

TOU-yeartollege until fall 197-3- (-e-.g., Peng,
Ashburn &- Dunteman, 4020; Bailey & Col-
lins, 2002). Bowers et al. (5005) have exam-
ined the process that leads to delayed entry,
including the study of the respOndent's work
and marital status during the intervening year.

In general, the basic factors involved in
delayed entry do not differ substantially from
those for immediate entry. That is, academic
curriculum, 'academic aptitude, and rank in
high school class are among the highest corre-
lates of college entry, Whether delayed or
immediate. Also, in both cases, the influence
of social class and significant -others such as
parents and peers, as well as the level of edu-
cation the respondentdesires,iill have modest
but significant effects on college attendance.

More interesting, perhaps, are the influ-
ences of marriage and earnectincome, both of
which have negative effects on delayed entry.
Respondents who were married after high
school were less likely to enter college in fall
1973, than those who were single'. Similarly,
those with higher Incomes _were Jest likely to
attend. Thus, it appears that' relatively high
income for students who do not go on tocol-
lege immediately after high school may serve
as, an alternative opportunity to attending col-
lege and that college at this point would entail

_too heavy an investment in foregone earnings.
Marriage also may represent an alternative
opportunity to college or it may increase the
responsibility to increase one's current, dis-
posable income.

d. Where Students Go to College

About 29 percent of all NLS respqndents
attended four-year institutions immediately

.after graduation from high school, 14 percent
attended two -year colleges, and another 10
percent enrolled in vocational and technical
schools (Peng, 1003). Several studies investi-
gated Aifferences in the characteristics of stu-
dents attending different types of institutions
(e.g., Bowers et al., 5005; Peng, 4021), includ-
ing one -study which ranked colleges using
Astin's selectivity index (Bailey & Collins,
2002).

.-

With regard to the traditional two-year
versus four-year distinction, as expected, the
two-year junior and community colleges tend
to attract students of lower ability and those
from somewhat lower- SES backgrouncb than
do four-year colleges. It appears, however,
that the increase in two-year college enrol-
ments over the past decade was more evident
among middle class and middle ability stu-
dents thin among low SES end low ability
students. This may reflect both the increasing
availability of these institutions and the rising
costs of attending a four-year college. Some
authors 'have noted that the middle-range
groups may not be poor enough to receive
finandal aid grants and yet- are not bright
enough to win academic scholarships or
wealthy enough to ignoie the costs of a four-
year, residential college.

Controlling for academic ability, blacks
are more likely than whites to enroll in four-
year institutions, while whitesare more likely
than blacks to enroll in two-year junior nid
community colleges. For example, 7 percent
of whites and 16 percent of blacks in the low-
est ability quartile enrolled irk, four-year col-
leges. For other test quaitiles, the black ad-
vantage in four-year college attendance ranged
from 11 to 27 percent. Similar results were
.,stained for Hispanics, althongh_the attend-
ance rates for this group. were -higher than
those for whites at both fowyear and two-
year institutiops, controll ikg for academ.c
ability.

Somewhat different results; however, are
obtained when a college selectivity index is
used instead of the simple two-year versa
four-year distinction and the analysis is re-
stricted to students entering four-year institu-
tions. Consistent with the results of other
studies reported earlier, proportionally more
whites than blacks who attend four-year col-
leges are attending highly selective institu-
tions. However, when academic ability is con-
trolled, just the reverse is found. For example,
24 percent of all white four-year college stu-
dents in the top ability quartile were enrolled
in the higher ranked colleges, as compared to
43 percent of the blacks in this quartile. At

, the other extreme, 3.6 percent of the blacks
in the lowest ability quartile attended a selec-
tive college, as compared to 0.3 percent of the
wIttes.
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"diti-ence" in results shows up at
the other end of the college selectivity ranks.
First, it should be noted that about one-half

_ot_the_ioux-ye_ar collev student population in
the United States attend schools with, low
selectivity scores on Astin's scale (i.e., institu-
tions with selectivity levels of 0, 1, and 2 on
as eight-point scale). These institutions are
Lively undifferentiated from one another
with regard to the calibre of students they
admit, prpbably as a consequence of relatively
open on policies that do not require
admissio tests except for counseling and
guidance. e bulk of all blacks attending
four-year colleges (71 percent) end up in this
class of institutions; including about one-half,
of those in the top ability quartile, while only
49 percent/of white four-year college students
attend these low selectivity colleges. Exactly
what this means, however, is not clear, since,
as the authors point out, it may primarily be a
function of the disproportionate number of
blacks who continue to attend predominantly
black colleges and the very low ranking of
these institutions on the selectivity scale
(Bailey & Collins, 2002). -

e. Financial Aid- nd Proximity

As indicated in the bibliography with this
report, a fairly large number of studies have
been undertaken on such manipulatable char-
acteristics of institutions as financial aid and
the location of colleges relative to the student
market- However, as of this writing, only a
few of these rtports were available, plus one
or two othersthat -did not focus On these
issues but. nevertheless produced some rele-
vant findings.

Jackson (3006), for example, tested sever-
al models of the influences on postsecondary
school decisions, inchiding both personal at-
tributes and various economic and ecological
characteristics of the stud_ ent's home and
community environment. The models. at-
tempted to predict both college attendance
and, more- simply, whether or not students
had applied to a college. Among the various
predictors were several measures of the avail-
ability of a college in the student's locale,
such as the number of nearby institutions,
whether they werepublic institutions, and the
average costs of tuition and fees. Despite large
variations in the NLS sample, these measures

were unrelated to postsecondary,school deci-
sions, as assessed both in terms of partial and
zero-order correlations. Using a similar but
more elaborate set of measures of institu._
tional availability, Bowers et al. (5005), in a
separate study of the NLS students, obtained
the same results, except in the case of predict-
ing entry to two-year community and junior
colleges. In that particular instance, the eco-
logical variables had a greater direct impact on
atteni. Tice than did either the student's aca-
demic credentials or the disposable funds he
had available for college.

Turning W the question of financial aid
and disposable funds for college, Doermann
(2015) attempted to estimate from the NLS
data the number of able high school graduates
who do not go to college but who might be
available if the colleges attempted to recruit
them. For this purpose, the data were cross-
tabulated by family income and the respond-
ents' verbal SAT scores. Somewhat surprising-
ly, this analysis yielded estimates that among
the more able students who did not enter col-
lege (i.e., those who scored 450 or above),
there were about 48,000 students in the class
of 1972 coming from families in the highest
quintile of family income ($25,000 and over)
and 21,000 students from families in the bot-
tom quintile (less than $8,680). In other
words, the cool of students who would b6
predicted to have the least difficulty in col-
lege but are not enrolled is over twice as large
among families who p'obably can afford to
send their children to college than among
those who cannot.

The relationship, of disposable' funds to
postsecondary enrollment was examined by
Bowers et al. (5005) in an elaborate causal
model of the college attendance process.
Among the measures of disposable funds
jointly considered were parents' income, thd
number of people dependent on the student
or his parents for financial support, and
whether the student planned to obtain or had
been offered money for college from any
scholarship, loan, or work program. After tak-
ing into account other social background and
individual characteristics, the proportion of
variance.-explained- by this set of variables in a
student's attending any form of postsecond-
ary education immediately after' leaving high
school was one-half of one percent.
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A more focused study on the question of
financial support for higher education has
been oempleted by Riccobono et al. (2028)
showing who receives federal and nonfederal
assistairiee -Juttover -a third of the NLS stu-
dents enrolled in some form of postsecondary
education in 1972 received some form of aid
other than family and personal support.
About half of the aid came from federal
sources; the rest came from nonfederal
sources.

The type of postsecondary school one
attended, however, was an important factor.
Students entering four-year colleges were
much more likely to report receiving both
federal and nonfederal aid than were students
enrolled in two-year institutions. Differences
by social class and ability also were found.
Those from lower income families, not sur-
prisingly, were more likely than students from
higher income families to receive nonfederal
and 'federal aid, but particularly the latter.
Ability, on the other hand, was positively
related _toreceiving nonfederal aid for four-

, year college while negatively related
to receiving federal aid. That is, there was a
tendency for more students in the lower abil-
ity quartile'to receive some_ form of federal
support than for those in the upper ability

kquartile. This is probably the result of the cor-
-relation between ability and SES. Those with
the greater financial need tend. to have lower
test scores.

We will return to the subject of financial
aid programs in the section on college reten-
tion ana'seithdrawal.

3. Performaftcein Postsecondary
Education

As the NI.4 follow-up data become avail-
able .and more widely disseminated, it is,
expected that more investigators will turn
their attention to tracing the progress of the
respondents as they move through college and
on. into gradue'e school, and eventually into
the labor market. A few studies of this kind i
already have been completed and are reported

They,inciude: (1) a study of sex differ.'
ences in the choice of college majors; (2) a
study of college transfers, including students
who transferred from two-year to four-year
institutions; and (3) studies on college reten-
tiOn and withdrawal.

a. Choice of College Major

Polachek's (1 6) study focuses on sex
differences in car r decisions as reflected by
vocational aspirati s, ability, and the con-
tent of high school and college courses. As
early as high scho , for example, women
tend to specialize re in English and lan-
guage, while shying away from math and
science. Although th y sper.d more time at
homework, they spe less time at, part-time
work outside of sch of and, as adolescents,
they are less interesteq in careers than men.

With respect to ch osing a particular field
of study in college, tudents with greater
quantitative ability -ten to major in math,
science, engineering, an medically related
fields, while those with high verbal ability
choose humanities and social sciences over
other fields. Moreover, those with more pre-
college background in a particular field were
more likely than others to choose that field as
a major in college.

Even when- adjusting for ability differ-
ences and other background variables, how-
ever, women tend to major in education,
home economics, and medically related -pro-
fessiont such as nursing, *hilt men tend to
major in engineering and business. Comparingmajor

NLS results with these -of a nationally
re 'presentative sample of students at the same
point in their careers in 1959, some diminish-
ing of set differences nevertheless was dis-
cernible over the decade.

o. Students Who Transfer

Peng's (4021) study of college transi.ers
dealt primarily with different patterns of
movement between and among two -year and
four-year institutions prom October 1972 to
October 1974, and the characteristics of those
transfer students. During this period, the
number of movts was rather substantial in
Some situations. Within two years' f matricu-
lation, 16 percent of the four-year college
entrants had transferred to another four-year
college, while ',only 3 percent had transferred,
to a two-year \ college. Although" there was

. little difference between four-year institutions
in their rates of out-transfer when,' classified
by electivity level (based on Astin's scale),
,m reJ transfers overall were downward, i.e., to
less selective colleges, than upward. Among
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those who originally entered two-year junior
or community colleges, two years later 24
percent were attending a four-year institution
and 4 percent were enrolled in a different

two-year-eellege""*"
Compering students who tiansferred from

one f2ur -year college to another with p-r-
sisters Who,renrided in the same college after
two years, thetransfer students tended to be
from higher socioeconomic backgrounds and
to be women. They also had lo;wer aptitude
but outperformed their classmates. It remains
unclear.why students who transfer from one
four-year college another obtained better
grades, than their classmates and yet tended as
a whole 'to move to less selective institutions:

Comparing students who transferred from
two- to four-year colleges with other students
who matriculated at two-year institutions, the
former, nut surprisingly, were more likely
than the- latter to have been enrolled in an
academic, versus a technical or vocational pro-
gram in college, to have Obtained better
grades, and to be from higher socioeconomic
backgrounds.

On the other hind, students who transfer-
red from one twoiYear college to another did
not differ from persistes, while those who
trait:erred from four-year to two-year. institu-
tions differed frOrn their classmates in severe
important respects. These four-year entrants
were having academic difficulty in college
initially, -had lower- than - average aptitude but
strong educationalaspiralons, and tended to
come from middle and ddle class
families. It is apparent that e students in
four-year colleges who' are under-pressure to
obtain a college degree but are not doing well
relative to their classmates frequently transfer
to a two-year institution;

Another type of comparison was made
between Students who matriculated ate two -
year community college and later transferred
to t.a four-year institution and their counter-
parts who initiaily ,matriculated at four-year
institutions and were still enrolled. The two-
to four-year transfers were consistently lower
in academic ability, aspirations, and. social
class, and obtained poorer grades than their
four-year college classmates the year art.fr
transfer.

c. Collegi Retention and Withdrawal

By fall 1974. two years after matricula-
tion, about-one out of every three fotfrc-Year
college entrants and three out of every fIvp
two-year college entrants had left college.
Numerdus factors were involved (Pcnb & Fet-

, ters, 2025). Baser', upon _multiple regression
analysis, the most important predictors for
persistence by four-year college students were
found to be: college grades, rank in high
school class, high school curriculum, educa-
tional aspirations and employment, race, and
social class background, in that order. For
two =year college entrants, a somewhat differ-
ent order and set of variables were involved:
In rank order of importance were: college
grades, sex, rank in high school class, high
school curriculum, social class, and educa-
tional aspiratiOns.

.

More specificially, there was no net sex
difference in withdrawal rates among four-
year college entrants in the NLS; however,
among students in academic programs who
originally matriculated at a two-year junior or
community college, men, were substantially
more likely than women to bestill pursuing a
degree in the third year of the study. In con-
trast, there was no net race difference in with-
drawal behavior among two-year colleg stu-
dents; however, amon four-year collegegtim
entrants, blacks were subs daily more likely
than whites to be still enrolled in college,
when other background variables are con-
trolled.

The influence of college grades was sub-
stantially stronger than either having enrolled
in a conge preparatory curriculum in high
school or academic ability in predicting reten-
'on or withdrawal from either type of institu-

. High educational aspirations, as mesa-
ur before -these students entered college,
also had a modest depressant effect on with-
dra , while employment had a depressant
effect retention, but only in the case of
four-year college entrants. That is, students
who- --rour_lear colleges in October
1972 and w- e holding jobs if thrsante-timt._
were less likel han others to still be in col- ----
lege two years later.
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Finally, social class in the Peng and Fet-
ult.)* study (2025) had a modest -,ffect on
withdrawal behavior among entrants to both
types of institutions; however, whether or not
a student had received either a loan or schol-

had no effect- Taken as a whole,--the
authors suggest are
substantially more important than financial

or ability in deteimining early withdrawal
from college.

. Similar results were obtained by Bowers
et al. (5005) in an_ analysis that was restricted
to si-shorter time frame, i.e.; withdrawal by
October 1973 or one year after matriculation
for those studeitt nterinb postsecondary
institutions by fall J.d72. Bowers' analysis,
however, contained a considerably larger
number of variables, including marital status
and current earnings. A large depressant effect
was found for marriage on college retention,
in fact, as large an effect as found for any
Other:variable in his analysis, except one's cur-
rant educational plans. Likewise, the respond-
ents' (and spouses') combined income had a
modest negative effect on continuing college,
just as it had on delayed entry.

4. Labor-Fome Participation and
Vocational Training

Much analytic work on labor-drce partici-
pation remained descriptive. Some.,investiga-
tions on work behavior using comprehensive
modelings are being conducted but the results
were not available in time for this report.
'Nevertheless, some of the descriptive 'data are
informative, and they are highlighted here.

In October 1973, one year after gradua-
tion, 65 percent of the class of 1972 were
employed in full- or part-time jobs. Among
those not holding jobs, one out of five was
look ig for work. In October 1974, the pro-
portion of employment of the total group
slightly increased: about -two-thirds WPM
working at either full- or part-tme jobs; about
6 percent were unemployed; and 27 percent
were not in the labor force. Most of the latter
group were either homemak or attending
4. "liege.

Twice as many blacks at whites who were
unemployed in October 1973 were still look-
ing for work a year later. Some sex differ-
ences in employment are notable: Most
women who worked in October 1..173 ,were

employed in traditionally "fel-1We occupa-
tions such as clerical and sales jobs. For both
men and women Who worked in October
1974, blacks and Hispanics tended to be
underrepresented in professional and manage
rial jobsitek men-were-markedly overrepre-
sented in the military services (NCES, 4010;
Eckland & Bailey, 4001).

The impact of formal training on employ-
ment has not been full' itivistigated using the
NLS data. In October 1974_only one in-four
of all employed persona had received formal
education (not counting on-the-job training)
to do the kind of work at which they were
employed. An assessment of job training pro-
grams in high school" found that, in 1972,
one-third of U.S. high school seniors were
enrolled in special training programs to pre-
pare them for immediate employment after
graduation. Women students, members of
minority groups, and those of low academic
ability and low socioeconomic background
were most likely to undergo such training.
Most of these young people, as surveyed
about one year later, think well of the pro-
grams and have befin able to apply their skills
in jobs after high school. The programs would
be more effective, as indicated by students, if
they could provide the students with more
expefiencefmore information about related
jobs, and up-to-date tools (Peng, 1004)..

Similar elate are available for posizecond-
ary vocational education. More anelysei are
needed in this area to enhance our trader-
standing of the vocational attainment process
of young people.

5. Psychological Development 'and
Life Goals

The NLS includes a number' of scales on
important personality traits, with repeated
measures over time. In reaction to new experi-
ences and role demands as adolescents move
from high school to college or into marriage
or the labor force, a variety of attitudinal and
perronality changes can be enticipated. Two
studies have been compIPtei that focus on
such changes (Gruber, 3005; ,:.,iger, Peng &
Dunteman, 502,3).

a. Self-esteem and Locuz if Control

Reflectiug the. acne of r!ata ..vailable in
the NLS. most Ltteution been given to
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two personality attributes, self-esteem and
locus of control. The scales measuring these
attributes each consisted of four items, the
former a modification of Rosenberg's self-
.esteem scale and the latter a short form of
Rotter's locus-of-control scale.

In both studies the authors examined a
number of correlates of self-esteem and locus
of control in the base-year survey. Some of
the maize-findings-were (a) although Men and_
women did not differ significantly in self-
esteem, women had stronger feelings of inter-
nal control of their environment than men;
and (b) whereas blacks were hither than
whites In self-esteem, they were lower in locus
of control, meaning that blacks were more
inclined to place the determination of their
behavior on external events outside their con-
trol. Both sets of findings are consistent with
other recent studies of high school students.

Of the various predictors considered in
the models, however, the strongest correlate
of locus of control for all race and sex groups
was ability, while the strongest predictor of
self-esteem was high school glass rank for
whites and academic ability for blacks.

One of the more interesting findings was
that the association between these two mess-
'zee, i.e., locus of control and self-esteem, was
positive for whites but negative for blai Its.
These finding, together with those men-
tioned above and reported elsewhere, suggest
that blacks are apparently Ole to cushioil the
expected depressant effects of generally low
ability and poor performance in school by
placing the blame for their lack of success on
conditions outside their own control, which is
one reason for their capacity to maintain a
high level of self-esteem and, as noted else-
where, high educational aspirations, despite
these handicaps.

In the second stags of Gruber's analysis,
he asked: To what extent, if any, do these
particular personality traits predict post-
secondary education or work outcomes for
specific groups? Controlling for a variety of
social background, school, and individual
characteristics, neither locus of control nor
self-esteem had a significant direct effect on
college attendance or on the labor force par-
ticipation of black women or whites of either
sex. However, for black men, although self-
esteem was of no consequence, feelings of

internal control had a positive direct effect or
college attendancean effect that was as
strong as the influence of ability,Intaes, or
class background on cullege attendance.

Turning to the question of stability or
change in these measures over time as a conse-
quence of events that occurred after students
left high school, the results first of all show-
that the stability of the constructs between
the sprLng of 1972 and the fall of 1973 were
not 4.0- high. The zero-order correlations
separately for whites and blacks were .405
and .301, respectively, for self-esteem and
.418 and .388, respectively, fo: locus of con-
trol. This was due in part to the relatively low
reliabilities (i.e., internal consistency) of the
scalesbetween .55 and .66 depending upon
the time of administration.

A year after leavmg high pool, both
blacks and whites, on the average, expe-
rienced an increase in feelings of internal per-
sonal control, although blacks increased less
on the scale than whites, thereby widening
the earlier race difference in locus of control.
Similarly, there was a large increase in self-

esteem among whites after high school which
was not matched by blacks. The effect was to
completely wash out the earlier race differ-
ence in self-esteem favoring blacks. The small-
er increase among blacks apparently was due
to the proportionately larger number of
blacks than whites with low ability and who
did not go to college, both of which tended to
depress self-esteem in the year after high
school.

Controlling for initial self-esteem in 1972,
"Prober found that ability continued to affect
139th self-esteem and locus of control a year
later, particularly among blacks. The direct
effect of academic ability on self-esteem
amohtg blacks, in fact, was now stronger than
it wat in high school. The change in self-
esteem \from high to low among blacks was
largely restricted to the lowest ability groups
who upok leavirg high school were forced to
face the prospects of marginal employment
and limited educational opportunities. For
blacks who got into college, on the other
hand, it was a different story. They main-
tained a high levy Jf self-esteem and develop-
ed a stronger sense of personal co.itrol, which
suggests and represents a shift from blaming
the system to an assumption of personal
responsibility.
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Other group comparisons also showed
some interesting changes in self-esteem and
locus of control. For example, Conger, Peng
& Dunteman (5020) found that men -rho had
entered the military service increased in self-
esteem. In contrast, the graduates who
were "looking for work" in October 1973
were relatively low on self-esteem and exter-

in- high-schooLand were
even-lower on these scales a year later, pre-
sumably in reaction to the frustration of be-
ing unemployed.

b. Life Goals

In addition to the above psychological
measures, the Conger, Peng & Dunteman
(5020) study examined group profiles and
patterns of change un three scales of life goals
relating to work, community, and family.

As expected!, men were somewhat more
work-oriented in their post-high-school aspira-
tions than women in the base-year survey._
Equally large differences occurred among
academic ability and ethnic groups, with
lower academic ability _respondents and blacks
and Hispanics mpre work-oriented than other
respondents. With regard to community and
family orientations, blacks were the most
community-oriented and whites the least,
while Hispanics were the most family-
oriented.

Although the subgroup orderings and dif-
ferences on these scales remsined relatively
unchanged between the base-year and the first
follow-up, the scales nevertheless were quite
responsive in some situations ;o changes in
social roles after high school. For example,
wher.-n -who became homemakers rated work
as extremely unimportant compared to other
subgroups, while men in the military had very
low ratings on family orientations.

6. Methodological Studies

Most of the methodological reports (relat-
ing to sample design and its efficiency, data
collection procedures, and instrumentation)
are technical documentations by RTI of sur-
vey methods used in the NLS. Systematic uses
of the NLS cats for survey methodological
inquiry in general are, however, limited to
only a few studies in the following
areas: nonresponse hies and measurement
properties.

a. No.:response Bias

useful_The NLS data 'are sk in studying re-
sponse bias in relation to indiv4 exacter-
istics and experience. Peng, Bailey &
man (505F) compared high school self-report-
ed dropouts and simulated dropouts (i.e.,
students with low SES and academic ability)
with graduates on their participation rates,
efforts required Li data collection, and the
overall quality of their response in a-longitudi-
nal survey. It was found that dropouts were
less likely to return mail questionnaires; had
lower retention rates in a longitudinal study;
needed mare effort to trace their residences
and to complete editing checks; and generally
provided data of lower quality. It was also
found that no substantial differences in data
quality as measured by completion and con-
sistency indices existed between those drop-
outs and graduates who were interviewed. The
authors thus sug_ sted that the interview
approach with dropouts is prefr -able as far as
data quality is concerned. A combination of
mail survey, extensive editing phone calls, and
interviews would also be advisable. In either
case, questionnaires should be simple and
straightforward in order to reduce nonre-
sponse bias. A complicated and lengthy ques-
tionnaire would probably discourage dropouts
from completing the questionnaire. Since
dropouts were characterized by low academic
ability and ..aw socioeconomic status, the
above findings and recommendations are ap-
plicable to individuals with those character-
istics.

b. Measurement Properties

Two topical areas in measurement were
investigated using the NLS data: test bias and
reliability of survey measures. Breland et al.
(5007) studied over 14,000 high school sen-
iors from the base-year survey with respect to
sociocultural differences in responses to cog-
nitive items from six different cognitive
tests: vocabulary, picture-number, reading,
letter-groups, mathematics, and mosaic com-
pariions. Ten different groups were anal-
yzed: American Indians, blacks, Mexican-
Americans, Puerto Ricans, other Latin Ameri-
cans, Oriental Americans, white Northeastern,
white Mirth Central, white Southern, and
white Western. Proportions of each group
responding Correctly to each item of each test
were computed and then transformed to an
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internal scale of deita-values. The delta-values
for the white North Central group were then
cross-plotted with each of the other groups-to
yield fui-614stcal pattern of points--toi each
comparison. The study found that the great-
est instabilities were noted among the vocabu-

items. These vocabulary instabilities
appeared to be attributable to linguistic dif-
ferences, primarily those existing between
Spanish-speaking group and other groups.
Vocabulary items involving cognates were
easier for the higher socioeconomic
Spanish-speaking grou e white
North Centrel-groufp. It was also observed that

-reading test items having material= relevant to
black culture were relatively easier for' blacks
than were other items in the test battery. The
study also found that mathematical knowl-
edge obtainable from everyday life situations,
such how to count money, was not more
difficult for minority groups than for the
majority group. In contrast, very simple Math-
ematical problems, such as determining the
value of square roots of whole numbers less

. than ten, seemed extraordinarily difficult for
minority groups. Since such knowledge,
though easily obtained, is usually only ob-
tained in a school setting, what is suggested is
that mast minority groups 4n the United
States receive seriously deficient schooling in
mathematics and/or have limited help at
home to supplement their formal schooling.

Another measurement probleni,examined
using the NLS data is the reliability of mep..s,
ures acquired by mail and interview 'surveys.
No single conclusion can be drawn fpm all
measures because of the vast differences in
reliability associated with item characteristics.
As Conger, Conger & Riccobono (501,9)
found 'actually oriented items are more reli-
able tl- i subjectively oriented items, and
response categories with an ambiguous refer-
ent (i.e., "otaer") are generally unreliable,-,
Lyons & Moore (5043) have similar findings.
In addition, individuals' responses regarding
parental income and spouse's income are gen-
erally unreliable.

Student characteristici are strongly re-
lated to reliability of survey responses. In
general, low ability respondents are less reli-
able than middle or high ability respondents;
middle SES respondents are less reliable than
low or high SES respondents; and women are

more reliable than men on nonquantitative
items.

Another important variable in relation to
response reliability is data collection proce-
dures. As expected, interview-collected data is
more reliable than mail-in data. Interview
also provide more complete and consistent
data than mail surveys, particularly among
members of low SES and low academic abil-
ity

C. Discussion and Recta, nnendations
for Future Analyses

The preceding sec ions have presented an
overview of the use of the NLS data by re-
searchers in various organizations and have
summarized some major findings from the
studies. A general conclusion is that the 're-
search efforts to data have iovised largely
upon the data collection and the preliminary
descriptive analyses, as one would have ex-
pected from a large-scale study. Analytical
studies of the data have just begun and should
continue to increase. As the data from later
follow-ups become available and more investi-
gations are designed to use variables from the
repeated surveys, the advantage of the longi-
tudinal Study should gradually surface. Longi-
tudinal analyses will certainly increase, since
longitudinal data are difficult to collect by
any singe researcher, and such data are parti-
cularly appropriate for studies of human
development. It seems that in future analyses
using the NLS data it would be most advan-
tageous to capture the unique features of the
longitudinal nature of the data. Many analytic
strategies such as path modeling, transition
analyses, growth curve or profile analyses, and

impact evaluation of certain programs will be
able to capitalize on such advantages.

Regarding the subject areas, the preceding
sections have-also pointed out that, of the
variety of research potential in the NLS data,
virtually no area, except perhaps access to
college, has received adequate research atten-
tion. Many researchers are not yet aware of
the data source; a greater realization of its
potential should accrue as the availability of
the data source becomes more widely known.
It is possible that data from later follow-ups
will enhance the attractiveness of the data
base and facilitate a wider interest in utilizing
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it. These problems should be reduced as more
and more NLS information is released to the
public and more follow-up data become avail-
'able. Mother possible reason for inadequate
analytic work in certain areas is the inevitable
cost of dealing with such a complex and ex-
tensive data file. A large-scale analytical work
isAifficult 141 -carry- out without financial
support. Additional funding, whether by the
National Center for Education Statistics or
other- sources, would surely- Prom-otriviider

While later follow-up data may add addi-
tional dimensions to tne potential of the data
base, the data currently available (i.e., data
from the base-year to the second follow-up
survey) are already quite comprehensive for
various investigations. For example, profiles
can be constructed for varying deviant groups
such as high-ability members who did not go
to college, members who could not find em-
ployment, or even members who had children
outside of wedlock. It is always interesting
and important to ask who such individuals
are, what happens to them, and why. The
resultant inhumation may 'help to formulate
policy thac would ease the problems these
people experience.

The data are also sufficiently adequate for
fruitful investigations in the areas of vocation-
al-technical development, college perform-
ance, transition from high school to work,
psychological or attitudinal changes as a result
of stress in life, social inequity as exhibited in
various educational and vocational attain-
ment, and the formation of family and its
impact on career development. What a pro-
spective researcher should do is to study the
data base carefully prior to the design of an
analysis that can maximize the utility of the
data The possibilities for useful analyses are
staggering. WiLli some ingenuity, many new
variables from composites of items can be
created to tackle some important social, edu-
cational, vocational, and psychological issues
for which no comparable data exist elsewhere.

The potentials of the data base can be
further extended if external data sources are,
Iin coed to the present files. For example,
Tabler & Wagner (4023) have developed a
college institutional file in a study Of financial
aid. Peng (4021) used college selectivity level
from Astin's work in the study of college

withdrawals and transfers. Crain (5021) devel-
oped a high school aggregate file that used
data from the Office of Civil Rights. These
and other external data sources will certainly
broaden the type of questions one may ask
about program, institutional, and various con-
textual effects on students' educational or
vocational attainment.

External data sources also provide bases
for comparative studies to examine develop-
mentid changes over- past- des. Peng-
(1003), for example, has examined the pat-
terns of college entry by comparing results
from the NLS and Project TALENT data.
Certainly, many more external data sources
are applicable (e.g., data on area unemploy-
ment: other national studies such as the
National Opinion Research Center's longitudi-
nal study of the 1961 college graduates,
Eckland's Explorations in Equality of Oppor-
tunity, and Seweil's Wisconsin study).

In addition, because of the complexity of
the sample design, data collection procedures,
and the questionnaires, and because of the
diverse characteristics and experiences of the
participants, the data base also offers great
potential for methodological studies such as
comparison of imputation procedures for
knissing data, effects of response bias, grei ter
eMciency of questionnaire design,
improved procedures for data collaction.

,- The research possibilitie:, in using the NLS
data can, in fact, go much beyond what has
been mentioned. Other research ideas are
explicitly or iznplicily' stated in many NLS
study reports. Carroll & Morrison (5008), for
example, have singled out ten high-priority
investigations: (1) influence of secondary
school, (2) migration and job search, (3) at-
titudes and career success, (4) segmented
labor markets, (5) evaluation of career objec-
tives, (6) nontmeitional attendance patterns
in postsecondary education, (7) persistence
and transition patterns of college parallel
students in two-year colleges, (8) develop-
ment_ o f_career \aspirations and orientations
among young women, (9) consequences of
early parenthood, and (10) near-term marital
stability. Other reports such as those by
Howard (5036), Carroll (2005), Chandler
(2006), and Davis (2014) also identified some
research priorities. In fact, the list of studies
in progress is a good eicimple of the broad
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spectrum of investigations for whiol, the NLS
data can be utilized.

Despite the great potentials of the NLS
data, there are limitations of which one must
be aware. For on thing, researchers may
often -Wel that sane variables relevant to
their questions are missing from the data
source. This should be expected in using a
source that-covers a large number of content
areas and was designed as a multi-purpose
datif bank.-AlthOtigh itis sometinies possible
to create some variables from related items,
analyses may Se restriotwr beauise of the
data. It is thus recommended that a researcher
exa.nirie the survey instruments carefully
before proceeding too far with his analysis
plans.

Researchers should also be aware that the
data files are ratner complex. Previous users
have frequently found that the Analyses are
rather expensive and time consuming simply
because of the large volume of data, and this
problem will become greater with subsequent
follow-ups. Users may flounder if they do not
fully understand the file structure and coding
scheme before beginning analyses. It is thus
recommended that researchers first study the
Data File Users Manual carefully. Special at-
tention should be given to the skip patterns of
the questionnaire and various 'codings used for
different purposes. In addition, creation of
working files containing those variables of
interest is advisable. It is much more efficient
to work with smaller sets of the data than to
use the total data files. In the process of creat-
ing working files, some variables can be re-
c oded,: grouped, or collapsed. This may
include creation of new indices such as
psychological attribute measures and some
social indicators. After the files are created, it
is always important to check the working file
with original data by, for example, comparing
the frequency counts as provided in the Dadi
Pile Users Manual (see numbers 5049, 5041 in

Chapter IV) or the Tabular Summary of Ques-
tionnaire Data (see numbers 4019, 4022,
4024' in Chapter IV). -

The NLS sample design requires weighting
procedures for obtaining unbiased estimates
of the population values. It is recommended
that proper weights be selected to make the
adjustment for calculating means, propor-
tions, and other descriptive statistics. The
weighting requirement may create some prob-
lems for studies employing highly analytical
procedures such as niultivariate analysis.
While some computer programs, are available
for handling such a complex design, many
researchers may not have such facilities or
resources. An alternative approach would be
to block *.te sample members by sample
strata. P-4..narY and final sample strata are
included to the data files.

In summary, the NLS data have been and
will continue to be used to answer questions
relating to educational, vocational, and other,
social behavioral developments. The NLS is

most current national longitudinal study
spanning the school to college to work transi-
tion period; its coverage in subject content is
broad and a high sample, retention rate (over
O0 percent) has been maintained. Such a data
set is extremely valuable. A considerable
amount of analysis effort will be needed to
explore fully the great potential of the NLS
data. In particular, as more follow-up data
become available, analytic strategies to
ture the longitudinal nature of the data and to
explore data with a well - defined, conceptual
framework shouid be encouraged in almost
every content area wherever data are available
from the NLS. As one member of the NLS
analysis site visit team stated in 1975, "the
effort to adequately exploit the data actually
demands the resources of writers, analysts,
technicians, and a variety of other disciplined
specialists roughly equal to the resources
devoted to collecting the data."



IV. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Four -sections are included in this c'-,ap-
ter: (1) notations, (12) subject index, (3)
author index, and (4) sponsor index. The an-
notation presents an overview of the study
and the reference source of the report or
paper. Subject index, author index, and
sponsor index are provided to facilitate the
search for relevant information. If a reprint of
a paper or unpublished report
preferable to contact the author(s) first.

A. Annotatibns

Reports,- articles, and other documents=
related to the NLS, each with a brief annota-
tion, are listed below. The lists are grouped
into six categories: (1) journal publiCations,
(2) papers presented at professional meetings,
(3) unpublished dissertations or papers, (4)
government publications, (5) contract or
grant reports, and (6) studies in progress.
Within each category, the bibliographies are
arranged in alphabetical order of the first
author's last name. hraddition, the sponsor of
the study and content classification are at-
tached to each bibliography. The four-digit
code preceding each reference is a catalog
number later used in the subject index, author
index, and sponsor index. The following
abbreviations are used in annota-
tions: ASPEAssistant Secretary for Plan-
ning and Evaluation; NCESNational Center
for Education Statistics; NIENational Insti-
tute of Education; OPBEOffice of Planning,
Budgeting, and Evaluation, U.S. Office of
Education.

1000 Jourrill Publications

urn
Creech, F. R.., Echteznacht, G. J., Freeberg,

N., & Rock, D. The high school class of
19721 Selected characteristics, plans, and
aspirationsan overview of findings. Pub-
lic Data Use, 1975, 3 (4), 31-40.

This article summarizes selected character-
istics of the high school class of 1972, with
special emphases devoted to vocational stu-
dents and -how they may, be. clistMguished

'from students in other curricula. Three sets of
analyses are included:

(1) Educational characteristics-of students_
and selected univariate explorations,

(2) Multivariate explorations distinguish-
ing vocational /technical students from
_others, and

(3) Student vocational and educational
plans and aspirations.

Sponsor: OPBE
Classification: Secondary (student character-

istics; vocational/technical pro-
grams)

1002
Echternacht; G. J. Characteristics distinguish-

ing vocational education students from
geieral and academic students. Multivari-
ate. Behavioral Research, 1976, 11 (4),
471-490.
This study identifies distinguishing char-

acteristics of high school vocational students,
using factor analysis and_ discriminant analy-
sis. Results indicate that academic students
have higher academic ability than general and
vocational students; vocational students are
!as Alienated from school and more work-
oriented than general students, and propor-
tionally more women and whites are enrolled
in vocational programs than general programs.

Sponsor: OPBE
Classification: Secondary Education' (student

characteristics)
Note: This is a condensed version of a con-

tract report to OPSE (see 5028)

1003
Peng, S. S. Trends in the entry to higher edu-

cation: 1961-1972. Educational Re-
' searcher,1977, 6(1), 15-19.

This study examines the trend in the
entry to higher education based upon infor-
illation drawn from Project TALENT and
NLS. Results indicate that the rate of entry
into four -year institutions has declined, but
the rate of entry into two-year colleges has
increased; the combined overall college-going
rate has increased for women, but there
appear to be no substantial changes for men.



Results also reveal that sex and SES differ-
ences in college entry have been reduced and
that racial differences` can be explained largely
on' the fiat- is of differences in academic ability
and SES among the racial groups.

_ _Classification: Postsecondary (access)
Istote: An eaillet vasion-of this, paper was

presented at APA, 1976 (see 2024)

1004
Wig, S. S. Ari aisessment of -job training pro-

puns in American high schools. Phi Delta
Kappan, May 1977.

--This-paper-presentabackground_chr -cter,
istics of job training program participa arid
application and evaluation of training. Differ-
encesin--occupational- attainment between
participants and nonparticipants are also
examined.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Secondary education (school

effects); vocational education

1005
Pen& S. 'S., & Bailey, J. P., Jr. Differences

between vertical transfers and native stu-
dents in four-year institutions. Research
in Higher Education, in press, 1977.

This study examines differences between
those who transfer from two-year colleges and
those who enroll in four-year institutions
immediately after high school in their back-
ground variables, individual characteristics,
financial aid status, and collese integration.
Results indicate that transfers tend to come
from lower SES families, and to have lower
ability, high school achievement, and educa-
tional aspiration 'than native students. Trans-
fers are less likely than native students to
receive scholarships, fellowships, or grants,
and they show lower achievement in the year
after transfer. Implications of these findings
are discussed in the paper.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Postsecondary (access, per -

formance); financial aid

This study examines sex differences in
college majors. Results indicate that after con-
trolling for ability, expected labor market
behavior, and other factors, females attending
college in 1959 were about eight times more
likely to enter the fields of education, nurs-
ing, and home economics than engineering,
science,-- or business. Similar sex differences,
but smaller in magnitude, were hr-19-72-
based upon the NLS data.

Sponsor--Ford &-Speneer-Foundations
Classification: Postsecondary (performance)

1007
-Thornton; C. H. lie-educational-attainment

process: Some important interaction ef-
fects. The Black Sociologist, March 1977.

The _model of educational attainment used
in this analysis is similar to Sewell's model of
educational attainment, but does not consider
the effects of academic performance and
significant others. According- to the model,
educational attainment is a function of the
interrelationships of (1) social structural vari-
ables (i.e., race, SES, Auld ability); (2) educa-
tional aspirations; and (3) the hypothesized
behavioral outcomeeducational attainment:

The analysis makes use of the statistical--
packaged program NONMET which inVolves
the fitting of a linear model to data arrayed in
a complex contingency table using weighted
least squares. Analysis, using base-year and
first follow-up data from the NLS, is limited
to black and white males residing in the
southern and northeastern portions of the
country.

The following results were obtained: (a)
the effects of aspirations on educational at-
tainment for blacks are _somewhat smaller
than for whites; (b) with socioeconomic sta-
tus and aspirations held constant, effects of
aptitude on educational attainment are more
salient for whites; (c) because both aptitude
and aspirations are significantly related to
educational attainment and the effect of
aspirations on the outcome variables is strong-
er among higher aptitude students, blacks are
disadvantated as compared to whites due to
the greater likelihood of whites being in the
high aptitude category:
Classification: Postsecondary (access)

1006
Polachek, S. W. Sex d'ffcrences in educa-

tion: An analysis of the determinants of
college major. Indust.;a1 and _Labor Rela-
tions Review, in press, 1977.
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2000 Papers Presented at Professional
Meetings

-2001
Bailey, J. P., Jr. The 'National Longitudinal

Study of the High School Class of 1972.
Paper presented at the meeting of the
vnrth Carolina Association for Research
in Education, Winston-Salem, North

_Carolina,May 1976.
This paper briefly summarizes the NU-

activities, follow-up question--
ndipeaand some -Wetted findings from the
-second follow-Up data which include fall 1974
activities, insistence in postsecondary educa-
tion, participation in jobs, family and corn-
mi7W-111c-quality oflife, and lifegoals.__

GenerardiFstript'on-(summary
ofaurvey data)

2002
Bailey, J. P., Jr., & Collins, E. Entry into post-

seciondary education: Paper presented at
the annual meeting of the American Edu-
cational Research Association, New York,

This analysis examines the current pat-
, terns of entry to postsecondary 'education.

The differences in entry rates between sub-
groups defined by sex, race, socioeconomic
status (SES), and academia ability are de-
scribed and discussed in reference to previous
findings. Results indicate that there are sex,
SES, and ability differences, in entry rates,
and that -racial differences in entry rates can
be explained largely on the basis of differ-
ences in academic ability among the racial
groups. It was noted that whje high ability
blacks-. seem to be able to en Sr higher selec-
tivity schools, the majority of blacks attend
lower selectivity' schools. Within this context,
it was concluded that some progress in achiev-
big equality of educational opportunity has
been made.
Classification:' Postsecondary (access)

2003
Barnes, G. T., & Erickson, E. W. Advances

needed in analysis of the demand for high-
er ,education and the need for student
financial aid. Paper presented at the an-
nual meeting of the Southern Economic
Association, Atlanta, NoveMber 1476.

In this paper, the authors propose that
hi_man capital theory has generated fewer
than 20 empirical studies of the demand for
higher education. The purpose of this paper is
to consider the causes and extent of this ne-
glect and to propose several new lines of
investigation which will begin to fill in the
gaps.

An extension of the student decision
model will explain the decisicinsto-:-

(1) Enroll part time instead of full time.
(2) Transfer schools.
(3) Choose, or change, the major field of

study.
(4) Drop out before graduation.

When--eompleted,_demancLmodels based'
on individtialbehavior will -make it possible to-

-forecast -enrollments- -through -the- hist -four
years of training by field of study. This con-
elusion presupposes that demand models
based on the observed behavior of entering
freshman will-be properly specified. (Such an
accomplishment is not now attainable.)

The `data set from the NLS class of 1972
lfieMtrere- aringultmuigrinwt
A continuing interest in policy analysis is Apt
to be the motivating factor fo provemelts
in the empirical positive eco mics of the
demand for higher aducatioh;
Classification: Postsecondary (access, per-

formance); financial aid

4

2004
Berry, R. M. The history, objectives, and

design of the National Longitudinal Study
he-High School Class of 1972. Paper

prese at the annual meeting of the
Am can Educational Research Associa-
tion New Orleans, February 1973.
The major objectives of the NLS expres-

sed by-; the author are: (1) to supply_ data
needed lay ..national policymakers on student
participation in postsecondary education.. (2)
to see what paths-students take in going
through various levels and -kinds of postsec-
ondary education as compared to Their-subse-
quent activities; (3) to obtain statistics that
serve as nationaktenclunarlas for special
studies of educational programs; and (4) to
make longitudinal data available to individual
researchers_ while safeguarding the anonymity
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otiturvey particir ants.

1r
dassificadon: Other (study objectives)

2005
Carroll, J. B. Comments on the papers report-

ed_ of the__rymposium on the National
Longitudinal Study at the annual meeting
of the AMerican Educational Research
4zsotiation. New Orleans, February 1913.
'the author-indicates that the NLS data

will answer 'many ,,,aestions about the transi-
tion troni -,olit4-Wittreerthatteretofore
have he* unanswerable. The results will have
value fc+47 guidance perionnel, educational
administrators, economisti, and policymakers
at the national level. It should also make it

student to assess
his chances of success in the various options
open to him. In- addition,. the NLS should

-iiiaAre it pouibk to track national economic
Arends with greater precision and to forecast
treinds with accuracy.

-Closification therfciiinment)

This paper describes the base-year survey
data files and research intentions by OPBE in
using the data files. In particular, the evalua-
tion of vocational education and federal pro-
grams is emphasized.'

Classification: Methodology (data file); other
(research priozity)

2008
&-Bailey,-J-P.,Jr. Survey pro- -

cedures to maximize participation. Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the
Ameriean Research AsSo-tia-

, tion, Washington, D.C., 1975.

-This paper discusses the first follow-up
survey, of the NLS, with emphasis on the fielo
survey rocedures employed,. the response
rate obtained, -and-tite-reeeramendations_.,..),
which were made for"procedures to be imple-
mented in the second follow-up.
Classification: Methodology (data collection

--- procedures)

Chandler, M. 0. The longitudinal study of
educational effects: Design of the fol-
low-up surveys. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the American Associa-
tion,for the Advancement of Science, San
Francisco, March 1974.

This paper presents the design of the fol-
low-up surveys and discusses various aspects,
such as potential problems of nonresponse,
tracing the base-year group, follow-up strat-
egy, and response rates. The paper also high-
lights the content of the questionnaires,
pointing out some data analyses which NCES
plans to do rlus some potential analysis in

. which other sectors of the education corn-
munity'could play a major, role.

Classification: Methodology (design, data col-
lection); other (research prior-
ity)

2007 ---

Christoffel, P., Fleming, E., & Thompson, B.
Data base description and planned OPBE
analyses of the National Longitudinal
Study: Paper presented at the annual
meeting of the American Educational
-Researth- -Association, New Orleans,
February 1973.

2009
Conger, A. J.,-Costanzo P R., Conger, J. C.,

& Dunteman, G. H. Implications of Na-
'tional Longitudinal Study data on self-
esteem and locus of control for psycho-
logical research. Paper presented at the
annual meeting of the Southeastern
Psychological As3ociatjon, New Orleans,
1976.

The authors describe briefly the scope of
the S survey, .results on self-esteem and
locus of _obtained from previous NLS
d analysis, and current pla..s and issues
which can be studied by using NLS data on
self-esteem and locus of control. The focus of
the presentation, however, is not on specific
results or plans, but rather on indicating the
potential benefits to psychologists and other
interested investigators of using such data for
confirming laboratory studies and generating
further hypotheses.

-Classification: Psychological development

2010
Conger, A. J. Grbup profiles on self-esteem,

locus of control, and life goals Paper pre- -
sented at -the isnnual meeting of the
American Psychological Assr:ation,
Washington, D.C., 1976.
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This paper presents differences in self-

esteem; locus of control, and life goals (work,
---familys and community-orientations) among

groups defined by basic classification variables
(sex, race, SES, ability), and plan, activity,
and transitioi, variables. Results indicate that
the orderings and differences in psychological
attributes are relatively unchanged for basic
classification groups. Results hewever, indi-
cate that subgroups that undergo the greatest

-changes-in-activities showinore marked differ-
ences.
Classification: Psychological development

2011
Davis, J. A. NLS in a perspective of psycho-

, metric history. Discussant comments pre-
-anted at the annual meeting of the Amer-
; Association of the Advancement of
Science, San Franeis-7-4.
This paper distinguishes the NLS strategy

from that of prior longitudinal studies or edu-
ce tio nal development, principally Project
TALENT as relying on significant fact-of-life

an-airmy. --of--con-
_ceptual traits and scaling metrics out of
psychonietric experience. Thus, it is specifi-
cally behavior oriented, not construct orient-
ed, and causal analyses may more directly
involve a specific behavior.

Classification: Other (conceptualization)

2012
Davis, J. A., & Collins, E. F. Objectives, de;

sign, and history of the study. Paper i..re-
sented at the annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Educational Research Association,
Washington, D.C., 1975.

This paper summarizes the history and the
objectives of the NLS. Two objectives are
emphasized: (1) to provide a data base for
policy decision, and (2) to provide social
scientists and scholars a data base for asIvanc-
ing knowledge in human development.

Classification: Other (history, objectives)

2013
Davis, J. A. Potentials of the NLS data base

i
.for issue- oriented analyses. Paper present-

ed at the annual meeting of the American
Psychological Association, Washington,
D.C., 1976.

The paper discusses the potentials of the
NLS data, with the empinsis on determining
or examining critical, issues in eelcational
policy at the federal level.
'Classification: Other (potentials of data base)

2014'
Davis, J. A., & Corrallo, S. B. Impact of finan-

cial aid on postsecondary entry and per-
-sistence. ,Paper presented at the annual

meeting- of- the Americr, Educational _

Research Association, Ne York, 1977.

The impact of financial aid,- particularly
from federal sources, on the entrance to and
persistence in postsecondary education--is--

.examined ,within the context of family in-
come levels, ability, race, aer.., and kind and _

cost of PSE institution entered. Results
that going, particularly for en-

trants lilt9 four-year insntutibruc,--iratill--re
lated to family income level, but that finan-
cial aid-tends to equalize "net price" to stu-
dents (with net price the difference between
total cost less, family contribution and grant
aid} while -kinnily-contribiations_ vary _aa_ex-_ _ _ _

pected as a function of family income.

Classification: Postsecondary (access, per-
_

formtuice); financial aid

2015
Doermann, H. The future market for college

education. Paper presented at the collo-
quium on college admissions, Fontana,
Wisconsin, May 1976.

This paper describes annual crops of high
school graduates in selected years from 1964
to the present and then projects ahead to
.1984. Those high -school graduates who go on
to postsecondary education within 18 months
and those who do not are derived by using the
NLS October 1973 follow-up questionnaire.
The study-discusses constraints and opportun-
ities in student recruitment caused., by the
shape and size of this traditional market for
ce. liege education. Colleges will seek
broaden their own effective pools of appli-
cants. The ceneral pressures of study or de-
clining enrollment will place individual col-
leges under strains they were not designed for.
The principal casualty is most likely to be ihe
capacity of these institutions to adapt and to
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preserve vitality. Three appendixes are in-
cluded.

Classification: Postsecondary (access); finan-
cial aid

2016
Duntemar, G. H., & Bailey,-'J. P., Jr. The Na-

tions Longitudinal Study: Design and
preliminary results. Paper nresented at the
annual meeting of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science,
New York, 1975. __
The authors summarize briefly an over-

view of-NLSfrom inception, through prelim-
inary analinses, to future plans. Topics include
a background of the study and descriptions of
the instruments, data t_collecion procedures,
data processing, important variable classes,
and ,classification variables. Also discussed
briefly-a three sets of selected preliminary

Ila:_2,!.
lat,ions available at that time: (1j fall 1973
status; (2) spring 1972 plans versus October
1972 activities; and (3) October-1972 activi-
ties versus October 1973 activities. The final
section of the paper discusses implications
and future plar.s using a simple path analysis
model involving financial aid as an example of
how the impact-of a factor in the activities of
the 1972 high school seniors can be evaluated.

Classification: General description (summary
of survey data)

2017
Dunteman, G: H. & Peng, S. S. Transfers

am mg postsec9ndary education institu-
tions. Paper presented at the annual meet-
ing of the American Educational Research
Association,, New York, 1977.

The issues covered in this report include
the c...ent of transferring, factors related to
transferring, and differences between the
four-year college persisters and those who
transferred from two-year colleges. Four
types of transfer students are examined in
_relation to the issues: The 4-.4 transfers, the
4-.2 transfers, the 2-02 transfers, and the 2-.4
transfers. Major findings include: (1) one-
fourth of the two-year college students trans-
fer to fOur-year institutions, and 19 percent
of the four -year college students move to
other -Colleges two years after initial matricu-
lation; (2) men do not have a higher 2-.4

transfer rate than women; and (3) the 4-04
transfers generally have higher SES and
achievement scores than persisters. In view of
increasing numbers of transfer students, it is
recommended that future studies try to iden-
tify transfer students' problems in the areas of
adjustment to new environments, selection of
colleges, and refinement of career plans.

Classification: Postsecondary (performance)

2018
Fleming, r. L., Maroney, 4-&-Straser, M. L.

The vocational re-evaluation of the Na-
tional Longitudinal Study of the High
School Class of 1972Base-year., Paper
presented at the annual meeting of the
American Educational Research Associa-
tion, Washington, D.C., 1975.

This paper describes analyses in vocational
education to explore the NLS data. The fol-

--loxidngsectionsareinchided_all_educational
characteristics of high school students; (2)
differences between vocational /technical' stu-
dents and others; (3) vocational and
educational plans and ambitions.

Classification: Secondary (student charac .er-
istics); vocational/technical

--education

2012
Gil,rd, D. The.noncollegiate sector: Statis-

tical snap-shots of adult continuing educa-
tion. Talk presented at the Association of
American Higher Education, proceedings,
29th National Conference of the AAHE,
Chicago, March 1974.

This paper describes the character and ex-
tent of education in some noncollegate post-
secondary institutions and presents data on
the educational and employment aspirations
of the high school class of 1972.

Classification: Secondary (student character-
Lstics)

2020
Hilton, T. L., & Glaser, E. Selected results and

description of data pie. Paper presented at
the annual meeting of the American Edu-
cational Research Association, New
Orleans, February 1973.

This paper, presented as part A the
symposium on the National Longitudinal
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Sttidy, describes the data file and highlights
results from the base year.
Classification: General description (summary

',of survey data)

2021
Kroli, A. K. Discussant comments regarding

NLS. Presented at AERA symposium at
the annual meeting of the American Edu-
cational Research Association, New
Orleans, 1973.
Thissummary covers -issues- concerni-ig

implications for counselors, the influencing of
guidance practice, career pattern data, and
various unresolved philosophical issues where-
by the NLS could-be used to provide, informa-
tion for fedLiral policy development in the
field of education.
Classification: Other (significance-- NLS

study)

2022
Levinsohn J. R.., & Riccoliono, J. A. A de-

scrip n of the merged base-year/first fol-
data- fie Paper-presented- at- the
meeting of the American Educe-

tio Research Association, Washington,
D.C.I 1975.

ihis paper provides a general description
of the c ntenU of the NLS tapepackage avail-
able f use by the general research com-
munity

Classi ation: Methodology (data file con-
struction)

2023
Nisseljon, H. Sampling considerations in the

sign of LSEE. Paper presented at the
140th meeting of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science, San
Prancheo, March-1974.

__ -This iJptirt describes the design and selec-
tion of the national probability sample of
high school seniors. The descriptions include
sample size, design approach, alternative
school-based designs (sampling of scho&s, in-
creasing the sampling of low-income seniors,
sampling within schools), and impact of the
sample design for analysis.

Classification: Methodology (sample design)

2024
Peng, S. S. Some trends in the entry to higher

education: A comparison between NLS
and Project' TALENT. Paper presented at
the annual meeting of the American
Psychological Association, Washington,
D.C., 1976.

This study examines the trend in the
entry to higher education based upon infor-
mation drawn from Project TALENT and
NLS. Results indit to that the rate of entry

into four-year -inst. cations- has declined,_but_
the rate of entry into two-year colleges has
increased; the combined overall college-going,
rate has increased fur women, but there ap-
peared to be no substantial changes for men.
Results also reveal that sex and SES differ-
ences in college entry have been reduced and
tnat racial differences can be explained largely
on the basis of differences in acadelnic ability
and SES among the racial groups.

Classification: Posts icondary (access)
Note: Revised version is published in journal

(see 1003)

2025
Peng, S. S.; & Fetters, W. B. College student

withdrawal: A motivational problem.
Paper presented at the annual meeting of
the American Educational Research As-
sociation, New York, 1977.
This study investigates the process of

withdrawal from four-year and two-year
institutions of higher education. Data were
drawn from the base year and the first and
second follow-ups of the National Longitudi-
nal 'Study of the High School Class of 1972.
Results indicate that (1) women students are
more likely to withdraw only in two-year col,
leges; (2) white student are more likely than
black students to withdraw when other vari-
ables are contrr sled; (3) high school program,
percentile rank, college grades, and education-
al aspiration account for most variance ,of
withdrawal behavior; and (4) financial aid
does' not have significant effect on college
persistence. The data show that withdrawal is
more a motivational than a financial problem.

Classification: Postsecondary (performance);
financial aid
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2026
Pette,§. S., Dunteman, G. H., & Fetters, W. B:

Selected results from the base-year and
the tint' follow-up surveys. Paper pre-
sented at the annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Psychological Association, Washing-
tem, D.C.; 1975.

This paper summarizes some of the find-
ings from cross-sectional and longitudinal
analyses. The major themes are the profiles of
the class of 1972 in their senior year, their-
educational and vocational activity states in
October 1973, pkm_fulf&iierit and activity
state transitions from October 1972 tZ; Octo-
ber 1973. -On-going analyses and future
analysis plan.s' are also discussed in the paper.

Classification: Postsecondary (access); labor-
force participation

2027
Rhett, IL The National Longitudinal :Study of

the High-School-Class-of 1972: Methods
and problems in maximizing participation.
Paper presented at an AERA symposium,

-New 3.
This paper discUsses problems in maximiz-

ing school participation. Problems include
communication through the state coordi-
nators and time schedule. A few recommenda-
tions are included for the conduct of any
siniilarlifti-s-cale national sample study.
Classification: Methodology (data collection

procedures)

-2028
Riccobono, J. A., Bailey, J. P., Jr., & r nte-

man, G. H. Mcney and college: Differ-
in ability-and_SES.- Papf up-redehted,

the annual meeting of the American
Psychological Association, Washington,
D.C., 1976.

Thia papei presents wrap' descnptive
statistics relating 4F,S anel ability and pat.
terns of students' 'financial support. Data
show that low sa students are mate likely to
fultill)their plans for federal aid than high SES
students; that four-year college students are
more likely to receit. financial aid than two-
year college students; and that SES is nega-
tively related to federal aid recipients and

ability is positiirely related to nonfederal aid
recipients.

Classification: Postsecondary (access); finan-
cial aid

2029
Rice, L. D. Race, poverty, and the colleges.

Paper prepared for the Conference on
Racial and Ethnic Data of the Institute
for the Study of Educational Policy,
Howard University, February 1976.

It is the fundamental proposition of this
paper that the data accumulated are adequate
to demonstrate Wit-the-lot-of blacks in-Amer-

.

Lean society is not equal to the lot of whites,
and that what is missing are ideas and the
kind of information which can guide public
policy in directions most likely to be helpful
in realizing full equality of opporttuuty for
the' blacks who are not ye. If high school
Age one -third of all blacks.

Data on blacks came-from reports of the
Bureau of the Census and the first follo7" -up
data from the NLS.

At least three information gaps need to be
filled:

(1) What arithe causes of the accelerating
numbers and percentages of lemale-

- headed families?
(2) What are the ,..lecisive forces at.avork in

determining whether a given high
school graduate goes on to college,,
and at what time during the school
years do those foxes ..!ome into play?

(a) What are the operative ,reasons so
ta- ybrnLpeopla,--blaek-aud-whM

'; dike, enter but never finish college?
C 1 as si fication : Postsecondary (access, per-

:formance)

2030
Schrader, R. G. Remarks: _National Longitu-

dinalIS?udy at an AERA Symposium.
New Orleans, February 1973.

The author focuses on educational needs
which he hoped the iden-
tifying learner needs, ident ing a value sys-
tem

meet: iden-

tera for piblic elementary and secondary edu-
cation, w, ich, in turn, should lead to the
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development of measurable performance
qbjectiveik The author feels that the NLS
should help join together in cooperative ef-
forts the public and-'private elementary and
seconds rt _schools, the institutions of higher
educatithi,, the trade and technical schools,
and.the State departmept of education.
Classification: Other (significance of NLS)

2031
Tabler, K. A. National Longitudinal Study

the High School Class of 1972. Research
and" information or, trnplcryment and
training: Local, state, and. federal com-
munications, results and utilizations.
Spur Islam cosponsored by Pennsylvania
Ste Board of Education and U.S.- De-
perdent of Labor, Region III, Hershey,
Pennsylvania, June 9-10,1975.
This paper presents a broad overview of

the NLS and identifies some relevant data
about occupational planning and outcomes to
illustrate the potential use of the data base.

Classification: Labor force participation

2032
Tabler, K. A., Berls, It., & Comeison, L.

Phil- sophy of the design and development
of the questionnaire. Paper presented at
the annual meeting of the American Edu-
cational Research Association, Washing-
ton, D.C., 1975.
This paper de -tribes procedures used for

developing the second follow-up instruments.
Classification: Methodology (instrumenta-

tion)

3000 Dissertations or Prepublished Papers

3001
Ahern, D. Equality of edacatbnal cpportu-

nityNational Longitudinal Study of the
High School Class of 1972. Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, College Park, Mary-
land: University of Me -ylan..1,,1975.

This study investigates- the equality of
resources in relation to equality of outcomes.
Variables involved are school facilities, teach-
es' characteristics, learning resources, library,
SAT scores, and measures of studeLt self-
esteem and locus of control.
Classification: Secondary (school effect)

3002
Derrick, F. W. The work decision of college

students. Unpublished aoci.aral disserta-
tion, North Carolina State University,
1976.

The objectives of this thesis are to analyze
the factors which determine an individual's
participation in the labor market as defined
by workinFduring the alrz,,lemic year and/or
during the summer white enrolled in higher
education as a full-date studmt, and to obtain
empiric& estimates of two important param-
eters embedded in the life cycle model of
human capital accturi elation.

Data were aniwn from the Narional Lon-
gitudinal Study field test (the first two sur-
veys' c' -e class of 1971 and the National
Longitudinal Study, base year and first fol-
low-up. The data sets include only full-time
students at public four-yea_.. colleges or univer-
sities during the first year after graduation
from high school. The data set of the class of
1971 was used to create hypotheses to be
tested. Study of the .ariables affecting the
individual's decision to work or not to work
was based on a finding in the life cycle model
developed by Thomas Johnson. Johnson's
analysis implies ',hat, an individual will not
work while a full-time student, if al A -02W
0,- where A is in unearned allowance p r
period, w is a fixed wage rate which the In
dividual can earn while a full-time student,
and al and 02 are the aforementioned produc-
tion function parameters. Logit analysis was
used in the test of this prediction from the
life cycle moiel. It was found that the direct
aid received by the student, the maximum
wage, and the amount of state subsidy per
stident have a significant effect on the full-
time student's work decision. The,individuan
sex and race were found to be shifters which
have a significant effect on thA probability
that the individual will work. /
Classification: Labor force participation

3003
Eckland, B. K. Status attainment in educa-

tion: Race and sex differences in the
basic attainment process and in self-,_
esteem and locus of control. Chapel Hill, \
North Carolina: University of North
Carolina. Septet Derr 1975 ( Abstract ).
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This paper sum arizes results of analyses
regarding race and differel-ces in the basic
educational attamme t prict ;s and in self-
esteem and locus of ncrol. From the first
set of analyses, resul indicate that more
male students enter co ge although female
students get better high school grades, and
thtt, blacks have higher college attendance
than whites when SES d ability are con-
trolled. From the second ,set of analyses, it
was found that males and females do not dif-
fer significantly in self-esteem, but females are
significantly higher in' locus of control than
males, and that while 1,0cks s re_considerably
low r than whites in locus of control, blacks
have higher self-esteenft The Terence in
locus of control increases while titl difference
in self-esteem narrows one year 'ter leaving
high school.

Classification: PostseCondary (act. .'

3004
Fetters, W. Realism of job aspirations of class

1972 seniors. Information memo. NCES,
Washington, D.C., March 1974.

This memo contains a table with
:on concerning the differences in the dis-
tributions of job aspirations and demands.
Classification: Labor-force participat4on

3005,
Gruber, J. E. Factors influencing the sell-

esteem and locus of control of adoles-,
cents: Results from the NLS first year
folloit-up. Unpublished doctoral disserta-
tion, University of North Carolina, 1976.
This study investigates the differences in

self-esteem and locus of control among ado-
lescrnts at two points ir. time: their senior
year in high school (spring 1972) and a year
and a half after high school graduation (Octo-
ber 1973). These differences were analyzed
within four race-by-sex groups: black males
and females and white males and femaleS.

Results indicate that hign school black;
have higher self-esteem but lower locus of
control than whites, and women have lower
self-esteem but higher locus of control than
men. After high se.,loo!, whites generally

33

increase while blacks decrease in self-esteem,
regardless of their post-high-school status.

Classification: Psychological development

3006
Jackson, G. A. Student demand for postsec-

ondary education. Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts: . Harvard Graduate School of
Education, September 1976 (Preliminary
Report):
The purpose of this study is to discover

what effect manipulatable characteristics of
institutionsprimarily price and financial
aidand demographic trends have on stu-
dents' decisions for college education. The
analyses were baseci upon a sample of 5,179
individuals from the,,,NLS. The general model
was: application place, background, school,
student, friends, occupation, and aspirations.
Results show that stut !nt and plans are most
important in determining students' postsec-
ondary decisions.
Classifications: Postsecondary ( access ); finan-

cial aid

3007
Johnson, T. Time in School: The case of the

prudent patron (Paper No. 4594, Journal
Series of the North Carolina Agricultural
Experiment Station). Raleigh, North
Carolina: North Carolina State giver-
ety, Department of Economics aistatis-
tics, August 1976.

This paper explores the properties of a life
Cycle model of human capital at....umulation
under the assumptions that the individual can-
not borrow to finance his schooling but may
receive an allowance while specializing. This
allowance is constant, regardless of
amount of human capital accumulated, ai
should be interpreted to include subsidies to
tuition as well as funds to cover a "subsist-
ence" level of ihring. It is also assumed that
the specializing student cannot rent his
human capital for the same rate as he could if
he were not specializing. This produces the
empirically familiar "notch" in the fraction of
each year spent investing in human capital.
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Numerical estimates of the responsiveness
to changes in parameter values indicate that,
in more,caSes, increasing the student wage has
little effect on both time spent in school and
income lgiter in life. On the other hand, in-
creasing the' allowance does increase the time
spent in 'School. However, with ability and
endoWriteritjfeld cohatant, increasing the al-
lowance 1t.vtists' the life-time earnings pro-
file, increasing net -earning prly in life but
decreasing net earnings past ale 45.

Empirical research is continuing with the
larger sample of the high school graduating
class of 1972, with which the author hopes to
improve the understanding of the market
work decision of students.
Classification: Labor force participation

3008
Lox ley, W. 1; toral concepts in comparing

Abcultural resource competition models
for American ethnics. Dissertation pro-
posal (draft abstract). Chicago, Illi-
nois: University of Chicago, 1976.

The purpose of this study is to investigate
the structure of subpopulations with respect
to patterned resources necessary for success-
ful competition in mainstream American
society.

Roughly 5,000 students representing six
major ethnic cleavages in U.S. society along
with 3,692 whites representi'ig the base gipup
will make up the sample. Low SES and Mid-
dle SES groups will be analyzed for the vary-
ing environm-mtal inputs which account fOr
individuals in the various ethnic divisions,
combining ability, attitudes, and personality
factors to replicate by imiLation a hypotheti-
cal core culture pattern symbolic of the
American mainstream.

A factor, analytic model consisting of five
factors will be examined for the white middle
class taken SS representative of American core
culture. The five factors are: an inherited
bond !actor, a culturally acquired bond fac-
tor, a i attitudinal disposition to success fac-
tor, a personality trait factor, and an educa-
tional ailization factor.

Policy implications derivative of such a
model should suggest alternative ways of
restructuring incentive matrices via rearrang-
ing reward structures to expand preference

structures for those individuals whose pat-
terns of factor reinforcement have nonexist-
ent or negative effects on one another.
Classification: Other (quality of adult life)

3009
Mullen, J. K. Effects of finance reform on the

accessibility of low-income students to
higher education and the viability of pri-
vate institutions in New York State.
Binghamton, New York: State University
of New York, 1976.
This research analyzes the effitiency of

the present and alternative financing schemes
in a ning the goals of state subsidation of
higher ucation. In particular, the effect on
total co enrollnient and accessibility to
higher edu-tion forthcoming from hypothet-
ical financ changes are investigated. In ad-
dition, the ulty implications of the finan-
cing alternati are analyzed by allocation of
the benefits, ac 'rig to each income class for
each. financing eme. The allocation of
taxes to income 'classes for any financing
scheme is assumed to remain the same since
only financing alternatives that result in con-
stant s ,ate appropriations to higher education
are considered. Regressidn analysis is the basis
of the statistical model, and individuals are
used as the unit of observation.

This project enables the investigator to
discern what types of income-related grants
would redistribute the most income to the
lowest income classes, which types of grants
would maximize total enrollment, and which
types of grants would make the private eddc, a-

tional system most viable.
Classification: Postsecondary (access); finan-

cial aid

3010
Pepin, A. Predicting postsecondary enroll-

ment by cognitive and noncognitive vari-
ables. Washington, D.C.: National Center
for Education Statistics, March 1977.
(Draft abz.zact of dissertation proposal)
The author states that it is possible to pre-

dict postsecondary enrollment by cognitive
and noncognitive (self-concept, locus of con-
trol) variables and to postulate who will go
into a particular activity state: enroll in onl-
lege, not enroll in college., enroll-in vocational
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education, withdraw from college, etc.
Emphasis will be on nancognitiVe variables,

,,highlighting their effect on postsecondary en-
rollme^t.
Classification: Postsecondary (access)--
3011 -

Schmidt, W: Job expectati9nS of the__
school class of 1972. Michigan State Um-,
varsity at East Lansing, 1977.

-Rasel upon the base-year and the second
follow-up survey data, it was found that, on
the average, young adults two and one-half
years after high school graduation have not
substantially changed their occupational ex-

. pectations. It was also found that percentages
for each of the -occupational categories differ
dramatically from the total labor force needs
projected by the U.S. Department of Labor
by the time those people are 30 years old.

Classification: Labor force participation

3012
Corr, J. K. Great expectations: An exam-

ination of persistence and early attrition
among high school seniors aspiring to the
high status professions. Abstract of dis-
sertation proposal. Deland, Florida: Stet-

- son University, September 1976. (

street)
The central hypotheses in this research

will focus on the selection factors whicl-A
operate among high school seniors who aspire
to the -high status professions such as medi-
cine, law, ana coLege teaching. Particular at-
tention will be paid to female, black, and low
SES aspirants in order to determine whether
early attrition and loss of aspiration can ac-
count for their underrepresentation in these
professions. If this is found to be the case, the
mechanisms of this attrition process will be
carefully considered. --
Classification: Postsecondary ( performer ce)

3013
Simonds, Y. T. Study of future enrollment

patterns in higher education in the Pitts-
' burgh region and factors which generate
particular occupational aspirations Pitts
burgh, Pennsylvania: University of Pitts=
burgh, November 1976. (Abstract)

This project replicates the NLS base-year
study among the Pittsburgh regional graduat-
ing class. By comparing these survey results"
with the national data it-is -possibleto, iden-
tify particular enrollment patterns in Pitts-%
burgh which differ from national patterns::
For example, whe social support and motiva-
tion provided by the blue collar family has an
especially strong effect in this area-on deci-
sion to attend college.

Related to this, the center is using the
NLS data alone to study the factors' which
generate particular occupational aspirations.
Such aspirations are conceived Lithe product
of two perspectivesthe position of the indi-
vidtiaLand his family in _the 'large social sys-
tem, and` his, position in the small system_of
the school and-..the community. Aspirations
derived largely with respect to the latter ap-
pear to be overinflated or inconsistent, thus
leading the individual into inappropriate
courses of action, with consequent failure and
frustration.
Classification: Postsecondary (access)

3014
Thomas, G. E. Race and sex effects in the

process of educational achievement.
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, Univer-
sity of North Carolina, 1975.
This study investigates the attainment

process of blacks and women. A subsample of
black and white males and females was drawn
from the NLS, and a four-variable model
SES, academic ability, high school'class rank,
and college attendancewas used. Three sets
of analyses were performedparallel regres-
sion analysis, path Lialysis th race and sex
as dummy variables, and oodman's non-
parametric analysis. Results include: (1)
when background variables are controlled,
blacks are mora likely than whites to attend
college; (2) more white males than white
females go to college, but arming lacks the
college-going rate is higher for fern

Classification: Postsecondary (access)

3015
Thomsc._, D. R. Postsecondary students: Fi-

nancial rights, choices, recommendations.
1V6 Statewide Plan. Aibeny, New
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York: Office of Postsecondary Research,
June 1976.
The New York Department. of Education

utilized a subsample of the NLS comprising
over 1,500 students who graduated from New
York State high schools to aid in formulating
policy recommendations for the 1976 state-
wide plan.
Classification: Postsecohdary (access); finan-

cial aid

3016
Thornton, C. Black-white differences fit

ed onal attainment: A replication
and expanded interpretation. Cl-apel Hill,
North Carolina: University of North

. Caro: .,a, October 1976.
The analysis of this study was limited to

black and white males in the National Longi-
tudinal Study. Variables used include SES,
ability, educational expectations, educational
attainment, significant other influence, and
self-esteem. The model nolds that the process
of educational attainment is a function of the
simultaneous interaction between one's socio-
economic background and one's ability, a
specific set of intervening factors (i.e., aca-
demic performance, influence of Agnificant
others (SOI), educational expectations, self-
esteem, and the hypothesized behavioral out-
comeeducational attainment).

The findings show that the process of edu-
cational attainment is much more feebly artic-
ulated for blacks within the framework of the
"basic" model than is the case for whites.
This is aptly shown by the coefficients of
determination for the separate analysis for
blacks and whites when the amothit of ex-
plained variation for most endogenous vari-
ables among whites is about twice that for
blacks. It was also found that race, as a main
effect, is important throughout each stage of
the educational attainment model. Further,
the analysis shows that the dynamics of at-
tainment differ by race such that the impact
of interpersonal influences and subjective
orientations emerges as the only important
direct influences on 'educational attainment
for blacks. This is in stalk contrast to the role

played by both the background and subjective
variables for whites.

Classification: Postsecondary (access)

4000 Government Publications

4001
Eciand, B. K., Bailey, J. P., Jr. Capsule de-

Scription of second follow-up data. (NCES
77-265) Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govein-
mint Printing Office, 1977.
This report is one in a series of prelimin-

ary reports designed to highlight selected find-
ings in educational, career, and occupation
development. It is a summary of some de-
scriptive information about educational and
wc,rk activities since leaving high school taken
from the analysis of responses to the Second
Follow-up Questionnaire. There is a concen-
tration on participation in postsecondary
education and the world of work because,
among the many other issues which could be
addressed with the NLS data, they seem to
have the most pr,:vasive, important, and
meaningfu. impact on the lives of young
adults.
Classification: General description (siiirm2ry

of surrey data)
Note: This is a revised version of a contract

report (see 5029)

4002
Fetters, W. B. A capsule description of high

school seniorsbase-year survey
(DHEW-OE 74- 11116). Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1974.
Part I of this two-part report describes the

planning and development of the NLS. Part II
presents a brief description of the character-
istics, plans, and attitudes of the students as
they are about to lerve 'high school.
Classification: General description (summary

of survey data)

4003
Fetters, W. B. Student questionnaire and test

results by sex, high school program, eth-
nic category, and father's education
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(NCES 75-2'..3). Washington, D.C.: U.S.
_ `, Government Printing Office, 1975.

This report describes group differences in
the hiiti school experiences, attitudes, opin-
ions, and plans of the class of 1972 seniors.
The groups were formed by one-way classifi-
cations of sex, high school program, ethnic
membership, ar.11 lather's education.

Classification:',8econdary education (student
characteristics)

4004
Fetters, W. B. Comparative profiles one and

one-half years after . graauation (NCES
75-220). Washington, D.C.: U.$. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1976.
This report presents tables summarizing

some of the first for.uw-up survey data. Statis-
tics are presented for the total group, and for
the two sexes. Tables are also presented by
racial-ethnic group, academic ability, SES,
high school program, and regiOn.,

Classification: General descriptiorrksummary.
of survey data)

4005
Fetters, W. B. Change in attitudes one and

one-half 'years after graduation (NCES
76-227). Washington, D.C.: J.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1976.
This report describes the changes of high

school graduates during a period of about one
and one-half years with regard to their views
of themselves, sense of control of their envi-
ronment, and their orientation toward work,
community, and family goals. Change per-
centage points are presented for the popula-
tion as a whole, and for groups classified by
sex, race, SES, academic ability, high school
Program, and geographic region.

C'assification: Psychological development

to:ehers, W. B. Student Questionnaire and test
'results by academic ability socioeconomic
status, and region (NCES 76-235). Wash-
ington, U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1976.
Student questionnaire and test data from

the base-year survey are summarized in this
report for the total poPulatien and for groups

Cts

classified by academic ability, socioeconomic
status, and region of the country in which the
high school is located.

Classification: General description (summary
of survey data)

4307
Fetters, W. B., Dunteman, G. H., & Peng, S. S.

Fulfillment of short-term educational
plans and continuance in education: Oc-
tober 1972 and October 1973 (NCES
76-218). Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, in preif,-I977.
This report presents basic lescriptive an-

alyses of the planning and activity status of
the NLS sample members. The following
questions are addressed: (1) What were the'
young people's plans shortly before b'
school graduation? (2) What were they doing
shortly after graduation? (3) How many ful-
filled their plans? (4) What were they doing
one and one-half years after graduation? (5)
How many changed from one activity to
another?
Classification: Postsecondary (accesS); labor-

force participation
Note: This is a revised version of a contract

report (see 5025)

4008
grant, W. V., & Lind, C. G. Digest of educa-

tion statistics, 1975 edition: (NCES
76-211). Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1976.

The purpose of this annual publication is
to provide an abstract of statistical informa-
tion dealing with American education from
prekindergarten through graduate school.
Tables and information based on the NLS
data appear on pages 61, 62, and 171.

Classification: Secondary education (student
characteristics); postsecondary
(access); labor-force participa-
tion

4009
National Center for Education Statistics.

Immediate education plans of high school
seniors, class of 1972. Advance Statistics
for Management Bulletin (Number 17).
Washington, D.C.: National Center for
Education Statistics, March 1974.

374
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This bulletin rtiports that (1) 59 percent
of high school seniors plan to continue their
education as, their major activity the year
after high school; (2) of those in academic
programs, E4 percent plan 1.19 continue educa-
tion; in vocationaliteciticioal curricula, only
33 percent; (3) the proportion for black stu-
dents (56 percent) is a little less than for
white students (60 percent); for males (59
peicent), a little less for females (61 percent).
Classification: General description (summary

of survey data)

4010
National Center for Education Statistics. A

caple description of first follow-up sur-
'my data (NCES 76-216). Washington,
D.C:: National Center for Education
Statistics, 1975.
This report is designed to present basic

descriptive analyses of the NLS data. Its pur-
pose is to give summative information about
the young adults' activity status, marriage and
family- -planning, mobility, aspirations and
plans, postsecondary educational experience,
work experience, and relevancy of high school
job training and counseling service. Data arc
summarized for major subgroups defined by
sex, race, ability, socioeconomic status, high
school program, and region. The last pages
present highlights abstracted from the report.
Classification: General description (summary

of survey data)

4011
National Center for Education Statistics. The

condition of education (NCES 70-412).
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1975.

In The condition of education, the follow-
ing tables based on the NLS are included:

Table 72Aspirations and attitudes of
high school seniors, by type of curricu-
lum: spring 1972 (page 144).

Table 61Percentage of students enrolled
in postsecondary education receiving financial
aid, by family income and type of aid, for
high school graduating class of
1972: 1972-73 (page 185).

Table 68Enrollment in postsecondary
education (PSE) by ability and type of insti-
tution for high school class of 1972: October
1972 (page 191).

Table 70Participation in postsecondary
study or nonstudy activities b3 sex, race, and
family income, for high school class of
1972: October 1973 (pages 194-195).

Table 71Persistence of full-time students
in postsecondary education (PSE) for high
school class of 1972: October 1972 and
October 1973 (page 196).

A dis on of the NLS is on pages
220-221.
Classification: Poecondary (access)

4012
National Center for

and one-half ye
class of 1972. Ad
agement Bulletin
ton, D.C.: Natio
Statistics, June 19

ucation Statistics. One
after graduation: The
nce Statistics for Man-
umber 21). Washing-
Center for Education

This bulletin p nts selected results of
the first follow-up ey of the National
Longitudinal Studs the High School Class
of 1972. It descri these young: adults ap-
proximately one an one-half years after high
school graduation. tistics descriptive of the
population as a w e are often followed by
figures applying given subgroups classified
by high school cgram, race, ability, socio-
economic stat SES), or sex.

Classificatio General description (summary
of survey data)

38

13
National Center for Education Statistics.

Realization of postsecondary education
plans: First and second year. Advance
Statistics for Management Bulletin
(Number 20). Washington, D.C.: National
Center for Education Statistics, March
1975.
This bulletin reveals that 59 percent of

the class of 1972 planned to continue their
education either in college or in a trade or
business school as their major activity the
year after high school. Of those students who



said that the largest share of their time in the
year after they leave high school would be
taken up by attending school, 82 percent
reported actually were attending a 'post-
secondary school in October 1972; a some-
what smaller proportion. 69 percent, reported
continuing their postsecondary education in
October 1973. The rest of this report -deals
manly th the students who had indicated
mote- ucational plans in spring 1972., It
shows tile variations in their continuation in
po ndary school attendance as related to
sex, high school program, racial-ethnic back-
ground, ability level, and sc cioeconomic
status. In every category, the continuation
rate dropped sharply for October 1973.

Classification: Postsecondary (access)

4014
National Center for Education Statistics. Ef-

fectiveness of high school job train-
ing: Assessment of the class of 1972 one
and one -ha" years after graduation. Ad-

. uance Statistics for Management Bulletin
(Number 22). Washington, D.C.: National
°Center for Erlucation Statistics; August
1975.
Statistizal highlights on educational ,ues

presented in this ulletin are (a) dis tion
of high school se fors by program o study,
(2) job training eived in -high school, (3)
employment bs where expected to use
training, and ( tisfaction with training of
those who worked ir. training- related jobs.

Classification: Labor-force participation

4015
National Center for Education Statistics. At-

trition from college: The class of 1972
two and one-half years after high school
graduation (NCES 77-266). Washington,
D.C.: National Center for Education
Statistics, September 1976.

This bulletin presents some findings about
attrition from two -year and four-year colleges
based on NcES's National Longitudinal Study
of the High School Class of 1972. Attrition is
generally defined as withdrawal from college
without completing a degree; in this bulletin.
students who had attended school in the first
two years but did not attend school in fall
1974 (and had not completed a two-year pro-
gram) are defined as withdrawn. The four-

year colleges lost 23.5 percent of their en-
trants. Among two-year college students, 39.3
percent withdrew without completing a de-
gree, sq two-year colleges clearly lost more
students than four -year, colleges. Private
schools and 'schools with higher than average
test scares 'for entering students had lower
attrition rates. The majority of students who
leave college report doing so for nonacademic
reasons. Those Students who work full-time
withdraw at nearly double the rate of those
with a part-time job or no job at all. Black
and Hispanic, students- withdraw somewhat
more frequently than white students, but in
four-year colleges these differences disappear
when adjusting for socioeednomic back-
ground.

Classification: Postsecondary (performance)

4016
National Center for Education Statistics. The

condition of education (NCES 76-400).
Washington, D.C: U.S. Government
Printing Office, 1976.
In the 1976 report, the following tables

are included:
Table 4.3Participation of high school

class of 1972 in postsecondary education, by
race, sex, and parental income level: 1972
(page 219).

Table 4.4bPercentage of entrants into
four-year institutions of higher education, by
socioeconomic status. ability level, and sex:
fall 1972 (page 220).

Table 4.5Changes in postsecondary par-
ticipation of the high school class of 1972:
October 1972 to October 1973 (page 221). .

Table 4.21Enrollment in institutions of
higher education, by family income: 1972
(page 232). -

Table 5.2Occupational objectives of
high school seniors two and one-half years
after graduation, by occupation and sex, high
school class of 1972: October 1974 (page
238).

Table 5.3Percentage of employed
youths answering "applies to me" statements
regarding satisfaction with training on, and
one-half years after graduation, by Jtigh
school program of study and by sex, high
school class of 1972. fall 1973 (page 239).

Classification : Postsecondary (access)
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4017
National Center for Education Statistics. The

condition ,of education (NCES 77-400).
Washington, D.C.: U.S, Government
Printing Office; 1977.

In the 1977 report, the following NLS
tables are included:

Chart 4.15Participation in postsecond-
ary education of the high school class of
1972: fall 1974: white (page 86.)

Chart 4.16Participation in postsecond-
ary education of the high school class of
1972: fall 1974: black (page 87).-

Chart 4.17-1974 Enrollment status of
1972 freshman clasi, by educational aspira-
tions prior to entry (page 88).

Chart 4.18Characteristics of freshmen
receiving federal financial aid (page 89).

Table 4.14Percentage distribution by
college-going status, of class of 1972 high
school graduates: 1972,1973, and 1974 (page
199)..

Table 4.15Participation rates in post-
-,sedondary education for the high school class
of 1972, by race, ability level, and socio-
economic status: fall 1972, fall 1973, and fall
1974 (page 200).

Table 4.18Full-time freshmen students
receiving financial aid: School year, 1972-73
(PaP,202)-

Table 4.27Enrollment status in post-
`secondary education of the high school class
of 1972, by race or ethnic origin: October
1972, October 1973, and October 1974 (page
211).
Classification: Postsecondary (access, per-

formance)

4018
Office of Plannin, Budgeting, and Evalua-

tion. Annual evaluation report on pro-
grams administered by the U.S. Office of
Education, FY 1975. Washington,
D.C.: Office of Planning, Budgeting, and
Evaluation, 1976.

The NLS data were iised by OPBE to as-
sess the impaci, of student assistance pro-
grams. The NLS data appear on pages 28-38.
A description of studies on vocational educa-
tion appears on pages 228, 229, and 233.

Classification: Postsecondary (access), finan-
cial aid, vocational/technical
education

4019
Peng, S. S., & Holt, M. M. Tabular summary

of second follow-up questionnaire data
(NCES 77-263). Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Government Printing Office, in press,
1977.
Tabular results are presented for each

item in the questionnaire. Results are given
for the total sample as well as for the sibpop-
ulations defined by sex, race, ability, SES,
high school program, region, sex by race. sex
by ability, sex by SES, sex by high =1°01
program, sex by region, race by ability, race

. by SES, race by high school program, and
race by region. Actual and weighted subpopu-
lation sizes are presented along with the per-
cent distributions of responses for each item
for these groups.
Classification: General description (summary

of survey data)

40

4020
Peng, S. S., Ashburn, E. & Dunteman, G.

H. Withdrawal from institutions of higher
education (NCES 77-264). Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
in press, 1977.
The primary purpose eif this study is to

estimate withdrawal rates, to examine the.
withdrawal process, and to describe what
happens to those students after leaving col-
lege. Withdrawals are classified into academic
and nonacademic categories, with the former
being thoSe withdrawals who reported some
atmidernic problem or a below C grade point
average. Major findings include: (1) two-year
colleges have higher withdrawal rates than
four-year colleges; (2)SES, high school pro-

- gram) _high school grades, and educational
-"aspirations are important factors of college
withdrawal; (3) whites have a higher with-
drawal rate than blacks when other variables
are controlled; (4) sex differences in college
withdrawals are negligible; (5) financial aid
seems to have significant impact on college
persistence only among four-year college stu-
dents who have low SES but high aspirations;
and (6) withdrawal does not have negative
effects on psychological development. It is
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concluded that college withdrawal is not
necessarily bad for some students, and that
more effective counseling services in high
school and college are needed.

Classification: Postsecondary (performance);
financial aid

Note: This is a revised version of a contract
report (see 5055)

4021
Pte, S. S. Transfer students among institu-

tions of higher education (NCES 77-250).
Washington, D.C.: U.SrGovernment
Printing Office, in press, 1977.

This study was designed to achieve the
following objectives:

(1) To describe the extent of transfers in
institutions of higher education, and
to reveal differences in transfer rates
among various types of institutions,
and biosocial groups;

(2) To examine differences between trans-
fers and nonnsfers in four-year and
two-year institutions, and differences
between 2-04 transfers and four-year
college nontransfera in background
variables, financial aid status, satis:ac-
ion with college education, and

academic performance;

(3) To describe students' self-reported
reasons for changing schools; and

(4) To test the incongruency hypothesis
between the student and the institu-
tion as reasons for transferring.

It was found that the 2--4 transfers con-
stitute the largest group, an that two-year
colleges may serve as warm-up places for
many students to obtain college education.

Classification: Postsecondary (performance);
financial aid

Note: This is a revised version of a contract
report (see 5054)

4022
Tabler, K. A. Tabular summary of first fol-

low-up questioanaire data ( NCES
76-212). Washington, D.C.: U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1976.
The tabular results (codebook) of the

First Follow-up Questionnaire are presented
for each item in the questionnaire. Results are

41

given for the total sample as well as for sub
populations defined by sex, race, ability, SES,
high school program, region; sex by race, sex
by ability, sex by SES, sex by high school
program, sex by region; race by ability, race
by SES, race by high school program, and
race by region. Actual and s ted subpopu-
lation sizes are presented alo. with the per-
centage distributions of .responses for each
item for these groups.

Classification: -General description (summary
of survey data)

4023
Tabler, K. A., & Wagner, A. P. National Lon-

gitudinal Study of the High School Class_
of 1971: Distribution and packaging of
student financial aid: Some evidence
from tlif survey of the high school class of
1972. Washington, D.C.: Natiopir Center
for Education Statistics, FebrOary 1977.
This report addresses two queetions: (1)

What is the distribution of federal.itudent aid
by socioeconomic status, racial /ethitic group,
student achievement/ability, and type of in-
stitution? (2) How are federal student aid
funds combined with aid from other sources
into student financial aid packages? Based
upon the base-year and first follow-up NLS
data, it was found that (1) low SES and
minority students are more likely to be recipi-
ents of all federal aid taken together, and
federal loan borrowers, college work-study
recipients, and federal transfer benefit
recipients in particular; (2) federal grants and
scholarships tend to be distribUted according
to student ability; (3) public two-year and
vocational institutions, lack financial aiA ex-
pertise; (4) students attending private lour-
year colleges receive most types of federal aid;
and (5) recipients of combined federal/non-
federal aid packages tend to be lower SES or
minority students, while recipients of non-
federal aid only tend to be higher SES stu-
dents.

Classification: Postsecondary (access); finan-
cial aid

4024
Thompson, B. W. Tabular summary of stu-

dent questionnaire data, Volumes I and II.
(74.227a and 74-227b). Washington,
D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office,
1974.
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This report contains the base-year survey
questionnaire data for each item. Statistics are
given for the total sample as well as, subgroups
defined by sex, high school prograM, race,
and father's education, and by the four classi-
fication variables combined. Actual and
weighted statistics are presented.

---Classification: General description (summary
of survey data)

5000' Grant or Contract Reports

5001_
Bailey, 1, P., Jr, National Longitudinal Study

of the High School Class of 1972: First
follow-up survey final methodological
repolt. Research Triangle Park, North

\Carolina: Research Triangle Institute,.
Center for Educational Research and Eval-
uation, March 1976. ,

This is the formal report of activities con-
lucted in carrying out the study. In this sense
it is Methodological, historical, and descrip-
tive in nature,, rather than technical and an-
alytical. The numerous reports of the latter
character, produced in conjunction with the
study over a' period of time, are listed and
abstracted in Appendix A and described in
the text within appropriate chapters.

There are ten chapters in the report:

I. Overview: The National Longi-
,tudinal Study of the Class of
19-72. ----

IL Sample Design and Survey Partic-
ipation

III. Development of the First Fol-
low-Up Questionnaires

IV. Maximizing Participation and Re-
sponse

V. Preparation of the NLS Data File
VI. Weight Calculations
VII. Sampling Error Estimates
VIII. Composite Variables for Study-

ing Student Participants
IX. Methodological Studies
X. Descriptive Analysis

Spdnsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (sample design,

data collection, instrumenta-
tion, file preparation, weight

42

5002
Bailey, ,J. P., Jr. National Longitudinal Study

of the High Scbool Class of 1972: Base-
, year, first, and second follow-up data file

index: A KWIC-keyword in context in-
dex. Research Triangle P.,ark, North Caro-
lina: Research Triangle Institute, Center
for Educational Research and Evaluation;
April 1976.
The purpose of this Keyword in Context

(KWIC) Index is to list in a particularly useful
form the 1,499 variables which appear in the
public use file containing respondent informa-
tion from the base-year, first, and second
follow-up surveys in 1972, 1973, and 1974.
This index is an integral section of the Data
File Users Manual which supports the merged
survey file; it is available separately not only
as a handy guide to the areas covered by NLS,
but also as a reference or source for research-
ers contemplating purchase of the cd6plete
file and its documentation.

Sponsor: NCES
Classificatio- : Other (content index)

5003
Bailey, J. P., Jr. National Longitudinal Study

of the 1.27.0 School Class of 1972:, Sum-
mary of proceedings of an AERA in-
formal session, San Francisco, April 1976.

Research Triangle Park, North Carolina:
Research Triangle Institute, Center for
Educational Research and 2viluation,
April 1976.
In April 1976, an informal session among

NLS users and planners was held at the annum
AERA convention in San Francisco, Califor-
nia, to discuss problems and share experiences
and plans. The anticipated output o: this
meeting was to be a set of comments, re-
commendations, and/or concerns which could

be considered by both NCES and RTI to
further project work. This paper summarizes
those proceedings and provides a list of the
participants.
Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Other (proceedings)

5004
Bailey, J. P., Jr National Longitudinal Study
of the High School Class of 1972: Second
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Follow-up survey: Fina logical
report: Research Triangle Park, North

/ Carolina: Research Triangle Institute,
Center for Educational Research and Eval-

' t cation, October 1976.
This document is the formal report of

activities during the second follow-up survey.
As with theprior first follow-up survey re-
pprt, it is methodological/ historical, and
descriptive in nature, rather, than analytical.
'lie several reports of a more technical nature
produced in copjunction with the survey, as
well as major *Visions of previous reports, Cm
listed and abstracted in Appendix A.

The following chapters are included:

I. Overview: The-National Longitu-
dinal Study of the Class of 1972

IL Sample Design and Survey Partic-
ipation

III. Development of the Second
Follow-Up Questionnaire

IV. Maximizing Participation and Re-
sponse

V. ?reparation of the NLVData File
VI. Weigat Calculations
VII. Reliability of NLS Data
VIII. Preliminary Analyses and Results

There arc five appendixes.

Sporrew: NCES
Classification: Methodology (sample design,

instrumentation, data collec-
tion, file preparation, weight
calculation)

5005
Bowers, W. J., Pierce, G. L., Blitch, C., &

Carr, A. Access to postsecondary educa-
tion. Boston, Massachusetts: Russel_ B.
Steams Center for Applied Social Re-
search, Northeastern Uniyersity, 1977.

The report is organized into six chapters
and three appendixes. The appendixes contain
a complete inventory of the variables used in
the analysis and detailed tabulations of the
estimated effects of social background and
atcesperiables which will be introduced and

_cletribed at appropriate points in-the text of
the report.

Four chapters present the basic findings
of the analysis. Chapter 2 provides (1) a com-
prehensive view of the relative effects of

social background characteristics, access vari-
ables, and interest/influence variables on the
twelve attends nce patterns described above,
and (2) a mor ? detailed, picture of the way in
which access categories affect attendance
thrclugh the various routes and at the several
destinations. .

Chapters 3 through 5 deal respectively
and 'in more detail with immediate, delayed,
and -retained patterns of attendance. In partic-
ular, they examine the effects of specific vari-
ables within the various blocks that make the
most substantial and significant contributions
to the postsecondary educatiohal attendance
process.

Finally, in Chapter 6 the authors (1) re-
view the findings with an eye toward their
policy implications, (2) discuss limitations
that must be considered in interpreting and
evaluating results, and (3) present an agenda
of further work needed.

Perhaps the most disturbing finding is that
enrolhhe* in noncollege preparatory curricu-
la continues to have a negative effect on at-
tendance. In particular, it is distressing to find
that enrollment in a vocational curriculum au
a negative total causal impact on vocational
school attendance. ,

Access inequalities uncovered are (1) the
academic preparation disadvantage of blacks,
and (2) social influence disadvantage of fe-
males and youngsters with not-so-well-edu-
cated parents.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: sPostsecondary (access)

5006
Breglio, V. J., Stevers, M., & Tobias, J. An

assessment of school supervised work edu-
cation programs, Part II: Urban coopera-
tive work education programs and follow-
up study, Volume 2: Work education
program outcomesa twenty-four month
follow-up study (OPBE Contract No.
OEC-0-74-8718). San Francisco, Califor-
nia: Olympus Research Centers, March
1976.
This study,issesses the effectiveness of

school-supervi/sed work education programs.
The stated/ purposes of the study are (1) to
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provide useful information on the relation-
ships between the kinds of experiences stu-
dents receive in various types of work educa-
tion-programs and their postprogram experi-
ences; (2) to identify and analyze existing
constraints or limitations in carrying out the
various work education programs, including
both "internal" and "external" constraints;
and (3) to determine the feasibility of ex-
pauding cooperative work education pro-
"ague. The specific purposes of Part II of the
study were6(1) to discover more about the
operation of cooperative work educatibn, pro-
grams in large cities, and (2) to determine the
postprogram experiences of both participants
and nonparticipants interviewed in conjunc-
tion with Part I of the study. A portion of
this research involves the comparison of voca-
tional education students from the NLS with
those students who were inprviewed during
the first part of the study. Analyses using
NLS base-year and first follow-up data yield-
ed results dealing with labor force status, cur-
rent weekly earnings, 52-w4ek employment
stability, and current job satisfaction, similar
to those results obtained from the comparison
group.
Sponsor: O ?BE
Classification: Labor force participation; vo-

cational/technical education

5007
Breland, H. M., Stocking, M., Pinesak, B. M.,

& Abrams, N. The 'crosscultural stability
of mental test items: An inuestigation of
response patterns for ten socio-cultural
groups (NIE Grant No. NE-6-00-3-0116).
Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Test-
ing Service, February 1974.
This study explores the complex problem

of testing in a pluralistic society, suggesting a
new way of thinking about test use and con-
struction. The analysis was performed onAlata
from over 14,000 -high. school seniors,
members of the NLS sample, with respect to
sociocultural differences in response to cogni-
tive test items. Using a vector index of cross-
cultural stability, items having notable pat-
terns of instability, were examined closely for
factors which might explain such an outcome.
The greatest instabilities were noted among
the vocabulary items. Mathematical knowl-
edge obtainable from everyday life situations,

such as counting money, is less difficult for
minority groups than very simple- inatheinat---
ical problems.

Sponsor:. ME
Classification: Methodology (measurement)

5008
Carroll, S. J., & Morrison, 'P. A. National

Longitudinal Study of high school sen-
iors: An agenda for policy research
(R-1964-HEW). Santa Monica, Califor-
nia: Rand Corporation, June 1976.
Telib Office of the Assistant Secretary for

Planning and Eialuation contracted with the
, Rand Corporation to develop a researci-
agenda for the 'National Longitudinal Study.
The agenda identifies a broad array of policy
issues suitable for' research with the -NLS,
singles out ten high-priority studies, and pre
sents research possibilities for further follow-
ups of the class of 1972.

The ten high - priority studies singled out
Pre: (1) influence of the ondary
(2) migration and job search, 3) attitudes, and
career success, (4) segmen labor markets,
(5) evaluation of career obj fives, (6) non-
traditional attendance patterns in postsecond-
ary- education, ,(7) persistence and transition
patterns of college parallel students in two-
year colleges, (8) development of career aspir-
ations and orientations among young women,
(9) consequences of early parenthood, (10)
near-term marital stability.

The research possibilities fall into four
basic areas: (1) individuals' relationships with
the labor market, (2) their long-term life out-
comes, (3) the intergenerational transmission
of effects, and (4) the NLS as a basic invest-
ment in the future.
Sponsor: ASPE
Classification: Other (analysis priority)

5009
Center for Educational Research and Evalua-

tion. Supporting statement for the fiat
follow-up survey for the high, school class
of 1972. Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina: Research Triangle Institute,
August 1

A supporting statement accompanied the
First Follow-Up Questionnaire when it was

5
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submitted for govenurient clearance. The first
part of the statement gives the background,
uses, and justification of the survey; the larg-
est part describes the plans for the first fol-
low-up (survey procedures, reports and tabu-
lations, schedule); the last part discusses con-
sultations and Meetings leading to the devel-
opment of the First Follow-Up Questionnaire
and concerns about respondent burden, s -

*laity, and confidentiality. Attachment A co
tains the results of the Census Bureau pretest

copies of the instruments used. Attach-
m t B is a copy of the newsletter sent to
respondents prior to the first follow -up.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (instrumenta-

tion)

5010
Center for Educational Research and Evalua-

tion. Digest of proceedings of the first
planning conference. Planning conference
for the National Longitudinal Study of
the High School Class of 1972, Washing-
ton, D.C., November 4-6, 1973. Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina: Research
Triangle Institute, 1973.
The First Planning Conrence for the

National Longitudinal Study )of the High
School Class of 1972 was held a the Burling-
ton Hotel in Washingtott D.C., o er
three-day period, ,4-6 November 1973. The
purposes were to discuss priorities, to advise
about plans for the overall conduct of the
study, and to discuss the research priorities
and plans for a study of the class of 1977.
This deictupent describes the proceedings of
the four sessions: Overview, Base-Year Study;
Research Design for the First Follow-Up
Analysis; Design of the Second Follow-Up;
and Design of the 197'Z Cohort Study.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Other (proceedings of plan-

ning conference)

5011
Center for Educational Research and Evalua-

tion. Conceptual model of the National
Longitudinal Study. Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina: Research Triangle
Institute, December 1973.

The Analytic Review Series which pro-
vided input to NLS included a General Educe
tonal Development Model developed by
James Trent et al. (UCLA, 1972). The model
was modified by RTI to fill the specific needs
o. SLS, and the relationship between the two

CI models was presented in he conceptual

1

m el. The attachthent indicates the variables
fro the luse-year and first followup instrus
m is used in the NI,S conceptual model.
Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Other (conceptiial model)

.----

5012
Center for Educational Research and Evalua-

tion. NLS analysis working paper number
one and addendum. Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina: Research Triangle
Institute, January 1974. '
The purpose of the NLS analysis working

papers was to solicit reactions from. planning
conference participants and OE personnel on
the ata analysis plans. The first paper focuses
on le definitions to-be used in both the
descriptive and analytic studies and on basic
descriptive analyses to be generated from the
file of base-year and first follow-up dad. De-
fined are the independent and subpopulation
classification variables. Three prelimIn
Analytical models that focused on, icy
issues as well as several topics related to vari-,
ables construction and basic descriptive anal-
yses are discussed.

Sponsor: NCES "
1

classificatior.: NIethoiology (analysis strat-
egy)

5013
Center for educational Research and Evalua

tionNlecord of proceedings of the second
planning conference. Planning conference
fiir the National Longitudinal Study of40°`
the High School Class of 1972, Washing-
ton, D.C., Aprit_23-24, 1974. Research
Triangle Parr; North Carolina: Research
Triangle Institute, 1973.
The Second Planning Conference for the

National Longitudinal Study of the High
School Class of 1972 was held at the Burling-
ton Hotel in Washington, D.C., over the two-
day period, 23-24 April 1974. Its purpose was

3
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to discuss gels, priorities, and NLS goals
as well as to advise about plans for the overall
conduct of the study. The report, a transcrip-
don of a recording of the meetings, gives a
detailed account of the four sessions: Review
of 7rogress, Implications of NLS in Issues
Facing the Public Schools and in Career Edu-
cation Issues, Issues Facing Public Systems
and Private Institutions of Higher Education,
and Priorities for Data Analysis.

Sponsor: NCES

Clat zeion: Other (proceedings 1.f plan-
ning conference)

5014
Center for Educational Research and Evalua-

tion. NLS analysis working paper r- tuber
two. Research Triangle Park, North Caro-
lina: Research Triangle Institute, June
197 'e.

In April of 1974, a two-day meeting was
held at RTI to discuss NLS analysis plans.
This paper strl.marizes the ideas discussed in
that meeting. Emphasis was on specit ing the
descriptive analyses to be cc- .ducted later that
year. Suggestions and plans presented in the
paper cover the following topics: factor anal-
ysis of the base-year questionnaire, suhpopu-
lation classification factors, codebooks, de-
scriptive tables, basic descriptive flow analy-
sis, additional Transition analyses, descriptive
profiles of subgroups, predictive and causal
analysis, and the critical ..iata base. A sum-
mary of the base-year principal components
and factor analysis is attached as Appendix A.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (analysis strat-

egy)

5015
Center for Edc itional Research and Evalua-

tion. Supporting statement for the survey
instrumentation of the second follow-up%
survey for the high school class of 1972.
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina:
Research Triangle Institute, August 19'8-1

A supporting statement accompanied the
Second Follow-Up Questionnaire when it was
submitted for clearance. The first part of the
statement gives the backgr Sun uses, La-id

justification of the survey; the largest part
describes the plans for the iecond follu,,

(survey procedures,repo and publications,
schedule); the last part disc ses consultations
and meerngs leading to the evelopment of
the Second Follow-Up Questi naire and con-
cerns about respondent b n, sensitivity,
and confidentiality. There. are eight attach-
ments to the statemen :

A. National Longitudinal Study of the
High Scho.: 'lass of 1972: Second
Follow-Up Field Test.

B. Survey Instrumentation for the Field
Test of the NLS:.Second Follow-Up.

C. Survey. Questionnaire for the Second
Follow-up of the NL$ of the High
School Class 0%1972.

D. OPERATION FOLT,OW-UP News-
letter.

E. Parent and Sample Member Advisory
Letters.

F. Text of Mailgram nd Postcard Re-
minder.

G. Cover Letters for 7 and Second
Questionnaire MaiIc, w.

H. Time Frame Chart.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (instrumenta-

tion)

5016
Center for Educational Research and Evalua:-

tor. Imputation procedures for NLS da°1
base. Research Triangle Park, North Caro-
lina: Research Triangle Institi, ce, January
1975.
This paper documents the imputat,on v

cedures used for the first follow-up data.
procedures involved three phases: (1) direct
logical inferenCes (e.g., type of school 'Tom its
name and address); (2) indirect lo?s.cal infer-
ences (e.g., impute studying fulltime for those
who are studying and not working); (3) statis-
tical imputations (e.g., impute a value in
accordance with the ,probability distribute .
of the values for given cells defined };!,/ the
basic classification variables and relevant
activid.v state information).

N3ES

Classification : Methodology (imputation)

5017
Center for Educational Research and Evalua-

tion. National Longitudinal Study of the
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High School Class of 1972: A summary
of the merged findings from aralyses by
RTI of the first follow-up and preceding
data. Research Triangie Park, North Caro-
lina: Research Triangle Institute, Septem-
ber 1975.

For those not f0miliar with NLS, the sum-
mary provides a useful overview. The first sec-
tion describes base-yLar survey and rubse-
tiuent waves and the NLS goals and purposes.
The second section summarizes findings from
data analyses of the first follow-up and base
year completed prior to September 1975.

Sponor: NCES
_Cliissilication:GenerEdescription (summary

of survey data)

5018
Center for Educational Research and Evalua-

tion. Supporting statement for the survey
instrumentation of the National Longitu-
dim.; Study: Third follow-.Q. Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina: Research
Triangle Institute, July 1976.
This statement was Eovided in support of

the third fallow -up instrument of the Na-
tional Longitudinal Study. Included in the
document are a general overview including a
historical eview of the general objectives of
the project, the circumstances prescribing the
survey, the general uses of the survey data and
discussion of the conceptual model, a detailed
description of the survey plan, and special
objectives and data analysis plans for the third
follow-up. Information on time schedules,
consultation outside the sponsoring agency,
and information on respondent t, irdla is also
provided. The proposed questionnaire is pre-
sented as Attachment A.

Sponsor: NCES
Cl. sification: Methodology (instrunienta-

tion)

5019
'Conger, A. J., Conger, J. C., & Riccobono, J.

A. Reliability and validity of National
Longitudinal Study measures: An empiri-
cal reliability analysis of selected data arta
review of the literature on the validity anti
reliability of survey research questions.
Research Triangle Park, North Caro-
lina: ReAarch Triangle Institute, July
1976.

`.
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This report is divided into four major sec-
tions. The first section briefly summarizes the
;,p se of NLS, the sample desigr . and char-

acteristics of the questionn.!.-es. The second
major section provides a comprehensive re-
view of validity and relirbility for NLS-type
questions and respondents. The third and
major section presents a detailed study of the
reliability of a sample of Second Follow-Up
Questionnaire items on a sample of NLS
respondents, including an evaluation of test
retest reliability as a function of data collec-
tion procedures (mail-in or personal inter-
view), item characteristics (reap ,nse format,
item content, and item length), respondent
characteristics (sex, ethnicity, SES, and aLd-
ityl, and the interaction of thesediverse fac-
tors. The final section integrates the conclu-
sions of the literature review and reliability
study results and discusses the implications of
these. esults for survey research.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (measurement

property)

5020
Conger, A. J., Pang, S. S., & Punteman, G. H.

National Longitudinal Study of the High
School Class of 1972: Group profiles on
elf-esteem, locus of control, and life

goals. Research 'Triangle Park, North Caro-
lina: Research' Triangle institute, January
1976.
The purpose of this report is to um, Base-

Year and First Follow-up nuestionnaire data
on self-esteem, locus of control, and work-,,
community-, and family-related goal activities
to generate profiles for describing subpopula-
tions defined by career 0--terns and demo-
graphic and personal characteristics. The fol-
lowing questions are addressed: (1) What
base-year differences exist among subgroups
and how are they related to school experi-
ence, career plans, and subsequent activities?
(2) What subgroup differences exist at the
time of the first follow-up, particularly among
groups differing in post-high-school activities
and transition state sequences? (3) How are
the base-year to first follow-up changes in
self-esteem, locus of control, and goal orienta-
tions related to changes in activities, transi-
tion sequences, and background variables?
The answers to the questions are used for
hypothesizing possible causal roles of the
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psychological attributes and for describing the
psychological status differences related to
background and demographic variables and to
transition sequences and activities. There are
four major sections in this report. The drta
collection section describes the sample, the
survey instrumeriti,- the procedures, and the
data processing. The measurement specifica-
tions section specifies the characteristics of
the items and composite variables used as the
psychological construct measures. Next, vari-
ous group profiles are ciescribd and Con-
trasted. Finally, there is &summary of the
important findings and their implications. The
appendixes contain means standard devia-
tions, subgroup sample SiT Ind generalized

Andard errors.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Psychological development

5021
Crain, R. L. The influence of high school

racial composition on the cullege attere
ance and e,chieuement test scores of black
students. Santa Monk:a, California: The
Rand Corporation, in progress, 1977.
The primary purpose of this study is to \

investigate the college attendance and achieve-
ment test scores of black stuc - nts who attend
white-dominated hji schools as compared
with those of black students who attend
black-dominated high schools. The study is
based upon methodology involving cross=tabu-
lation, correlation, and regression of variables
taken from individual student data and data
gathered or aggregated at the level of the
school.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Secondary education (school

effects)

5022
Creech, F. R. A vocational re- cuaalz afislxt of

the base-year Curve, of the gh school
class of 4972, Part 1: Selected character-
istics of the class of 1972 (Contract No.
GEC-0-73-6806). Princeton, New Jersey:
Educational Testing Service, October
1974.

*This , report highlights the educational
characteristics of students and selected univar-
iate explorations. Results include:

8

(1) About half of the white students are
enrolled in academic programs as compared to
a quarter of the black students. About 44 per-
cent of blacks as compared to 29 percent of
whites are enrolled in general curriculum pro-
grams.

(2) The median class standing of, females
is substantially higher than that of males, am'
vocational/technical students are about 6 per-
cent higher than general students in class
standing.

(3) Students in federal programs have

slightly higher academic ability scores than
students in the same curriculum who do not
participate in federal programs. Self-reported
grades, however, do not %fleet this advantage.

(4) About one-third of the population
May be facing financial barriers to their con-
tinued -education. Relatively large numbers of
students are ignorant of many potential
sources of financial aid. There is a relationship
between the student's use of financial aid
sources and the frequency with which coun-
selors recommended such. resources.

Sponsor: OPBE
Classification: Secondary education (student

characteristics); vocational/
technical education

5023
Creech, F. R., et al. Comparative analysis of

postsecondary occupational and educa-
tional outcomes for the class of 1972.
Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Test-
ing Service, 1977.
This study examines the educational and

occupational decisiohs made by vocational
education students, during the period be-
tween the base-year sad,,first-year follow-up
data collections. The study examines career
and employment patterns in'the year immedi-
ately following the completion of their
secondary education and the factors which
affect -ad the career patterns of these y Guth.
Several analyses were performed to explain
the causal relationship, if any, between their
career decisions and hereditary and environ-
mental variables (race, sex. ,rhool location.
SES, etc.). These analyse -re compared
with data for bot.: academic and general cur-
riculum students to determine the differential

J



effects or impacts of the different educational
...4,-eiperiences.

Sponsor: OPBE
Classification: Vocational/technical educe.

tion

'024
Mesa, S. P. Studies of the impact of student

financial aid program, Study B: Impact,
of student aid and labor market condi-
tions on access to poitsicondary educa-
tion. New Haven, Connecticut: Institute
foie' Demographic and Economic Studies,
Anglia NM (Abstract)
This -substUrly is part of a two and one-

half year study, Impact of Student Aid and
Labor Market Conditions on Access to Post-
secondary Education; being conducted by the
Higher Education Research Institute and
supported by the Office of Planning, Budget-
ing, and Evaluation of the U.S. Office of Edu-
cation (Contract Number 300-75-0382). NLS
data will be used along with data from the
ACT survey of 1972-73 high school juniors
and the ETS Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude
Test-National Merit Scholarship Qualifying
Test (PSAT-NMSAT) norming sample of
1974-75 high school juniors to identify the
consequences of changes in national and local
labor market conditions, in financial aid avail-
ability, and in other aspects of policymakers
to - anticipate more accurately the conse-
quences of alternative public policies under
the changing economic conditions which -.',11
characterize the future.

Sponsor: OPBE
Classification: Postsecondary (access); finan-

cial aid

5025
Dunteman, G. H. & Peng, S. S. National

Longitudinal Study of the High School
Class of 1972: Planning and activity
states- analysis. .?search Triangle Park,
North Carolina: Research Triangle Insti-
tute, September 1975.

This report presents basic descriptive
analyses of the planning and activity states of
the NLS sample _rne-nbers. he central theme
deals with the following questions: (1) What

were the young people's plans shortly before
graduation from high school? (2) What were
they doing shortly after graduation? (3) How
many of them fulfilled their plans? (4) What
were they doing one and one-half years after
graduation? (5) How many changed from one
activity to another? Findings from several
descriptive longitudinal and cross-sectional
analyses of base -year and first follow-up data
give insights into these questions. Three
appendixes cover specification and use of
planning and activity state variables, sampling
variability, and plans and activities for re-
spondents excluded from planning state
analyses.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Postsecondary (access); labor-

force partHpation

r-J
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Note: A revised version of this report is pub-
lished (see 4007).

5026
Dunteman, G. H., Ping, S. S., & Holt, M. M.

Composite score analysis: ability index,
SES index, some psychologicrl and educa-
tional construct scales. Research Triangle
Park, North Carolina: Research Triangle
Institute, August 1375.
The fiat set of NLS data was analyzed to

derive composite scores to be used in subse-
quent analyses. The composites include a
general ability measure, a socioeconomic
status (SES) index, and factor scores from
factor analyses of sets of question items meas-
uring goals, attitudes, and other psychological
attributes. The derived composites can be
used to help define subpopulations for de-
scriptive statistics and as independent or con-
trol variables in some ^nalytic studies. Proce-
dures and results of the composite score
analyses are presented in the three sections of
the document. Four appendixes contain
Duncan SEI scores for FFU Q.93, group
means for substitution of missing data, princi-
pal components factor matrices, analysis
ty- and standard deviations used for

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (variable con-

struction)



5027
Echternacht, G. J. Reliability and validity of

qwiationnaire items-statuti, social-psycho-
logical, and educational plans and aspira-
tions variables. Princeton, New Jer-
sey: Educational Testing Service, April
1974.
This article provides a rationale for c;;:,-

ducting resurveys for the purpose of measur-
ing reliability and validity, demonstrates pro-
cedures for conducting and amaly..ing resur-
veys, and provides a concrete example of one
such resurvey effort, a reliability and validity
study using two random samples drawn from
the NLS.

j It was concluded that iesutvfiring sub-
sakaples of a survey provides valusbi informs-
tien- for both the study and project staff,
especially when the survey willsbe repeated or
respondents will be followed up; inclUdingki)
estimates of bias whilhave, iniplicationt for
future questionnaire d'..sign,, (2) estimates, of
reliability which aid in..interipieting multivari-
a.e analyses of the and (3) a cheek on
the thoroughness of the data collection sys-
tem.
Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (measurement

property)

5028
Echternacht, G. A vocational re-evaluation of

the base-year survey of the high school
class of 1972, Part II: Characteristics dis-
tinguishing vocational students from gen-
eral and academic students (PR-75-3).
Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Test-
ing Service, February 1975.

This study identifies distinguishing char-
acteestics of high school vocational students.
Factor analysis and discriminant analysis tech-
niques were employed. Results indicate that
ac demi., students have hie n academic
ability than 'mineral and vocational students;
vocational st ntb are less alienated from
school arid more work-oriented than general
students; and proportionally more women
and whites are enrolled in vocational pro-
grams than in general programs.

Sponsor: OPBE

50

Classification: Secondary education (student
characteristics)

Note: This is published in Multivariate Behav-
ioral Research (see 1002)

5029
Eckland, B. K., & Bailey, J. P., Jr. National

Longitudinal Study of the High School
Class of 1972: A capsule description of
the second follow-up survey data. Re-
search Triangle Park: North Carolina: Re-
search Triangle Institute, July 1978.

This report is designed to ?resent basic
descriptive results of the NLS second follow-
up data. The purpose is to give summative
information about education, work, -and ---
family and community activities since leaving
high school. Thera is a conceatration on per-
sistence in education and participation in job*
be-ause, among the many other issues which
could be addressed with the NLS data these
seem to have the most pervasive, important,
and meaningful impact on the lives of young
adults. The family and community life focus
rounds out this descriptive summary of these
young adults as they move into the American
mainstream.
Sponsor: NCES
Classification: General description (summary

of survey data)

Note: This report is published by NCES (see
4001)

5330
L.Anman, R. L., Eitelberg, M. J., Purcell, A.

C., Richmond, B. M., Wagner, C. L., &
Hunter, R. W. Educational benefits analy-
sisAn examination of the effects of G.I.
Bill educational benefits on service acces-
sions. Alexandria, Virginia: Human Re-
sources Research Organization, November
1975.
The principal objectives of this study were:

(1) to examine the impact of terminating the
G.I. Bill in respect to the number, quality,
and representativeness of service accessions;
and (2) to provide 'a means for measuring the
relativeacosts and benefits of alternative edu-
cational programs which might be needed to
sustain military strength in the event of G.I.

5,3



Bill termination. Quantitative data came pri-
marily from the Census Bureau, the National
Longitudinal Study, Gilbert Youth Surveys,
and Department of Defer: e Surveys.

Sponsor: Office of the Assistant Secret..ry of
Defense for Manpower and Reserve
Affairs

Classification: Military Service

5031
Eitelberg, M. J. Evaluation of Army Repre-

sentation. Alexandria, Virginia. Human
Resotmea Reseateit asanization, Novem-

The National Longitudinal Study data
were applied to a convergence/divergence
model based on a review of the relevant liter-
ature. Standard statistical techniques -
employed to examine the demographic, so .o-
economic, and attitudinal measures of Army
representation. Generally, the results of this
evaluation how that Army entrants are not
exceptionally divergent from their civilian
counterparts.

Sponsor: U.S. Army Research Institute for
the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Classification: Military Service

5032
Folsom, R. E., Jr. Variance components for

NLS: Partitioning the design effect. Re-
search Triangle Park, North Carolina: Re-
search 'Triangle Institute, January 1975.
When the precision of sample statistics

from a complex survey design like that of
NLS is examined, it is useful to establish a set
of standards. One such standard is the 'reci-
sion that would have been attained had an
equal-sizei rimple rand,ra sample of respond-
ents been selected. Leslie Kish introduced
Design Effect (DEFF)the actual variance of
a sample statistic divided by the variance
appropriate for an equal-sized simple random
sample. The DEFF measures the combined
effects of all the selection and estimation pro-
cedures on the pr ision,of sample statistics.
The purpose of this report is to demonstrate a
variance components methodology for parti-
boning the overall design effect (D) for a ratio
mean into stratification (5), unequal weight-
ing (W), and clustering (C) effects, so that D =
wsc:

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (sample design)

5033
Fol om, R. E., & Weber, J. H. Limited investi-

gation of the effects of stratification,
clustering, respondent mobility, and over-
lapping schools with the 1972 sample.
Research Triangle Park, North Carolina:
Research Triangle Institute, April 1976.
Longitudinal measures of change are the

most important kinds of estimates being pro-
duced from the NLS survey. Several topics are

---presented_in_this report, most of which build
on previous variance components analyses.
The major areas covered are effects of stratifi-
catiOn and clustering, correlations from over-
lapping schools in the two NLS surveys, and
mobility of the NLS 1972 cohort.
Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (sample design)

5034
Freeberg, N. E., & Rock, D. A. A vocational

re-evaluation of the base' year survey of
the high school class of 1972, Part
HI: Aspirations and plans of high school
stuuents: The role of academic, social,
and personal characteristics (PR-75-5).
Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Test-
ing Service, February 1975.

This study examines the plans and aspira-
tions of high school students for their educa-
tional and vocational future and the influ-
ences that may have had a rote in shaping
those decisions. In an attempt to explain the
complex role of a variety ot. family, personal,
peer, and school characteristics, different
analytical approaches were found to be appli-
cable as a function of the particular questions
being posed and the nature of the available
information. Thus, it was important, initially,
to define specific educational and vocational
objectives perceived by the student, the rela-
tive vane or priority that he assigns to each,
how he claims to arrive at those aecisions, and
how he is likely to apply them in shaping his
post-high-school strivings. Prior evidence of
the importance of sex differences in this re-
gard and a serious research gap in knowledge
of the extent to which curriculum group
membership is reflected in the formulation of



plans and aspirations define the focus of the
report.
Sponsor: OP131:
Classificatio... Secondary education (student

characteristics); vocational/
technical ec4rcation

5035
Hilton, T. L., & P.hett, H. The base-year sur-

vey of the National Longitudinal Study of
the High School Class of 1972. Princeton,
New Jersey: Educate -nal Testing Service,
1973.
This report, describes the operations and

results of the base-year survey
of the,Igationsit Longituchrui -Wdr-conduct
ed 4y the EdtfationalTestir.4 Service for the
Natianal' Center f9r Education Statistics in
the:swing of 1972 Wven appendixes, bound
in lieparate.voltimeas include copies of all data
coon_ ction instruments and documents created
for the .base;Year survey, descriptive sum-
maries of all questionnaire responses and test
scores, and the full text of a manual written
for future data file users.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (sampi- design,

instrum......ntation, data collec-
tion); general descr.ptior (sum-
mary of survey data)

5036
Howard, W. R. Naonal Longitudinal Study

planning conference. Chapel Hill, North
Carolina: October 1-3, 1975 (Final paper
from the panel).
This report summarizes suggestions from

the panel members for analysis plans for the
second and third follow-ups. There are three
appendixes included.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (analysis stx,

egies)

5037
King, D. A., Weeks, M. F., Thorne, N. It., &

Myers, C. S. Data collection activities for
the second follow-up (August 1975 - Jun
1975): Final report. Research Triengle
Park, North Carolina: Research Triangle
Institute, July 1975.

The NLS second follow-up data collection
activities involved the mailout of a newsletter
to all members of the sample, advisory :Itters
to parents and lead letters -to participants,
tracing activities for each individual whose
newsletter was returned by the post office as
undeliverable, questionnaire mahouts, mailout
of reminder/thank-you postcards, and mail-
gram and telephone follow-up_ contacts with
nonrespondents. In addition, a special investi-
gation was conducted to measure the relative
impact of mailgrams versus postcards in terms
of increasing response. Another special study
involved telephone interviews with a subset of
the sample members to determine the impact
and effectiveiess of the newsletter and pos-

-----sible_wayLof im roving it. The 'final steps in
data collection were e
all returned questionnaires. This report con-
tains descriptions and tabular summaries of
these varied activities. The two attachments
are copies of the mailout items and the report
on the telephone survey of newsletter recipi-
ents.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (data collection

procedures)

5038
Levinsohn, J. R. Nationa! Longitudinal Study

of the High School Clara of 1972: Special
activity state survey and second level of
edit activities. Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina: Research Triangle Insti-
tute, March 1976.
The special activity state survey described

in this paper was designed to collect addi-
tional data from NLS sample members in an
effort to obtain complete classifications for
the 1972 and 1973 activity states And -to ob-
tain complete information on certain basic
classifier variables. The second level of edit
activities described in this paper werewecific
file editing tasks related to reformatting, re-
coding, or adding to certain sections of the
1975 NLS data base. The new data came from
data collection and data processing activities
that continued beyond the first follow-up cut-
off dates. This consisted of the Special Activ-
ity State Questionnaire (ASQ) survey, proces-
sing additional School Record Information
Forms (SRIF) and additional School Ques-
tionnaires (SQ), and creating new composite
variables. .
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Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology ' Ata collection

procedures)

$019 _

Levinsohn, J. R., & Lewis, L. H. Base-year,
first, and second follow-,'p muster file
documentation. Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina: Research Triangle Insti-
tute, August 1976.
This paper documents the contents of the

1976 NLS Master File. This file is similar in
structure and content to the 1976 NLS Public
Release File, differing only in the number of
variables in the file. The Master File contains
1,669 variables while the Release File con-
tains only 1,495 variables; the Release File is

subset..-of_theses. The addi-
tional variables that make up thereFFire"--
are primarily drawn from the Student
Record Information Form (SRIF) and items
that were withheld from the Public Release
File for confidentiality reasons. The report is
divided into two sections. Section 1 contains
a summary listing of each variable contained
in the file. This listing provides, for each vari-
able, the varialile number, a short label, the
location of the implied decimal point (if
blank, the variable is a whole number), the
tape position, and a long label. This section
should serve'as a quick,guide to the contents
of the file. Section 2 presents a complete and
detailed listing of the variables and variable
frequency distributions in the da*A.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (file construc-

tion)

parts: Introduction, Methodology, File Pre-
paration, Contents and Organization of the
Data File, and Technical Specifications. In
Part 2, Methodology, the sample design, in-
struments', and data collection procedures are
discussed. Part 3 describes first follow-up data
preparation and entry, error and missing data
codes, machine editing procedures, and qual-
ity and analytic indices. The 12 appendixes
are:

5040
Levinsohn, J. R., Riccobono, J. A., & Moore,

R. P. Base-year and first follow-up data
file users manual (preliminary). Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina: Research
Triangle Institute, April 1975.
The Users Manual is a detailed description

of the merged base-year/first follow-up NLS
data file. The purpose of the manual is to
document the contents of the available release
tapes so that interested investigators in the
general research community can exploit the
data effectively. The manual has five

A. Student's School Report Information
Form, Base-Year Student Question-
naire and First Follow-Up Question-
naire (Form B)

B. Critical Items in the First Follow-Up
Questionnaire

C. List of Occupational Codes
D.1 List of Field of Study Codes

---D.2 License,- Certificate, or Di-
ploma Codes for us o
Question 43B

E. Routing Codes and Routing Patterns
F. NLS Release Tape Variable and Re-

sponse Lists
G. List of Items Deleted from the SRIF,

Base-Year, and First Follow-Up In-
struments

H. Imputation of Grade Point Averages
and Conversion of Grading System

:r. List of Pegion Codes and States with-
in Regions

J. Frequency Distributions for Base-Year
and First Follow-Up Questionnaire
Items

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (file construe-

'on)

5041
Levinsohn, J. R., Lewis, L H., Riccobono, J.

A., & Moore, R. P. Base-year, first, and
second follow-up data file users manual
(preliminary). Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina: Research Trian4le Insti-
tute, July 1976.
The Users Manual is a detailed description

of the merged base-year, first and second tot-
low-up NLS data file. The purpose of the
manual is to document the contents of the
available release tapes s' that interested in-
veb. -ators in the general research community
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Can exploit the data effectively. The manual
has five parts: Introduction, Methodology,
File Preparation, Conten4 and Organization
of the Data File, and Technical Specifications.
In Part 2, Methodology, the sample design,
instruments, and data collection procedures
are discussed. Part 3 describes first and second
follow-up data preparation and entry, error

_and missing data codes, machine editing pro-
cedures, and quality and analytic indices.
There are 23 appendixes.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methoiology (file construc-

tion)

5042
Lewis, L. H., & Levinsohn, J. R. School file

documentation. Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina: Research Triangle Insti-

tute, August 1976.
This report describes the con

1978 NLS school date file. The school file is a
companion file to the student-based 1976
NLS Master File; it is composed of 1,318
school records, or record for each high
school from which NLS sti,..tents were sam-
pled. The file contains information about the
environment, swalf, procedures, facilities, and
curricula of the NLS sample hiph schools. The
500 variables that make up the file are pri-
marily from the School Questionnaire and/or
one or two Counselor Questionnaires for each
of the 1,318 participating schools.

Sponsor: ^E!"',
Classificatwn: Methodology (file construc-

tion)

5043
Lyons, N. I., & Moore, R. P. Reliability of

retrospective data. Research L'riang,le

Park, North Carolina: Research Triangle
Institute, September 1976.
Of the 1,200 primary sample schools in

the original NLS sample design, 231 did nu+.
participate in the base-year survey. The pur-
pose of this study was to assess the reliability
of base-year data obtained retrospectively
during the first follow-up of students from
nonparticipating schools. Limited base-year
Student Questionnaire data were obtained
during the first follow-up from a sample of

the 1972 senior students from the participat:
ing schools. The study documented in this
report is a question-by-question assessment of
the reliability of the data obtained from these
students. The resurvey procedure involved
requesting information (i.e., 15 additional
items in the First Follow-Up Questionnaire,
Form 13) from 500 base-year respondents and
comparing the responses to the corresponding
base-year items. The results and procedures
are discussed.

Sponsor: NCE3
Classification: Methodology (measurement

property)

5044
McDill, E. L., & Alexander, K. School process

and career development studies. Balti-
more, Maryland: Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity, in progress, 1977.

The eneral purpose is to understand a
variety of uca ion le :. tudent
outcomes, with particular emphasis on their
responsiveness to properties of high school
organization and to interpersonal processes
within high school settings. The proposed
studies will explore the more enduring conse-
quences of such organizational and interper-
sonal ,effects, as well as "short-term" educa-
tional outcomes, for a wide range of post-
high-sehool alt attainments. More specifi-
cally, during 1975-76 the authors proposed tc
conduct intensive studies of the transitions
from high school to postsecondary institu-
tions and of the role of schooling in the devel-
opment of career plans and the actualization
of labor market outcomes. Special attention
will be devoted to the separate and combined
consequences of race, sex, and socioeconomic
...sckground for access to and achievement in
postsecondary schools and occupational
attainment.

In the cocess of exploring such "tangi-
ble" educational outcomes as retention
through high school graduation, influences in
the high school-college transition, college re
tention, occupational attainment, and earn-
ings, the authors hoped to acquire a better
understanding of the development of students
as they are processed through the education:I
system and of the factors which determine
educational and career attainments.

64 `)
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In pursuit of the above objectives, three
iic dat' sets will be employed: (1)
nty-School Survey (TSS), (2) Explore-

tionisin the Equality of Educational Opportu-
nity Sat Key (EEO), and (3) the National
Longitudiria,.Study (NLS).

Sponsor: NIE
Classification,:-fostsecondary (access); secon-

/ education (school effect)

5045
Moore, R. P. Calculation of nonresponse-ad-

juste-student-weightz for-respondents to
the NLS bar".-year and first follow-up tour-
veys. Research Triangle Park, Nr'rth Caro-
lina: Research Triangle Institute, October
1975.

The report traces the activities which led
to the development of the adjusted weights
beginning with the basic NLS design, the
base-year weight calculations, and the resur-
vey procedures. Next, the report describes the

ro
,adjusted student weights), nonresponse/ 'ustment methodology, classifier variables,
Ming classes, and the adjusted weights

--crIculations. -The---radpages---cuntzin tables

in the base-year survey. The effects on vari-
ances of oversampling and other factors which
lead to unequal weighting are approximated
and the optimum oversaznpling rates for sev-
eral subpopulationc, are estimated. Several
stratification variables are ranked from most
to least effective in reducing the variances of
survey estimates.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology ( design)

showing the nonresponse adjustment factors
for each weighting class as well as the total
number of students, total number of respond-
ing students, sum of all unadjusted weights,
and the sum of the respondent unadjusted
weights for each weighting class.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodolcgy (weight calc.da-

tion)

5046
Moore, R. P., & Shah, B. V. Effects of stratifi-

cation, clustering, and unequal weighting
on the varicnces of NM statistics. Re-
search Triangle Park, North Carolina: Re-
search Triangle Institute, February 1975.
In this report, average design effects for

statistics estimated from the base-year data
are presented. Attempts to partition the ef-
fects into those due to stratification, cluster-
ing, and unequal weighting are discussed. The
expected increases in subpopulation sample
sizes due to oversarnpling are calculated and
compared with the actual increases observed
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5047 0

Moore, R. P., & Shah, B. V. Efficiency study
of the- NLS- sample design_ Research Tri-
angle Park, North Carolina: Research-Tri-
angle Institute, October 1975.

This paper describes steps in conducting'
the efficiency awl, , and presents the follow-
ing major findings:

(1) The "optimal" design for national
statistics involves 12 sample students per
school.

(-2)---The---aapt; inalr_clea for domain
statistics involve 15 ?tudents per school for
white students; 18 per school for blacks,
other races, males, and females; and from 21
to 27 per school-forth
levels of father's education.

(3) The current NLS design with 18 stu-
dents per school is perhaps the "optima"
overall design for all statistics.

(4) Designs with from 9 to 27 sample stu-
dents per school all have high average efficien-
cies for both national and domain statistics.

(5) The criteria of maximum mean effi-
ciency and .inimum standard deviation of
efficiencies appear to lead to the same "opti-
mum" design choice.

(6)' The ratios of the student component
estimate to the sum of the school and student
component estima-es "eraged approximately
98 percent for national statistics and 99 per-
cent for domain statistics.
Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (sample design)

5048
Moore, R. P., & Shah, B. V. Choosing the

"optimum" design for an YLS cohort.
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Research Triangle Park, North Caro-
lina: Research Triangle Institute, 1975.

This is another version of the paper on
"Efficiency Studir of the NLS Sample De-
sign."

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (saMple design)

5049
Moore, R. P., & Shah, B. V. Efficiency study

of the change variables from the first fol-
lowup of the NLS sample designs. a "-
search Triangle Park, North Carolina: - Re-

search Triangle Institute, February 1976.

-This design_ efficiency study seeks-rto de-
termine the "optimum' number of schools
and seniors per school to select in a two-stage
design, so as to min"nize the variance of new
cohort statistics subject to likely budget con-
straints. The variables used in this analysis
were defined as changes (or lack-Of changes)
in the individuals' responses from the base-
year survey to the first follow-up survey. Vari-
ance component; were estimated for each of
14 change vans of
each of nine equal-cost sample designs was
estimated for each of 238 statistics. The "op-

lor_eachtype of statistic was
then chosen zas the design withth-0-1-Ighest- --
average efficiency. This report documents the
methods as well as the results of this effi-
ciency study.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (sample design)

statistics. The report of this study gives a de-
tailed account of these activities and their
results.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (sample design)

5051
Noell, J. Students' attitudes toward their high

school education. Washington, D.C.: Na-

tional Center for Education Statistics, in
progress, 1977.
The basic purpose of this proposed study

is to discover and analyze the factors that
affect students' attitudes toward their high
school education. The hypothesis to be tested
deals with characteristics of the school as they
contribute-to students' attitudes. A regression
analysis will be used to assess the absolute and
relative significance of personal and school

factors in determining students' attitudes
toward their education.

If student attitudes can be shown to be
largely a function of school variablessuch as
curriculum or facilities or teacher character-
istics (as opposed to cognitive skills which are

ntl largely determined by a student's
socioeconomic c ass r Fm:
proved education policies will have beci
established.
Sponsor: NCES----

5050
Moore, R. P., Shah, B. V., & FolsonlLR. E.

Efficiency study of NLS base-year design.
Research Triangle Park, North-- Caro-
lina: Research Triangle Institute, Novem-
ber 1974.
Finding the cptimal design involved a

search for the numbers of sample schools and
students that would maximize the variance at
a given cost. The efficiency study of the NLS
base-year design resulted in the selection of
21 variables, the estimation of 17 sets of vari-
ance components for each variable, and com-
putation of the eff!ciency of these 357 statis-
tics for each of nine designs of approximately
equal cost to yield an optimal design for all

Classification: Secondary education (school
effects)

5052
Nolfi, G. J. Demand for postsecondary educa-

tion and transition from high school to
work. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Univer-
sity Consultants, Inc., ill progress, 177.

This stud y_ -is divided into five main
tasks: (1) an analials- of work experiences
and use of labor market intermediaries by

those high school graduates who directly
enter the labor market, (2) an analysis of the
expectations students have for future work
and the effect of these on current school or
work choices, (3) examination of the inter-
vening hypothesis, (4) the effect of job ex-
pectations on the particular choice of type of
schooling by institution and subject field, and
(5) discussion of policy priorities and predic-
tive policy analysis using derived models.

6'1
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Thus, the process of job search and transition
from school to work will be documented and
analyzed.

Labor market status and participation and
the determinants of labor market success will
be analyzed. Factors at 'icting the choice of
occupation and choice among job alternatives
faced by high school graduates will be an-
alyzed (using a conditional logit approach) as
well as how expectations determine his/her
decisions about Airther education/training or
work.

Specifically, analysis will explore the ap-
plication decisions of the individuals, the
admissions decisions, the financial aid deci-
sions of the institutions; the individual's deci-
sion to attend a particular institution which
involves the probability of choice among in-
stitutions; and the decision to drop out or
continue after a period of time.

In the Demand Study, training options in
the world of work are being treated in a sig-
nificant 1)roadening of the traditional view of
analysis of demand for college education. In
the Work Study, aspects of choice among
training options for those students who pro-
ceed to training rather than immediately go-
ing into the labor force will be examined.

------Catirpletion---etthe_):kL:nand Study will
yield basic analysis of *hat choices
school class of 1972 made and an understan
ring arthe personal and hacicground character-
istics which are correlates of those choices.
The results of the transition study will be a
series of tables and equations highlighting the
determinants and levels of earnings and other
dimensions associated with choices made in
the transition from school to work.
Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Postsecondary (access)-

force participation

5053
Olson, L. S. An empirical stt:dy of decisions

involving postsecondary vocational zchool
training. Rochester, New York: Univer-
sity of Rochester, in progress, 1977.

The purpose of this study is to use avail-
able data to make inferences about how and
why people choose vocational school training
and about the -holt- and long-term effects of
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this training. The spe ,fic priority areas are:
(1) examination of the vocational training
decisions of inner city and rural students and
possible means of affecting these decisions;
(2) estimation of the dropout rate from voca-
tional education programs, of the effect of
dropping out on trainees, and of the effect
policies can have on this rate; and (3) aevelop-
ment of a more accurate estimation of the
measures of the impact of postsecondary
vocational education on earnings, of how dis-
counted (to a particular year) benefits of this
training compare with its costs, and of how
the productivities of vocational school train-
ing and college attendance compare.

Sponsor: OE
Classification:. Postsecondary (access); voca-

tional/technical education

5054
Peng, S. S. Transfer students among Institu-

tions of higher education. Research Tri-
angle Park, North Carolina: Research Tri-
angle Institute, July 1976.
This study was designed to achieve the

following objectives:

(1) To describe the extent of transfers in
'nstitutions of higher education, and

-- differences in transfer rates
among liarlaiii-types' of -institutions,
and biosocisl groups;

(2) To examine differances between trans-
fers and non-transfers in founyear and
two-year i-atitutions, and differences
between 2-.4 transfers and four-year
college non-transf".1 in background
variables, financik id status, satisfac-
tion with college education, and aca-
demic performance;

(3) To describe students' self-reported
-reasons for changing schools; and

(4) T9 test the incongruency hypothesis
between the student and the institu-
tion as reasons for transferring.

It was found that the k.4 transfers con-
stitute the largest group, sAd that two-year
colleges may serve as a warm-up place for
many students to obtain a college E ducation.
Sponsor: NCES



q
Classification: Postsecondary (performance);

financial aid

Note: This report is to be published by NCES
(see 4021).

5055
Peng, S. S., Ashburn, E. A., & Dunteman, G.

H. Withdrawal from institutions of higher
education: An appraisal with longitudinal
data involving diverse institutions. Re-
search Triangle Park, North Carolina: Re-
search Triangle Institute, September
1976.
The primary purpose of this study is to

estimate withdrawal rates, to examine the
withdrawal process, and to describe what
happens to those students after leaving col-
lege. Withdrawals are classified into academic
and non-academic categories, with the former
being those withdrawals who reported some
academic problem or a below C grade point
average. Major findings include: (1) two -year
colleges have higher withdrawal rates than
four-year colleges; (2) SES, high 'school pro-
gram, high school grades, and educational
aspirations are important factors of college
withdrawal; (3) whites have a higher with-
drawal rate than blacks when other varia1;:es
are controlled; (4) sex differences in college
withdrawals are negligible; (5) financial aid
seems to have significant impact on college
persistence only among four-year, college stu-
dents who have low SES and high 'aspirations;
and (6) withdrawal does not have negative
-effects on psychological development. It is

concluded that college withdrawal is not
necessarily bad- for some students, and that
more effective counseling . services in high
school and college are needed.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Postsecondary (perform c

financial aid

Note: This report is to be published y NCES
(see, 4020). ,

5056
1 Peng, S. S., Bally, J. P., Jr., & Dunteman, G.

H. Differences between high school g-adu-
ates and dropouts in participation pat-
terns and response quality in survey
studies. Research Triangle Park, North
Carolina: Research Triangle Institute,
February 1977.

A grOup of high school self-rerrted drop-
outs and a gro.up of simulated high school
dropouts were compared with graduates in
their participation rates, efforts required for
data collection, and the overall quality of
their responses in a longitudinal survey. Re-
sults indicate that dropouts are less likely to
return mail questionnaires; have lower reten-
tion rates in a longitudinal study; need more
eifczt to trace their residence and to complete
editing checks; and generally provide data of
lower quality. Results also indicate that no
substantial differences in data quality exist
between those dropouts and graduates who
were interviewed. It is thus suggested that the
interview approach is preferable es far as data
quality is concerned. A combination Of mail
survey, extensive editing phone calls, and in-
terview: would also be' advisable. In either
case, questionnaires should be simple and
straightforward. A complicated and lengthy
questionnaire would probably discourage
aropotAts from completing the questionnaire.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (nonresponse

bias)

5057
Peng, S. S., & Dunteman, G. H. A capsule

description of the high school class of
1972: The first follow-up survey *tie.
Research Triangle Park, North Caro-
line: Research Triangle Institute, May

N 1975, August 1975.
This report summarizes descriptive infor-

mation obtained, fr "m the first follow-up
questionnaire data, with emphasis on post-
seconthry education and labor force partici-
pation.
Sponsor: NCES_
Classification: General description (summary

of survey data)
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5058
Peng, S. S., & Holt, M. M. Tabular results of

the Second Follow-Up Questionnaire.
Research Triangle Park, North Caro-
lina: Research Triangle Institute, July
1975.
The tabular results are presented for each

item in the questionnaire Results are given
for the total sample as well as for subpopula-
tions defined by sex, race, ability, SES, high
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school program, region, sex by race, sex by
ability, sex by SES, sex by high school pro-
,gram, sex by region, race by ability, race by
SES, race by high school program, and race
by region. Actual and weighted subpopulation
sizes are presented along with the percent dis-
tributions of responses for each item for these
groups.

Sponsor NCES
Classification: General description (summary

of survey data)
Nr2tz.: This report is to be published by NCES

(see 4C19).

5059
Pepin, A.. & Korb, R. Role of maturation and

experiences in changing attitudes. Na-
tional Center for Education Statistics, in
progres?(exiitectedin May 1977).

study has two objectives. The first is
to determine the extent and direction of atti-
tude change of NLS respondents from the
base year of the survey through the second
follow-up. The second objective is to examine
the pattern of attitude change in terms of two
theories of attitude development: a theory of
psycho-social development (Erikson, 1950)
and a theory oc dissonance (Festinger, 1962).

If there are factors other than maturation
that affect attitude change, then this study
will address the issue of the noncognitive ef-
fects of participation versus nonparticipation.
If attitudes are developmentally deteimined,
then the role of education in changing atti-
tudes is that of a facilitator. In that case, since
ertitudes are a predisposition to !whewe posi-
tively or negatively toward the referent of the
attitudepredictions of behavior at various
levels of development could be validly-made.
If, on the other hand, the analysis should sup-
port the experiential theory of attitude devel-
opment, then the role of education would be
that of an initiator of attitude change. It
would then be appropriate to try to identify
those experiences which lead to attitude
change socially positive directions and to
offet guidance to the educational system.
Thlis, this study, whatever the findings, will
provide valuable insights into attitude
changes.

The extent and direction of attitude'
change will be determined using a multivariate

analysis of multiple repeated measurement
variables. Determination, of the relative merit
of each theory as an explanation of attitude
change will be determined by recursive path
analysis.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Psychological development

5060
Purcell, A., Eisenman, R. L., Eitel , M. J.,

8c. Hicks, J. M. Army repr tatiL4-
ness: The National Longitudi Study
(SR-ED75-25). Alexandria, Virginia: Au-
man Resources Research Organization,
January 1976.
This report provides graphical compari-

sons among four Army-relevant groups as to
13 indices of representativeness. The four
groups- break the 1972 high school' seniors
down according -to whether-or not they plan-
ned to enter the Army and again according to
whether or not they had done so within 18
months. The 13 indices ex d beyond such
customary represents- measures as race
and sex to include enly **ground, aspira-
tions, inter , attitudes, and attitude
changes.

The quantitativ displays. are assessed in
relation to three categories of -Disues abou
re presen tation--polItical legitimacy, social
equity, and militarreffeotiveness. This assess-
ment is the first part of a syStematiel analysis
ler ling to a plan flr 'defining and achieving
representation in the Army.

Sponsor: U.S. Army Research Institute for
the Behavioral and Social Sciences

Classification: Military service

5061
Riccobono, J. A., & Dunteman, G. H. Na-

tional Longitudinal Study of the High
School Class of 1972: Preliminary an-
alysis of student financial aid. Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina: Research
Triangle Institute, September 1975.
The purpose of this repert is to provide

descriptive statistics of the current patterns of
student financial support for postsecondary
attainment end to examine the impact of stu-
dent participation in federal and nonfederal
financial aid programs on educational persist-
ence. Regardin,,g_the-f6iMer, results include
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the es (optional estimatesr of stu-
de and stu en ubgroups who (1) planned
for vario s of financial aid as high
schasal self an, (2) received aid from various
sources in their first postsecondary year, and
(3) fulfilled their specific financial aid plans.
The three appendix..s contain, supplementary
tables which cross-tabulate aid by family in-
come, reliability of tk estimates, and mat-
rices of student financial aid plan fulfilment.

Spon-nr: NCES
Classit, .ation: Postsecondary (access); fman-

dal aid

5062
Sampling Research and Design Center. Rela-

tive efficiencies of a three-stage versus a
two-stage sample design for a new N
cohot study. Research Triangle Park,
North Carolina. Research Triangle Insti-
tute, March1976.--

'In a int, iou.: National Longitudinal Study
sample design efficiency repot, optimum
numbers of schools and seniors per school for
a new cohort sample were estimated. Because
of interviewer travel costs associated with
multiple follow-up surveys, a three-stage
design clustering schools in primary sampling
units (PSUs) of one or more counties might in
the long run be a cost _ffective alternative.
This report comr-ares the efficiency of a
deeply stratified three-stage design patterned
after R'fI's National -essm-mt of Educa-
tional Progress (NAEP) sample to an opti-
mised version of the 1972 two-stage design.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (simple design)

5063
Sampling Research and Design Ce ter. A sur-

vey measurement error mod for re-
peated binary responses. Rese el. Tri-
angle Park, North Carolina: Rese ch Tri-
angle Institute, September 1976. \
This working paper focuses on the an-

elysis of repeated survey measurements with
emphasis on the misclassification error aspects
of the Census Bureau model for binary (0-1)
variables. Separate sections of this paper
present s specification cf the Census Bureau
,model for 0-1 variables which postulate a
"true value" for each potential respondent

.id emphasize the misclassificationaspectq of
the erre,- distribu*in, eaplore bias and van-
ance implications of the urement error
model for sample proportions, present the
expectations of sexeral measitres of inconsist-
ency for repeated measurement surveys, and
summarize the res-_-az, ciicentrating n prac-
tical implications regeadims the analysis of
repeated surve ossurements such as those
of the NLS.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (measurement

property)

5054
Sampling Research and Design Center. Pic.;

resulting from school nonresponse: M'. t,:
and findings (rev 3ed). Re. arch

Triangle Park, North Carolina; Research
_Thenslle Institute, September 1976.

Approximately 20 percent of the init.al
sample schools did not participate in the NL:1

base-year stvey. This school nonresporise
rate was twice the student nonresporze rate in
the participating schools. This paper presents
methodology and detailed results of an invest-
igatic:-. of the possible bias of school nonre,-
sponse in base-year estimates. Two methodol-
ogies developed expressly for this analysis and
the basic statistics resulting from the method
implemented are presented.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (n( -response

bias)

5065
Schrader, . & Hilton, T4,. Educational

attainment of American high school 4¢n-
tort in 1960, 1965, and 197.2: FeasibilicY
study (NIE Project No. NIE 6-74-0050)'.
Princeton, New Jersey: Educational Test-
ing Service, April 1975.

Project TALENT, the Equality of Educa-
tional Opportunity Survey, and the base-year
survey of the National Longitudinal Study
tested nationalborbability samples of Ameri-
can high school seniors in 1960, 1965, and
1972, respectively. This study is concerned
with the feasibility of using these data for
studying trends in educational attainment.

A detailed review of sample selection,
weighting, and school participation showed
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that the data mould provide a sound bas for
comparing performance, and identified cer-
tain implications of the existing data for mak-
ing arid interpreting comparis;ns. Compari-
sons made of students' high school experi-
ences, their educational and occupational
aspirations and plans, and their parents' edu-
Cation and occupation indicated that compari-
sons of test pelrformances of the groups wot)

warranted. Filially, a detailed design war
prepared for studying the equivalei...* of se-
Aected tests us3d in the three surveys and for
equating test scores on pairs of equivalent
tests.

Sponsor: N1E
Classification: Secondary education (student

characteristics, school effect);
methodology (measurement
property)

5066
Selby, D. Item,nonresporzse in the first fot-

low-up survey of the National Longitu,
dinal Survey of the High School Class of
1972 (Elpn.0 for Higher Education and
Society Contract No. 300760026). Wash-
ington, Joseph Froomkin, Inc.,
May 1976.

This paper describes a variety of analytical
difficulties facing prospective users of the first
follow-up if the NCES .1LS survey and sug-
gesi: some possible approaches to coping with
thee.

',The primary focus of this paper is on the
causes and consequences of selective item
.ioriresponse in the first follow-up survey.
Coding schemes used to flag this nonresponse
and alternative approaches to estimating
values for missing data are discussed.

An examination of special codes used for
outing-pattern errors and missing data lea&
the author to propose preparation of an an-
alysis-oriented data file to parallel, but not
replace, the existing documentary file. Certain
coding Modifications whici might be imple-
mented for such a file are mer.tioned.

An examination of patterns of item non-
response leads \to the conclusion that the
questiounaire's rOntent and format, especially
requests for detailed; and/or private inforina-
non, complex routint-,patterns. and a layout
better suited to personal interviews than to

mail-out collection, are probably :'esponsible
for some item nonresper ie. Possibie modifica-
tionpthat might reduce item nonresponse in
future follow-up surveys are suggested.

Review of seve_ approaches to adjust-
ment f issing data leads to the recom-
menda on of a specific imputation procedure.
for da already collected. Some possible
method gical studies aimed at testing the
effects o to assignments upon character-
istics or th rese data base are also
described.

Sponsor: EPI.0 for Higher
Society

Classification: Methodology
tion)

Education and

(file construc-

5067
S.tah, /B. V., & Mullen, D. K. Calculation of

npnrespanse-adjusted student weights for
respondents to the NLS second follow -up
Survey. Research Triangle Park, North
Carblina: Research Triangle Institute,
Statistical Science Group, January 1976.

/ The Sampling Department of the Statis-
tics Research nivision of RTI issued t4is tech-

/nical report dealing with weighting adjust-
ments for student nonresponse. The report
describe' the secor.d follow p weight

r.

calcula-
tions, nrespOnse adjustment methodology,
classifie variable -data, procedure for forming
weighting classes, and the adjusted student
weight !calculations. The last pages contain
tables ow'biee the nonresponse adjustment
factors or E weighting class as well as the
total n ber of students, total number of
respondi Fe students, the sum t f all unad-
justed wt ghts, and ti:': -sum of the respondent
unadjuste weights for each weighting class.
Sponsor: CES

Classificatio : Methodology (weight calcula-
tion)

5068 \`

Survey Operations Center. Report on the data
collection atiuittes of the first follow-up.
Research Triangle rark, North Caro-
lina: ResearCh Triangle Institute, Febru-
ary 1974.

The NLS first follow-up data collection
activities involved he mailout of a newsletter
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to all members of the sample, tracing activi-
ties f. each individual whose newsletter was
returned by the post office as undeliverable,
questionnaire mailouts, mailout of reminder/
thank-you postcards, an mailgram and tele-
phone follow-up contacts ith nonrespond-
ents. In addition, a special udy was con-
ducted with a subset olp the sa ple members
to compare the effects of airmairand certified
mail questionnaires, postcards, mailgrams, and
telephone calls on the response rate. The final
steps i Lslata collection were the editing and
coding all returned questionnaires. This
report contains descriptions and tabular sum-
maries of these varied activities. The four at-
tachments are copies of the mailout items, the
telephone tracing manual and related mate-
rials, an alternative plan for follow-up proce-
dures, and a report on a special telephone sur-
vey of nonrespondencs.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (data collection

procedure,

5069
Talbert, R. J. National Longitudinal Stud.., of

the High School Class of 1972: Critical'
Data Base. Research Triangle Park, North

; Carolina: Research Triangle Institute,
Center for Educational Research and E,val-
uation, May 1976.
The purpose of this paper is to identify a

set of items which are considered,Indispens-
able or critical to the needs -most current
and potential users of the NLS data base. The
major section of this paper describer he com-
position of the proposed critical rata base and
the ; rocedures and criteria involved in its
creation. The critical data base is defined in
terms of the Base-Year, First, and Second
Follow-Up Questionnaire items; the relation-
ship of Only planned third follow-up survey to
these Reins is also discussed.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (variable con-

struction)

5070
Waldenherg, A. L. Life after high school: Ed-

ucation and migratio, decisions
(0E-300-75-0382). New Haven, Connect-

62

cut: Institute for Demographic and
Economic Studies, Inc., 1976.

Using the NLS Class of 1972 sample,
1970 Census data, and information on post-
secondary institutions from several sources,
this analysis focuses on the impact of labor
market conditions on work and schooling
choices, as well as migration. The basic labor
market descriptors include unemployment
rates foi: 8-year-olds and for adults, and earn-
ings profiles. These data are SMSA and
county group specific, and they are disaggre-
gated by race, sex, and educational attain-
ment. it is assumed that these data are the
basis on which young pcople formulate their
expectations about the pecuniary costs and
benefits cf investing in education and migia-
tion activities.

The analysis thus far has focused on white
males, but it will be extended to other races
and to females. In the case of females, the
analysis will incorporate marital and fertility
choices which are expected to interact with
postsecondary investment choices. This re-
search will also be extended to the IDES-ACT
sample of young people, where actual survey
data is available on individual perceptions and
expectations of labor markets.

Sponsor: Of. 'e of Education
Classification: Postsecondary education (ac-

cess, performance); labor-force
participation

5071
Walther, R. H. Analysis and synthesis of DOL

experiences in youth transition to work
programs. (Prepared under Grant No.
21-1-76-16). Washington, D.C.: George
Washington University, December 1976.
This report was initiated because of a con-

cern about the problem.; of youth entering
the labor market and making an initial adjust-
ment to work.

It is hoped that the data, interpretations,
and conclusions can be translated into sugges-
tions and guidelines for the benefit of CETA
prime sponsors. The report also can serve as a
contjoution to the dissemination and utiliza-
tion of what has been learned from research
and development projects. Finally, this mech-
anism might also be a means of contributing
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Department of '-rbor experience to the inter-
agei.cy committees discussing the issues in
larger terms.

Sponsor: Department of labor
Clasification: Labor-force participation

5072
Westat, Inc., Sample design for the selection

of a sample of schools with twelfth -
graders for a longitudinal study. Rock-
ville, Maryland: Westat, Inc., June 1972.

This report describes the design and selec.
tion of a national probability sample of
schools u A in the National Longitudir.z1
Study. Variables user; for stratification were
(1) control (public or private), (2) geographic
distribution, (3) enrollment size class, (4)
proximity to a public college or university,
{5) percent minority, (6) income level of the
community in which the school is located,
and (7) degree of urbanization.

Sponsor: NCES
Classification: Methodology (sample design)



6000 Studies in Progress (titles and
classifications are tentative)*

6001 Anderson, J. L. Labor force intentions
and expected fertility among teenage
girls. Columbia University.

Classification: Labor force participa-
tion

6002 Boardrr--, A. Simultaneous equation
models of the educational process.
University of Pennsylvania.

Classification: Postsecondary educa-
tion (access)

6003 Boardman, A. Role affective vari-
ables on occupational choice and suc-
cess. University of Pennsylvania.

Classification: Labor force participa-
tion

6004 Erickson, Z Analysis of college going
and college choke decisions. North
Carolina State University.
Classification: Postsecondary educa-
tion (access)

6005 Ferguson, T. Sex, income, city size.
and self-concept and locus of control.
University of Connecticut.

Classification: Psychologic-1 develop-
ment

6006- -Gordon, M. Transition from youth to
adulthood. Carr die,. Council on Higher
EducatOn, Berkeley, California.
Classification: Labor force participa-
tion

6097 Grandon, G. M. Birth order effects.
University of Connecticut.
Classification: Home environment

6008 Grandon, G. M. How experiences of
the gifted vary from others. University
of Connecticut.
Classification: Secondary education

--(student characteristics)

6009 Grandon, G. M. Effects of locus of
control and seitconcept. University of
Connecticut.
Classification: Psychological develop-
ment

0 written material Is available.

6010 Grandon, G. M. Curriculum of Ameri-
can high school students. Univ"rsity of
Connecticut.
Classification: Second? -y education
(school effects)

6011 Gruber, J. E. Determiniwts of locus of
control. University of Wisconsin.

Classification: Psychological develop-
ment.

6012 Harrison, F. Expectations and aspira-
lions issues. Claremont College.

Classitication: Psychological develop-
merit

6013 Hilton, T. Cohort change study to in-
vestigate the problem of SAT score
decline. Educational Testing Service.

Classification: Secondary education
(school effect); home environment

6014 Hilton, T. Persistence in higher educa-
tion. Fducational Testir.g Service.

Classification: Postsecondary educa-
tion (performance)

6015 Hilton, T. Characteristics of students
who take the SAT versus those who
take the ACT,
Classification: Secondary education
(student characteristics)

6016 Holsinger, D. B. School end,self: Lon-
gitudinal evidence for a person-centered
model of career decisions Of Araerican
high school graduates. University of
Arizona.
Classification: Secondary education
(school eff,cts)

6:117 Krupp, Characteristics of the gifted.
University of Connecticut.

Classification: Secondary education
(student characteristics!

6018 Melaragno, R. Analysis on the target
nopulation for programs for the dis-
advantaged. System Development Cor-
poration-
Classification: Secondary education
(school effects)

6019 Munsterman, R. Junior college peoole,
problems, predictors of success. Weit-
ern Michigan University.

Classification: Postsecondary educa-
tion ( access, performance)
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6020 Munsterman, R. Reading and attitudes.
Western Michigan University.

_ ..._ .

Classification: Secondary education
(student characteristics)

6021 Munsterman, R. High school career
ch oices and achievement. Western
Michigan University.

Classification: Secondary student char-
acteristics) ' --

6022 Page, 3.1. Family size, birth order, and
mental test performance. University of
Connecticut.
Classification: Home environment

06023 Polich, M., & Cooper, R. Enlistment
decision process. (NLS is only one of
several data sources.) Rand Corpora-
tion.
Classification: Military service

6024 Schmidt, W. General description of the
NLS. Michigan State University at East
Lansing.

Classification: Other (history, objec-
tives)

6025 Schmidt, W. Methodology paper re-
garding follow-up surveys. Michigan
State University at East Lansing.

Classification: Methodology (nonre--
sponse bias)

;

6026 Schmidt, W. Projected number of stu-
dents entering college in the 1980's.
Michigan State University at East Lans-
ing.

Classification: Postse:ondary educa-
tion (access)

0027 Schmidt, W. The potential labor force
18-20: Who are they and what are they
like? Michigan State University at East
Lansing.

Classification: Labor force participa-
tion 6

6028 Schmidt, W. The effects of various in-
dividual level variables and school level
variables on the political participation
of high school students two years after
high school. Michigan State University
at East Laming

Classificat, 1: Secondur, itducation
(school effects)

6029 Schmidt, W. Betweel and within
school differences as reflected on a
battery of achir...sdient tests. Michigan
State UniVersity at "rail? Lansing.

Classification: Secondary education
(school effects)
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(Summary of Survey Data)
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b. School or Program Effects
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4. Financial Aid
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Appendix

NLS DATA TAPE USERS OUTSIDE OF NCES ANC RT1*

Dr. Henry Acland
School Of Education
WPH, Room 304
University of Southern California
University-Park
Los Angeles, California 90007
(213) 7402465

Plans to use \tai \es

Dr. David Ahnt
California State-Universi*-
Bakersfield, C lomia 9309
(805) 833-235
Active user of tapes

Dr. Karl Alexander
Department of Social Relations
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, Marylarfti 21218
(301) 388-7629
Under contract to NIE
Active user of tapes _\,

Ma. Jeanne_ L. Anderson
Department of Sociology
Columbia University
New York, New York .0027
(212) 578.6015
Active user of tapes ,

Dr. William Asher
Education Department, Room 101
Purdue University
West Lafayette, Indiana 47906
(312) 491-8541
Purchased tape for department

Dr. Alexander .4stin
Higher Education Research Institute, Inc.
924 West ood Boulevard
Los An , California 90024
(213) 47 -0389
Under cdsct to OE/OPBE
Inactive-Oapes lacked politicaLunits-

I

Dr. Wien S. Astin
Higher Education Research Institute, Inc.
924 Westwood Boulevard, Suite 859
Los Angeles, California 90024
(213' 178-0389
Under contract to ASE/NCES

Active user of tapes

Dr. Gary Barnes
Department .of-Economics
University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Greensboro, North Carolina 27412

(919) 379-5484
Active user ,sof tapes

Dr. Albert Beaton
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, New's:Jersey 08540
(609) .921-9000, Ext. 2644
Under contract to-CEEB

Active user bf tapes

IX. Anthony Boardman
Fels Center of Government
39th & Walnut
University ,of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19147
(215) 243-5652
...ctive user of tapes

Dr. William Bowers
Russell c3i,t::_rns Center for

Applie4.3ocial Fesesrch
Department of Sociology
VorthPutern Vniversity
360 ......ntington Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
(617) 437-3310
Under contract to ASE/NCES

Active user of tapes

*Mr. Elmer Collins is the NLS project officer at NCES and
Or. J. P. Bailey, Jr., is the NLS project director at RTI.
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Mr.
Del

cent Breglio
ion Making Information

i 17 Lee Highway
.klington, Virginia 22207
(!7os) 241-2406
Under Contract to OE/OPBE

Active user of tapes

---Hr: Hilatir M. Breland
Educational Testing Ser&e
Rosedale Road
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(609)"92 9000 Ext. 2549
-Under contzactS ME

A-dive user of tapes

Mr. Bushnell
American Association :A Community

and Junior, Colleges ,-
Suite 410
One Dupont Circle, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 293-7050
Inactive user of tapes

Dr. Stephen Carroll
The Rand Corporation
1700 Main Street
Santa Moe- Ca, California 90406
(213)493-0411
Under contract to DHEW/ASPE

Active user of tapes

Ms. Nancy Carwhite
Center for the Social C ganization

of Schools
The Johns Hopkins Uri: ?.rsity
Baltimore, Maryland-21218
(314)-338,7569
Plans to use tapes

Dr. Ivan Charner
Brown Building
1200 19th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.0 20208
(202) 254.5470
Aitive user of tapes

Dr. Margiget Conway
Department of Government

and Politics
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742
(301) 454-2246
Purchased tapes foi students

Ms. Martha Cook
Center for the Social Organization

of Schools
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore,'Maryland 21218
(301) 338.7568
Plans to use tapes

Dr. John Coulson
250(1 Colorado Avenue
System Development Corporation
Santa Monica, California 90406
(213) 8297511
Active user of tapes

Dr, Robert Crain
The Rand Corporation
1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, California 90406
(213) 393.0411, Ext. 7160, Sec. 7140
Under contract to ASE /NOES

A Live user of tapes

. F. Reid Creed'
,educational Testing Service

osedale Road
rinceton, New Jersey 0854C

(609) 921-9000, Ext. 2557
Under contract tc OE/OPBE

Active u.,er of tapes
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Mr. Chip Darling
Rhode Island Department of Education
Roger Williams Building
Hayes Street
Providence, Rhode Island 02903
(401) 277-3126
Purchased documents,on only
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Dr. F. W. Derrick
Department of Consumer Education
Textiles_ Ai Consumer Economics

-UniVersity of Maryland ---
College Park, Maryland 20742
(301) 454-2141 (office)
Act've user of tapes

Dr. Stephen P. Dresch
Institute for Demographic and

Economic Studies, Inc.
100 McKinley Avenue
New Haven, Connecticut 06515
(203) 432-4366
Under contract to OE/OPBE

Active ier of tapes,

Mr. George Eager
Department of Sociology
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742
(301) 454-5931
Purchased tapes for department

I" Gary Echternacht
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, New Jersey OP540
(609) b21-9000
Under contract to OE/OPBE

Active user of tapes

Dr. Bruce Eckland
Department of Sociology
University of North Carolina
Chapel Fill, North Carolina 27514
(919) 933,0461
Active user of tapes

Mr. Mark Melberg
Human Resciurcef Research Organization
Room 100
300 North Washington Street
Alexandria, Virginia 22314

(703) 54973611, Ext. 314
Active user of tapes

Mr. J. R. Endriss
Joseph Froownkin. Inc.
1015 18th Street, N.V.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 832-2220
Undt. contract to DHEW/ASE
Tans to use tapes

Dr. Eric Erickson
Department of Economics and Business
N ,rth Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602
(919) 737-2605
Active user of tapes

Ms. Terry Ferguson
Wilbrut Snow School
Wadsworth Street
Middletown, Connecticut 06457
(203) 347.2579
Active user of tapes

Dr. Abbott L. Ferriss
Department of Sociology
Emory University
Atlarita, Georgia 30322
(404) 329.7510
Plans to use tapes

Dr. Emmett L. Fleming, Jr.
Office of Planning, Budgeting,

and Evaluation
.U.S. Office of Education
FOB-6, Room 4079
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D 20202
(202) 2454380
Active user of tapes

Dr. Norman E. Freeberg
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale gOACI
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(c09) 921-9000
Under contract to0E/OPBE
Active user of tapes
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Dr. William S. Fuller
New York Department of Education
*town 1722
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12224
(518) 474-8136
Purchased for derartment

Mr. Jr al Geld
Department of Social Relations
The Johns Hopfrins University
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
(301) 338-7626
Plana to use tapes

Ms. Margaret Gordon
Associate Director
Carnegie Council on Higher Education
2150 Shattuck Avenue
Berkeley, California 94704
(415) 8494474
Active user of tapes

Mr. Gary M. Grandon
U164
Social Science Data Center
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut 06268
(203) 486-4067
Active user of tapes

Mr. John T. Grasso
Center for Extension and Continuing

Education
West Virginia University
Morgantown. West Virginia 26506
(304) 293-0111
Mans to use tapes

Dr. Larry Griffin
Bellentine Hall
Sociology Department
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
(812) 337-7885
Plans to use tapes

Dr. James E. Gruber
Department of Behavioral Sciences
Parkside
University of Wisconsin 51140
(414) 553-2316
Active user of tapes

Dr. Forrest Harrison
Director Center for Public Policies
Department of Education
Claremont, California 91711
(724) 626-8511
plans to use tapes

Dr. Thomas L. Hilton
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road, Research 244
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(609) 921-9000, Ext. 2784
Under contrat to CEEB
Active user of rapes

Dr. Donald B. Holsinger
College of Education
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
(602) 884-2745
Plans to use tapes

Mr. Greg Jackson
Graduate School of Education
.; Appian Way
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
(6..7) 495.3447
Under contract to OE/OPBE

Active user of tapes

Lr. Tom Johnson
Department of Eco.,omics and Business
North Carolina State Universit,
Raleigh, North Carolina 21602
Under contract to state: Funds for

expgiment station
Active user of tapes
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4

Mr. Thomas E. Jordan, Dean
University of Missouri
8001 Na Bridge Road
$t. Louis, burl 63121
(314) 453-5 '0 or 483-5611
Plans to use tames

Dr. Steve M. Jung\
American Institiate\(or Research
P.O. Box 1113
Pa 1p Alto, California \943$"9
(415) 493. 3550',

Purchased docuniantalion only

Dr. Cletrles KenoVer
2500 Colorado Avenue
System Development Corpotation
Santa Monica, California 90406
(213) 829-7511
Under contract to OE /OPBE

Active user of tapes

Ms. Judy Krupp
'1.1nool of Education
University of Connecticut
Storrs, Connecticut 06268
(43) 486-2000 1,

Active user of tapes

Mr. Boyd Ladd i

Box 31
Garrett Park, Maryland 20766
(.301) , 933-0616

Purchased documentation only

Dr. Bartholomew Landry
Department of Sociology
Vniversitte of Maryland
Collep Park, Maryland 20742

, (301) 45.591 6
Plans to

Dr. Ed La4ear
Department of Economics
University) of Chicago
Chicago, t linois 60637
(312) 75 -4525
Mans to use tapes

3

1,

M William Loxley \ \
\ iparative Education Center
\ /Judd Hall, 5835 Kimbark Ae^ue
4.1niversity of Chicago

Chicago, Illinois 60637
(312) 753-2921
Active user of tapes
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ar. Edward L. McDill
Department of Social Relations

,TheJohns Hopkins University
Charlk and 34th Streets:

Maryland 21218
(30 338.7628
Under'contract to ViE
Active us) of.tapes

Ms. Dane Mo nsie
21648 Mulho d Drive
Woodland Hals,\Califorl.4a 91364
(21a) 833-24004xt. 1620 \
Purchased documenation only

Dr. Ralph Melaragno
System Developmen- Corporation
2500 Colorado Avenue
Santa Mov=ca, California 90406
(213) 829-7511 ' Ns,

I

Under contract to C ?BE

Active user of tapes

Mr. Darrel R. Morris
College Entrance Examination Board
888 Seventh Avenue
New York, New York 10019
(212) 582.6210
Active user of tapes

Mr. John K. Mullen
20 Doubleday Street
Bingniunton, New York 13901
(607) 798-2584
Under contract to ASE /LACES

Active usc. o! tapes

Dr. Richard Munsterman
Western Michigan University
Ir 'amazoo Michigan, 49003

) 494- ,541
,.ve user of tapes



Dr. George No lfi
University Consultants
45 Hancock Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
(617) 491.5828
Under contract to ASE /LACES

Active iiler of tapes

Dr. Lawrence S. Olson
.4ssistant Professor of Economics

and Education
College of Arts and Sciences
University of Rochester
Rochester, New York 1467,7
(716) 275-3895

Under contract to OE/Vocational Education

Active user of tapes

Dr. Ellis B Page
Department of Educational Psychology
University of Connecticut
Stor...s, Connecticut 06268
(203) 486-4033
Active user of tapes

Dr. G. Pierce
Russell B. Stearns Center for

Applied Social Research
Department of Sociology
Northeastern University
360 Huntington Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
(617) 437.3310
Active user of tapes

Dr. Solomon William Polachek
Department of Economics
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514
(919) 966-5392
Funded by Ford and Spencer Foundation:
Active user of tapes

Dr. Michael Polich
Rand Corporation
1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, California 90406
(213) 393-0411
Sponsor - ARPA and Office of the

Secretary of Defense Man-
power and Reserve Affairs

Active users of tapes

Agnes C. Purcell
General Research ..:orporation
Operations Analysis Division
West Gate Research Park
McLean, Virginia 22101
(703) 893-5900
Active user of tapes

Mr. Alex Ritnofsky
Office of Planning and Budget Eluation
Office of Education
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202
(202) 245-7884
Active user of tapes

Dr Donald A. Rock
Ec .:rational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, New Jersey 08540
(609) 921 -9000
Active user of tapes

Dr. Morris Rosenberg
Department of Sociology
University of Maryland
College Park, Maryland 20742
(301) 454-5963
Funded by NIMH

Active user of tapes

Mr. Albert H. Rosenthal
The Rand Corporation
1700 Main Street
Santa Monica, California 90406
(213) 393 -041.., Ext. 327, Sec. 7563

Under contract to ACE/NCES

Supervisor of tape users
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Dr. William Schmidt
Statistics Deparpnent
Michigan State University
East Lansing, Michigan
(517) 355.5168
Active user of tapes

Dr. Jeffrey Schneider
Education Department
Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island 02192
(401) 863-2407
Plans to use tapes

Mr. Jona K. Schorr
Department of Sociology
Stetson University
Deland, Florida 32720
(904) 734-4121, Ext. 308
Active user of tapes

Dr. Benjamin Schrader
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road
Princeton, New Jersey G6540
(609) 921-9000, Ext. 2758
Active use: of tapes

Dr. David Selby
Joseph Froomkin, Inc.
1015 18th Street. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) A32.2220
Under contract to DHEW/ASE
Active user of tapes

Mr. Todd Simonds
University Center for Urban Research
University of Pittsburg
249 Craig Street
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15260
(412) 624-544/
Active user of tapes

Mr. Tom Slocum
791 N. Summit Avenue
Lzke Forest, Illinois -60045
(312)134-7144
Aaive user of tapes
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Dr. Michael S. Swafford
Department of Sociology
Vanderbilt University
Nashville, Tennessee 37235
(615) 322-2324
Plans to use tapes

Dr. A. Tennys=
College En,trance Examination Board
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 322-1480
Under contract to NCES
Active user of tapes

Dr. Gail Thomas
Department of Social Relations
Center for the Study of Schools
The Johns Hopkins University
3505 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21218
(301) 3c8.7S63
Activz us of *apes

Dr. Bruce Thompson
Ceneral Accounting Office
425 I Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
(202) 376-5387
Active user of tapes

Dr. D. Ross Thomson
The University of New York
State Education Department
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12210
(518) 474-5093
Funded by New York State
Active user oflapes

Mr. Clarence H. Thornton
Department of Sociology
University or North Carolina
Chapel MI, North Carolina 27514
Active user of tapes



Dr Harry Travis
Office of the Aseastant Secretary

of Postsecondary Educl.tion
Department of Health, Education,

and We Iford
Washington, D.C.
(202) 2%5.9274
Active user of tapes

Dr. Alan Wagner (contractor)
r,ollege Entrance Examination Board
1717 Mt isachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.G. 20006
(202) 332-7134
Active user of tapes

Ms. Adair Waldenberg
100 McKinley Avenue
Institute for Demographic and

Economic Studies, Inc.
New Haven, Connecticut
(203) 436-1474
Active user of tapes

Dr. John Walsh
Olympus Research Centers
San Francisco, California
(415) t35 -0180

Under contract to OPBE

Active user of tapes

Regis Walther
George Washington University
2031 F Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 467-6320, 46-7-6649, 765-5903

Sponsor - I apartment of Labor
Employment and Training

Active user of tapes

Dr. George Weathersby
Graduate School of Education
450 Gutman Library (6 Appian Way)
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138
(637) 495-3447
Under contract to OE /OPBE /PSID

Active user of tapes

F.int Weldon
National Center for Higher Education

Management Systems
P.O. Drawer D
Boulder, Colorado 80302
(303) 492-7954
Under contract to C,/OPBE

Inactive user of tapes
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